IN THE NAME OF ALLAH,
T HE A LL -B ENEFICENT , T HE A LL -M ERCIFUL

:ﻗﺎل ﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﻟﻰ

﴿إِﻧﱠ َﻤﺎ ﯾُ ِﺮﯾ ُﺪ ﱠ
ﺖ َوﯾُﻄَ ﱢﮭ َﺮ ُﻛ ْﻢ
ﺐ َﻋ ْﻨ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﱢ
َ اﻟﺮ ْﺟ
َ ﷲُ ﻟِﯿُ ْﺬ ِھ
ِ ﺲ أَ ْھ َﻞ ا ْﻟﺒَ ْﯿ
﴾.ﮭﯿ ًﺮا
ِ ﺗَ ْﻄ
Indeed Allah desires to repel all impurity from
you, O People of the Household, and purify you
with a thorough purification. (S£rat al-A¦ z¡ b 33:33).

A NEW ANALYSIS OF
WAHHªB« DOCTRINES

:3 ِﺳﻮ ُل ﷲ
ُ ﻗَﺎ َل َر
َ  ِﻛﺘ:إﻧﱢﻲ ﺗَﺎ ِر ٌك ﻓِﯿ ُﻜ ُﻢ اﻟﺜﱠﻘَﻠَ ْﯿ ِﻦ
َِﺎب ﷲ
ﺴ ْﻜﺘُ ْﻢ ﺑِ ِﮭ َﻤﺎ
 َﻣﺎ إنْ ﺗَ َﻤ ﱠ،َو ِﻋ ْﺘ َﺮﺗِﻲ أ ْھ َﻞ ﺑَ ْﯿﺘِﻲ
 َوإﻧﱠ ُﮭ َﻤﺎ ﻟَﻦْ ﯾَ ْﻔﺘَ ِﺮﻗَﺎ،ًﻟَﻦ ﺗَﻀﻠﱡﻮا ﺑَ ْﻌ ِﺪي أﺑَﺪا
.ض
َ َﺣﺘﱠﻰ ﯾَ ِﺮدَا َﻋﻠَ ﱠﻲ ا ْﻟ َﺤ ْﻮ
The Messenger of Allah (¥) said:
“Verily, I am leaving among you two
precious things [thaqalayn]: The Book of
Allah and my progeny [ ‘itrah], the members
of my Household [Ahl al-Bayt]. If you hold
fast to them, you shall never go astray. These
two will never separate from each other until
they meet me at the Pond [ ¦ aw¤] (of
Kawthar).”
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Preface

Ο
In the Name of Allah, the All-beneficent, the All-Merciful

The precious legacy left behind by the Holy Prophet’s
Household [ahl al-bayt] (may peace be upon them all) and
their followers’ preservation of this legacy from the menace
of extinction is a perfect example of the all-encompassing
school [maktab] that embraces all the different branches of
Islamic knowledge. This school has been able to train many
talented personalities by quenching them with this gushing
fountain. This school has presented scholars to the Muslim
ummah who, by following the Holy Prophet’s Household
(‘a), have occupied the station of clarifying doubts and
skepticisms put forth by various creeds and intellectual
currents both inside and outside Muslim society.
Throughout the past centuries, they have presented the
firmest answers and solutions to these doubts.
Anchored in the responsibilities it is shouldering, the
Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) World Assembly has embarked upon
defending the sanctity of ris¡ lah [message] and its authentic
beliefs—truths which have always been opposed by the
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chiefs and leaders of anti-Islamic sects, religions and
trends. In this sacred path, the Assembly regards itself as a
follower of the upright pupils of the school of the Ahl alBayt (‘ a)—those who have always been ready to refute
those accusations and calumnies and have tried to be always
in the frontline of this struggle on the basis of the
expediencies of time and space.
The experiences in this field, which contained the books
of scholars belonging to the school of the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a),
are unique in their own right. It is because these
experiences have been based upon knowledge [‘ilm] and the
preeminence of the intellect and reasoning, and at the same
time, they are completely devoid of blind prejudice, whim
and caprice. These experiences address experts, scholars
and thinkers in a manner that appeals to healthy minds and
the pure human natural disposition [fi§ rah].
In a bid to assist those who are in quest of truth, the Ahl
al-Bayt (‘ a) World Assembly has endeavored to enter a new
phase of these worthy experiences within the framework of
research and translating the works of contemporary Shi‘ah
writers or those who, through divine guidance, have
embraced this noble school.
The Assembly is also engaged in the study and
publication of the valuable works of pious predecessors and
outstanding Sh¢`ah personalities so that those who search
for the truth may quench their thirst from this refreshing
fountain by listening and embracing this truth, which the
the Holy Prophet’s Household (‘a) has offered as a gift to
the entire world.
It is hoped that our dear readers would not deprive the
Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) World Assembly of their valuable
opinions, suggestions and constructive criticisms in this
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arena.
We also invite scholars, translators and other institutions
to assist us in propagating the pure Mu¦ammadan (¥) Islam.
We ask God, the Exalted, to accept this humble effort
and enhance it further under the auspices of His vicegerent
on earth, give us success to al-Mahd¢ (may Allah, the
Exalted, expedite his glorious advent).
It is appropriate here to express our utmost gratitude to
°ujjat al-Isl¡m wa’l-Muslim¢n Shaykh Mu¦ammad °usayn
Ibr¡h¢m¢ for writing the book, and to Mr. Mansoor Limba
for translating it, as well as all our honorable colleagues in
accomplishing this task especially our close associates in
the Translation Office for undertaking this responsibility.
Cultural Affairs Department
The Ahl
Assembly

?

al-Bayt

(‘a)

World

Introduction

Ο
In the Name of Allah, the Compassionate, the Merciful

Twelve years ago, the book, Ta ¦ l¢l ¢ N£ bar ‘Aq¡’id
Wahh¡ biyy¡ n [A New Analysis of Wahh¡b¢ Doctrines], was
written and it has been so far printed three times by the
Publication Center of the Islamic Propagation Office of the
Islamic Seminary in Qum.
With the help of God, a review of its content was
undertaken for its fourth printing and new chapters and
issues were added.
The distinctive features of this book
This book examines Wahh¡b¢ beliefs in the light of the
1
beliefs of the Ahl as-Sunnah and the Sh¢`ah. It endeavors
to discuss their main ideological issues. The quotations in
this book are cited from books published in the holy cities
of Mecca and Medina such as the following:
1

In this volume, I have used the word “Sh¢‘ah” to refer to both the group
(single collective unit) and the individuals constituting the group (plural).
[Trans.]
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1. Fat ¦ al-Maj¢d written by Shaykh Mu¦ammad ibn
‘Abd al-Wahh¡b, one of the prominent figures of this
movement, with a commentary by Shaykh ‘Abd arRa¦m¡n ibn al-°asan ¡l ash-Shaykh and footnotes by
‘Abd All¡h ibn B¡z.
2. Al-As’ilah wal-Ajwibah al-U¥£liyyah written by
‘Abd al-‘Az¢z Mu¦ammad Sul§¡n.
3. At-Taw¦¢d bi’l-Lughah al-F ¡ risiyyah (No. 27)
published by the Saudi Ministry of Islamic Guidance
and Endowments in 1374 AHS (circa 1995) and
distributed freely to Iranian pilgrims.
In addition to these references, other sources written by
Sunn¢ and Sh¢`ah Im¡m¢ ‘ulam¡ ’ in general, and Wahh¡b¢s
in particular, are cited in the footnotes.
This book contains an examination of the views and
outlook of the Wahh¡b¢s regarding the Sh¢`ah and the
1
infallible Im¡ms (‘ a). Be that as it may, it does not mean
that intellectually, ideologically, and even politically and
socially, the Wahh¡b¢s have no clash with the Ahl asSunnah. In this book, we will also deal with this point.
Is Wahh ¡ bism a movement?
Many socio-religious reforms and movements have
already emerged among Muslims. Some of them are purely
political such as those involved in changing the types of
governments regardless of whether or not a preference for a
particular type of government exists. Some others are
purely religious and their concern is only reform in
1
The abbreviation, “‘a” stands for the Arabic invocative phrase, ‘alayhissal¡ m, ‘alayhimus-sal¡ m, or ‘alayh ¡ s-sal¡ m [may peace be upon
him/them/her], which is used after the names of the prophets, angels,
Im¡ms from the Prophet’s progeny, and saints (‘a). [Trans.]

Introduction
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religious and ideological content. Yet, others have been
religious and socio-political such as the Islamic Revolution
in Iran. These types of movements cannot be regarded as
mere reformist movements as they have affected all aspects
of life—religious, personal, social, etc. Indeed, the very
word “revolution” is the best label for these kinds of
movements.
In reply to the question being posed, it must be said that
the truth of the matter is that Wahh¡bism is merely a
political movement that emerged within a religiousideological framework, and it has brought about a particular
social outcome. Of course, the final view must be expressed
by social and political scientists.
Explanation of some points
Wahh¡bism has been labeled with many various names
among which is the appellation, “Salafiyyah”. This name is
used because they believe that for the reformation of their
religion and beliefs, the present Muslims must go back to
the early period of Islam (“salaf” means the past or
preceding one). Ibn Taymiyyah has introduced the issue of
“salaf” and his statements are a source of Wahh¡b¢
doctrines.
By “Wahh¡bism” it means that Shaykh Mu¦ammad ibn
‘Abd al-Wahh¡b must be followed in socio-political and
religious issues because he has taught his followers the way
to reform religion and society. The members of these two
sects, Wahh¡bism and Salafism, are followers of the
madhhab [school of thought] of A¦mad ibn °anbal. This
group can also be called the “²¡ hiriyyah” because in
interpreting the passages of the Qur’¡n and traditions, they
content themselves with the outward [ ¨¡ hir] content of the
texts. For example, when the Qur’¡n says:

22
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﴾ﺎء َرﺑﱡﻚ َواﻟ َْﻤﻠَﻚ ﺻﻔﺎ ﺻﻔﺎ
َ ﴿ َو َﺟ

And Your Lord and the angels arrive in ranks,1

They interpret it as saying that God will also arrive on the
Day of Resurrection in such a way that the people can see
Him!
This writing contains subjects that explain the above
headings and expresses the Sh¢`ah Im¡m¢ beliefs regarding
those subjects. At any rate, I will try to make it simple,
easy-to-read and devoid of complex reasoning. It is hoped
that this work will be acceptable to God, the Exalted, and
approved by °a¤rat ¯¡¦ib al-Amr [His Holiness Master of the
Affair] (Im¡m al-Mahd¢) (‘a). ?
Mu¦ammad °usayn Ibr¡h¢m¢
Islamic Seminary of Qum
1379 AHS (Circa 2000)

?

S£ rat al-Fajr 89:22. In this volume, the translation of Qur’anic passages
is adapted from Sayyid ‘Al¢ Qul¢ Qar¡’¢, The Qur ’an with a Phrase-byPhrase English Translation (London: Islamic College for Advanced
Studies Press, 2004). [Trans.]

1

Islam as the School of Unity

The Holy Qur’¡n invites all human beings to unity—
Muslims, Christians, Jews, etc.—and this invitation is not
exclusive for the time of the Prophet (¥) or a certain group
1
of the People of the Book [ahl al-kit¡ b]:

ِ ﴿ﻗُﻞ ﻳﺎ أ َْﻫﻞ اﻟ
ْﻜﺘَﺎب ﺗَـ َﻌﺎﻟ َْﻮا إِﻟَﻰ َﻛﻠِ َﻤﺔ َﺳ َﻮاء ﺑَـ ْﻴـﻨَـﻨَـﺎ َوﺑَـ ْﻴــﻨَ ُﻜﻢ أَﻻﱠ ﻧَـ ْﻌﺒُـﺪ إِﻻﱠ اﻟﻠﱠـﻪ
َ
ِ
ِ
﴾.َرﺑَﺎﺑًﺎ ﻣﻦ ُد ون اﻟﻠﱠﻪ
ً ﻀﻨَﺎ ﺑَـ ْﻌ
ُ َوﻻ ﻧُ ْﺸِﺮ ك ﺑِﻪ َﺷ ْﻴﺌًﺎ َوﻻ ﻳَـﺘﱠﺨﺬ ﺑَـ ْﻌ
ْ ﻀﺎ أ

Say, ‘ O People of the Book! Come to a word common
between us and you: that we will worship no one but
Allah, and that we will not ascribe any partner to
Him, and that we will not take each other as lords
2
besides Allah’.

The Glorious Qur’¡n speaks about the synagogue,
temple, church and mosque in the same line because the
Name of God is mentioned in all of them. As such, they
must be held in high esteem and respect.
Although the blessed verse quoted invites all to unity,
the greater emphasis is on the solidarity of Muslims. This is
People of the Book [ahl al-Kit¡ b]: the respectful title given to the Jews
and Christians in the Qur’an. [Trans.]

1

2

S£ rat ª l ‘Imr ¡ n 3:64.
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because, in addition to their unity and commonality in
taw¦¢d [unity of God], prophethood [nubuwwah] qiblah [the
direction where one faces for prayer and other acts of
worship], etc., Muslims also have a commonality with some
branches of religion. Thus, among the followers of the
various religions, Muslims are more deserving of having
unity, and thus the possibility of scientific, cultural,
political and other interactions among them is stronger.
Keeping aloof from spitefulness
1
The life conduct [s¢ rah] of the Holy Prophet (¥) serves
as a proof, guideline and model for all of us. Through
compassion, magnanimity and endeavor, he (¥) was able to
unify the people of °ij¡z,2 most of whom had been idolworshippers, under the banner of Islam.
After their acceptance of Islam, some of them, known as
the mun¡ fiq£ n [hypocrites], engaged in open confrontation
with the Prophet (¥) who had to deal with them. They were
those who ostensibly embraced Islam but in intention and
practice they were not assisting him (¥). In spite of this, the
Prophet (¥) peacefully associated with them and his
objectives were the accomplishment of the mission as well
as imparting the understanding and implementation of the
Holy Qur’¡n. The very same conduct was adopted by the
infallible Im¡ms (‘a) and they never kindled the flame of
discord among Muslims.
The abbreviation, “¥ ”, stands for the Arabic invocative phrase,
¥allall¡ hu ‘alayhi wa ¡ lihi wa sallam [may God’s salutation and peace be
upon him and his progeny], which is used after the name of the Holy
Prophet Mu¦ammad (¥ ). [Trans.]

1

2

°ij¡z: the region in Western Arabia bordering the Red Sea that includes
±¡’if, Mecca and Medina. Here, it alludes to the entire Arabian Peninsula.
[Trans.]

Islam as the School of unity
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We can see that although ‘Al¢ (‘ a) had reproached the
earlier caliphs as recorded in Nahj al-Bal¡ ghah,1 in other
instances he would laud them. All this was primarily to
foster the freedom of thought and the spread of Islamic
beliefs. The conclusion is that in the present age, indulging
in magnifying Sunn¢-Sh¢`ah differences, apart from not
being useful, will result in an irreparable loss.
Proximity between Sunn¢s and Sh¢`ah advances the
interests of both. The Sh¢`ah in particular have not confined
their thought, culture, jurisprudence [fiqh], exegesis of the
Qur’¡n [tafs¢ r], and beliefs to themselves and their
seminaries. A survey of Muslim-populated countries
substantiates this statement as the books of great Sh¢`ah
figures such as Shaykh al-Muf¢d, Shaykh a§-±£s¢,
‘All¡mah °ill¢, ‘All¡mah T ab¡§ab¡’¢, and Professor
Mu§ahhar¢ can be easily found in these countries.
The proximity of Sunn¢s and Sh¢`ah opens the ways for
the spread of Sh¢`ah thought and culture in the Muslim
world, and as a result, makes the further proximity of these
two sects even more possible.
More than anyone else, the Wahh¡b¢s are apprehensive
and endangered by this proximity. It is for this reason that
during the °ajj season, they prohibit the entry into the
Nahj al-Bal¡ ghah (The Peak of Eloquence) is a collection of speeches,
sayings and letters of the Commander of the Faithful, Im¡m ‘Al¢ ibn Ab¢
±¡lib (‘a) compiled by Shar¢f ar-Ra¤¢ Mu¦ammad ibn al-°usayn (d. 406
AH/1016). The contents of the book concern the three essential topics of
God, man and the universe, and include comments on scientific, literary,
social, ethical, and political issues. With the exception of the words of the
Glorious Qur’an and of the Holy Prophet (¥ ), no words of man can equate
it in eloquence. So far, more than 101 exegeses have been written on Nahj
al-Bal¡ ghah, indicating the importance of this treatise to scholars and
learned men of research and investigation. For more information, visit:
http://www.al-islam.org/nahjul. [Trans.]
1
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country all religious books including the Qur’¡n (in Persian
translation), tafs¢r, history and ¦ ad¢th books, and even
Iranian magazines and newspapers. This is because they are
afraid that these printed materials would present facts
against their particular policy and doctrines. This is in spite
of the fact that those matters are never repugnant to the
truth of Islam.
In terms of outlook, they oppose not only the Sh¢`ah but
also the four Sunn¢ schools of thought. They write books
against the proximity of Sunn¢s and Sh¢`ah, campaigning
against it, regarding it as an impossible venture, and
claiming thus: “We shall never have an understanding with
those who are engaged in speculative interpretation of the
verses of the Qur’¡n and who disrespect the two sheikhs
[shaykhayn].”
Why Wahh ¡ bism should be identified
The anti-unity campaign of Wahh¡b¢s reaches its peak
during the Unity Week.1 One of the best means of replying
to such a plot is that the ‘ulam¡ ’ of the °ajj caravans and
pilgrims should be the promoters of unity more than anyone
else. They should be familiar with the methods of dealing
with them and understand their views and opinions so that
during confrontations and argumentations, they could reply
to them consciously and intellectually.
It is necessary for some Muslims who are following the
Sunn¢ school to be properly informed about the opinions of
the Sunn¢ im¡ms so as to realize that the Wahh¡b¢s also
have views difference to them and even regard many of the
beliefs of the Ahl as-Sunnah as polytheistic and, worse still,
prone to infidelity [kufr]. In reality, Wahh¡bism is a
1

12-17 Rab¢‘ al-Awwal. [Trans.]
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political movement under the religious cover of identifying
with the Sunnis and it wants to prevent the unity of the
Islamic schools of thought [madh¡ hib]. It is trying to kindle
the flame of discord among Muslims especially between the
two main sects—Sunn¢ and Sh¢`ah—so as to make the
imperialist hegemony permanent over the Muslim nation.
Unfortunately, with the acquisition of the oil-rich land
of Arabia and reliance on the enormous God-given wealth,
Wahh¡bism has succeeded in becoming a potent force and
has established innumerable offices and organizations
throughout the world for the propagation of its dogma. In
the Sunn¢-populated regions of Iran and Pakistan where
most of the people are suffering from poverty and
deprivation, the Wahh¡b¢s are making huge investments,
constructing religious schools [mad¡ ris], spending large
amounts of money upon their students and others, and
attracting people to Wahh¡b¢ doctrines. Since most of our
Sunn¢ brothers are living on the border regions of Iran, they
are more subjected to the influence of the propaganda of the
imperialist Wahh¡b¢s.
As the ‘Alaw¢ Sh¢`ah and Mu¦ammad¢ Sunn¢s have
risen up now hand in hand against their enemies and can
clearly see the hand of imperialism behind the curtain of
Wahh¡bism, it is necessary for Sunn¢ and Sh¢`ah ‘ulam¡ ’ to
conduct research about Wahh¡bism and identify it well so
as to make it clear that this group has differences of opinion
not only with the Sh¢`ah but also with the Ahl as-Sunnah.
Although the Wahh¡b¢s are always playing the Sunn¢ card
and try to portray themselves as the well-wishers and
sympathizers of the Sunn¢s, Sunn¢s in turn have to know
that the issues regarded by Wahh¡b¢s as their points of
departure with the Sh¢`ah are the same issues that are
common between the Sunn¢s and the Sh¢`ah. They also
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have to know that the Sh¢`ah school is closer to the Ahl asSunnah than Wahh¡bism is.
Leaders and unity
During the past decades, there were figures who
regarded the unity of Muslims as their ideal and aspiration,
but they did not realize this precious aspiration, or if they
ever took steps for its realization, they were very
insignificant and rudimentary. In the recent period, the late
ªyatull¡h Bur£jerd¢ (r)1 gave an affirmative reply to this
aspiration by approving the J ¡ mi‘ ah at-Taqr ¢ b bayn alMadh¡ hib al-Isl¡ miyyah [University or Forum for the
proximity of the Islamic schools of thought]. There have
been other ‘ulam¡’ and fuqah ¡ who upheld the approach of
the late Bur£jerd¢. In this context, the viewpoint and
outlook of the late °ad rat2 Im¡m Khomein¢ (r) and his
efforts are well known to all. At the present time also, in a
bid to extend the scope of this unity further, ªyatull¡h
Kh¡mene’¢ (may his sublime presence endure) has issued a
decree for reviving the foundation of unity and the forum
for proximity, which is itself worthy of gratitude and a
source of hope.
It is appropriate for us to note at this juncture that the
Sh¢`ah ‘ulam¡ ’ and fuqah ¡ of the past, such as Shaykh alMuf¢d (d. 413 AH), Sayyid Murtad ¡ ‘Alam al-Hud¡ (d.
436 AH), and Shaykh a§-±£s¢ (d. 460 AH), among others,
have also emphasized unity between Sunn¢s and Sh¢`ah,
and have written valuable books on this subject such as alThe abbreviation, “r” stands for the Arabic invocative phrase, ra ¦ matull¡ h
‘alayhi, ra ¦ matull¡ h ‘alayh¡ , or ra ¦ matull¡ h ‘alayhim [may peace be upon
him/her/them], which is used after the names of pious people. [Trans.]
2
°a¤rat: The Arabic word °a ¤rat is used as a respectful form of address.
[Trans.]

1
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Khil¡ f which enumerates the common points of belief
between the two groups. ‘All¡mah °ill¢ has also written a
book on the basis of the jurisprudence [fiqh] of the Sh¢`ah
and the four Sunn¢ schools.
All these are proofs for the proximity of jurisprudential
views of the two schools and of the interest of leading
figures in jurisprudence in establishing mutual
understanding. Of course, at the present time there are
treatises on jurisprudence written by Sunn¢s in which the
views of the Sunn¢s and the Sh¢`ah on the branches of
religion and jurisprudence have been compared. For
example, the books Maws £‘ah Jam¡ l ‘Abd al-N¡¥ir and AlFiqh ‘al¡’l-Madh¡ hib al-Khamsah can be cited. ?

?

The Life Account of Shaykh Ibn ‘Abd alWahh¡b and Ibn Sa‘£d

A cursory glance at the life account of Shaykh Ibn ‘ Abd
al-Wahh ¡ b
In this section, we deemed it fitting to take a survey of
the life of Mu¦ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¡b, known as the
Shaykh, and Mu¦ammad Sa‘£d.
The sons and grandsons of the Shaykh are still living in
the Arabia, some of whom are known by the family name,
“ªl ash-Shaykh”. The children of Mu¦ammad ªl as-Sa‘£d
some of whom are holding the reins of government in
Arabia are known as “¡l Sa‘£d”. The country had been
known before as “°ij¡z”, but it was changed into the
“Kingdom of Saudi Arabia” [al-Mamlakah al-‘ Arabiyyah
Sa ‘£diyyah] during the reign of King ‘Abd al-‘Az¢z.
Shaykh Mu¦ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¡b came from the
region of Najd who was born in 1114 AH in one of the
cities of Najd named as “‘Ayniyyah”. His father, Shaykh
‘Abd al-Wahh¡b, was a scholar [‘¡ lim] and the judge [q¡¤¢]
of that region. As such, the creed of Shaykh Mu¦ammad had
been ascribed to his father. After learning the basics of
religion from his father, Shaykh Mu¦ammad went to Medina
and learned from the ‘ulam¡ ’ of that region.
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Due to his personal interpretations of some issues
regarding belief and his opposition to the ‘ulam¡ ’ of
Medina, he was expelled from the city. He then went to Iraq
where he stayed in Ba¥rah. In that city he got acquainted
with a person named Shaykh Mu¦ammad Majm£‘¢ and
adopted his ideas. Finally, the two believed in a certain
creed.
The other ‘ ulam¡ ’ of Ba¥rah and the believers of the
region that were mainly of Iranian origin, had opposed him
and ousted him from Ba¥rah.
When Shaykh Mu¦ammad was driven out of Ba¥rah, he
proceeded to Damascus, which had a pleasant climate, but
because of his unusual belief and difficulties in life he was
unable to remain there. Since he could not return to Medina
or Mecca, he went back to the Najd of his father, Shaykh
‘Abd al-Wahh¡b, who was then still the ‘¡ lim of the region.
The Shaykh had a brother named Shaykh Sulaym¡n ibn
‘Abd al-Wahh¡b who was at loggerheads with him in terms
of belief. His brother was the first person to write a book
refuting his doctrines. His father also opposed him and
sided with Shaykh Sulaym¡n. In addition to the opposition
of his father and brother, he also faced the opposition of
‘ulam¡ ’, and this dispute continued until the death of his
father.
Shaykh Ibn ‘ Abd al-Wahh¡ b after the death of his father
After the death of his father, Shaykh Mu¦ammad
enjoyed great freedom in propagating his doctrines and
views. As such, he went to other places and become
acquainted with ‘Uthm¡n ibn A¦mad ibn Mu¦ammad, who
was then the emir of ‘Ayniyyah, and married his daughter
Jawharah. Although it is said that the people there accepted
some of his beliefs, because he went to extremes in
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opposing their customs, they expelled him from the region.
For instance, he had ordered the destruction of a dome
belonging to Zayd ibn al-Kha§§¡b, brother of ‘Umar. He
had also issued a decree for an old tree, which was
venerated by the people of the region, to be uprooted.
In sum, on account of his peculiar doctrines, among
which was his disregard for the leaders of the Ahl asSunnah, the Shaykh lost his esteem in the people’s sight and
earned their wrath. From there he went to the region of
Dar‘iyyah.
Nowadays, pilgrims—Iranian and non-Iranian—can still
see the relics related to the rule of ‘Uthm¡n in Arabia such
as the holy shrine of the Holy Prophet (¥) and the graves
surrounding it, the lanterns of Masjid an-Nab¢, and the
inscriptions on that sacred mosque.
The children and students of Shaykh Ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¡ b
Shaykh Mu¦ammad had a number of sons and daughters
and married one of his daughters to Mu¦ammad ibn Sa‘£d,
the tribal chief. His sons, °usayn, ‘Abd All¡h and Ibr¡h¢m,
became judges after their father. Even now, his sons, one
after another, hold religious positions in Saudi Arabia.
During his lifetime, apart from training students, the
Shaykh wrote some books which nowadays have caught the
attention of ‘ ulam¡ ’ and students of the region. These books
are as follows:
1. Kit¡ b at-Taw¦ ¢d; a collection of his doctrines;
2. Kit¡ b Kashf ash-Shubah ¡ t, which is written in defense
of his doctrines vis-à-vis Sunn¢ ‘ ulam¡ ’;
3. The merits and issues of some stories in the Qur’¡n;
4. Kit¡ b al-Kab¡’ir, which has been written about the
major sins;
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5. Mas¡’il al-J ¡ hiliyyah, in which he compares the preIslamic period of ignorance of Arabia with his own time;
6. Faw¡’id as-S¢rah an-Nabawiyyah, which is wellknown as S¢rat ar-Ras £l. This book examines the entire
course of the lives of some Companions of the Prophet (¥),
his battles and the prevalent beliefs during that time;
7. Ikhti¥¡ r ash-Shar ¦ al-Kab¢r; and
8. ªd ¡ b al-Mashyi il¡’¥-¯ al¡ h (These two books have
been written about issues related to jurisprudence and the
branches of religion).
These books are still available at the present.
The Death of Shaykh Ibn ‘ Abd al-Wahh ¡ b
After engaging in religious and political debates,
successive travels to a number of cities in the Muslim
world, and enduring the wrath and anger of the ‘ulam¡ ’,
Shaykh Mu¦ammad was able to find his own supporters and
votaries, who are nowadays known as the Wahh¡b¢s.
According to historical sources which have been written
in his praise and appreciation and negating the deviant
nature of his doctrines, the Shaykh passed away in 1206 AH
at the age of 92 in Dar‘iyyah after traveling to Ba¥rah,
Najaf, Karbal¡’, and probably, Is fah¡n and Sh¢r¡z.
In short, after the death of the Shaykh, his beliefs and
views were promoted and propagated with the support and
blessing of external and domestic political brokers in such a
manner that at the present, most of the current rulers of
Arabia and a number of religious scholars and judges there
follow him and other Muslim countries such as
Afghanistan, Pakistan and boarder communities in Iran
have come under the influence of these doctrines. The
Wahh¡b¢s are spreading this creed in the various countries
in Europe, America and Asia by building mosques and
libraries, printing copies of the Holy Qur’¡n, dispatching
religious missionaries, and the like.
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This creed is called Wahh¡bism derived from the name
of the Shaykh’s father. Although the Shaykh seemed to be a
follower of the °anbal¢ school of thought, the truth of the
matter is that he was not so, and he was distinctively
different from the other ‘ ulam¡’. In fact, he regarded
himself as free to think, choose and formulate his own
beliefs pertaining to religion. Since he considered himself
an initiator of a new set of beliefs, he expressed his beliefs
in the following points:
1. He treated all Muslims as infidels or polytheists while
thinking of himself as the true Muslim;
2. He declared visiting the graves and constructing
domes and courtyards around the cemetery of the
Companions of the Prophet (¥) and his descendants as
unlawful [ ¦ ar ¡ m];
3. He regarded making vows, requests and offering
sacrificial animals beside the shrine of saints [awliy¡ ’] as
unlawful;
4. He used to reckon as ¦ ar ¡ m entreating [istigh¡ thah]
and resorting to the intermediation [tawassul] of the saints
of God;
5. He considered it obligatory to wage jih¡ d against
those who opposed his creed, saying: “Wage war against
the infidels and polytheists until there is no more sedition
[fitnah] and the religion is solely for God:

﴾.ﻮﻫﻢ َﺣﺘﱠﻰ ﻻ ﺗَ ُﻜﻮن ﻓِ ْﺘـﻨَﺔ
ُ ُ﴿ َوﻗَﺎﺗِﻠ

Fight them until faithlessness is no more.1

What is meant by the Shaykh in this verse is jih ¡ d
against Muslims and for him the pure religion is referred to
his creed.
1

S£ rat al-Baqarah 2:193.
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This is the summary of the life account and beliefs of
Shaykh Mu¦ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¡b as taken from Kit ¡ b
At-Taw¦¢d bi’l-Lughati al-F ¡ risiyyah.1 Of course, other
points shall also be mentioned in other discussions.
To whom was Shaykh Ibn ‘ Abd al-Wahh ¡ b indebted
During the period of his stay in Mecca and Medina,
Shaykh Mu¦ammad came across books that had a role in the
formation of his thought. Among them are the books of
A¦mad ibn °anbal, his Musnad in particular; the books of
Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah; and the writings of Ibn
Taymiyyah. Contrary to other ‘ulam¡’ of the Ahl asSunnah, they expressed new beliefs and opinions which can
be extracted from their books on jurisprudence and history.
Of course, the Shaykh was largely influenced by the views
of Ibn Taymiyyah.
Ibn Taymiyyah lived during the 8th century AH. In terms
of belief, he was follower of A¦mad ibn °anbal who lived in
the 3 rd century AH. Ibn Taymiyyah believed in a sort of
anthropomorphism concerning God maintaining that God
has a hand, foot, eye, tongue and mouth, and occupies a
space! In order to prove his case, he resorted to the literal
text of Qur’¡nic verses, maintaining that God is sitting on a
throne in heaven.
Ibn Taymiyyah is the epithet and title of Ab£’l-‘Abb¡s
Taq¢ ad-D¢n A¦mad ibn ‘Abd al-°al¢m. He was born in the
territory of °arr¡n in present-day Turkey. He then migrated
with his father to Damascus, Syria, and there he acquired
learning in religion and jurisprudence. In many ideological
and intellectual issues, he held extreme and radical views.
In addition to his anthropomorphic beliefs concerning God,
he prohibited visitation of the graves and seeking the
1

Kit¡ b at-Taw¦ ¢d bi’l-Lughah al-F ¡ risiyyah, no. 27, pp. 16-34.
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intermediation [tawassul] of the Prophet (¥) while deeming
it permissible to abuse Im¡m ‘Al¢ ibn Ab¢ ±¡lib (‘a). On
issues in jurisprudence, he opposed the predecessors of the
four Sunn¢ schools. From the above points, it can be
understood that the Shaykh was not the first person to have
expressed such beliefs, for individuals such as Ibn
Taymiyyah had advanced similar ideas prior to him. Like
Shaykh Mu¦ammad, Ibn Taymiyyah earned the wrath and
stern criticism of the ‘ulam¡’ of his time and for a time he
was exiled to Egypt. But through the help of the
government of the time, he returned to Damascus. During
the last period of his life, he was imprisoned for his
opposition to the ‘ulam¡ ’ of Damascus and finally expired
in the castle of Damascus and was buried there.1
Ibn Sa ‘£ d
In the territory of Dar‘iyyah in the region of °ij¡z, which
is a mountainous territory with a pleasant climate, a person
named Mu¦ammad ibn Sa‘£d assumed the chieftainship of
his tribe. The Shaykh became acquainted with Ibn Sa‘£d
and relayed to him his new doctrines, and Ibn Sa‘£d in turn
accepted them. They agreed together to set up a government
encompassing the entire region where religious and judicial
affairs, issues concerning propagation, and the leadership of
the Friday prayers would be assumed by the Shaykh while
the political, social, military, and security affairs would be
under Ibn Sa‘£d.
The government in °ij¡z at that time was tribal and
ethnic, and like many Muslim countries, was under Ottoman
rule whose capital was present-day Turkey. With ªl Sa‘£d’s
ascension to power, °ij¡z seceded from Ottoman rule and in
the course of time, it fell under the control of Britain. On
course, the British role in this change of the government
should not be overlooked. ?
1

‘Al¢ Daw¡n¢, Firqeh-ye Wahh ¡ b¢ , chap. 1.

Taw¦¢d from the Sh¢`ah and Wahh¡b¢
Points of View

The negation of reasoning [ta ‘ aqqul] in the Wahh ¡ b¢
school and its consequence
A kind of intellectual negation can be observed in the
school of Wahh¡bism. Although Shaykh Mu¦ammad ibn
‘Abd al-Wahh¡b regarded himself an enlightened person,
criticizing the four Suun¢ schools of thought, some Sh¢`ah
beliefs, and reproaching them for speculatively interpreting
the verses of the Qur’¡n, he used to resort to secondary
issues concerning the teachings about God, the Exalted. He
believed in a sort of anthropomorphism for God and in this
regard he used to content himself with the outward purport
of the verses.
His supporters also reject reflection and reasoning about
the verses of the Qur’¡n and the Prophetic traditions,
negating the rational sciences, philosophy and mysticism
[‘irf¡ n]. They are afflicted with a close-mindedness and
intellectual frigidity to the extent that they are incapable of
applying the precepts of the school [madrasah], the
Qur’¡nic verses and the traditions to the demands of time. It
was for this reason that they initially declared the
telephone, mass communication devices and others as
religiously unlawful, and strongly resisted them, but later
they finally relented.
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Since they are incapable of applying the concepts such
as intercession [shaf¡ ‘ah], tawassul and infallibility
[‘i¥ mah] of the Prophet (¥) in the light of contemporary
thinking their viewpoint concerning the prophets, the Holy
Prophet (¥) in particular, and the saints is narrow. They
treat the spiritual station of the prophets and the saints as
identical with the rest of people, thinking them as being
annihilated and nonexistent after death, while the Sh¢`ah
and other Islamic schools of thought consider them to be
present and watching over us. In a result, the Wahh¡b¢s
consider tawassul to the prophets and awliy¡ ’, entreating
them and asking for their shaf¡‘ah an innovation in religion
[bid‘ah] and polytheism.
A few words from Martyr Professor Murta ¤¡
Mu § ahhar¢
Martyr Professor Murtad ¡ Mu§ahhar¢ says:
The Wahh¡b¢s believe that God has two realms. One is related
to His Essence and no one has the right to enter into this realm.
Worship [‘ib ¡ dah] and tawassul pertain to God and are
exclusive to this axis. The other realm is related to the natural
affairs of the world in which the will and discretion of man
1
have a role and it has nothing to do with God.

He also says:
According to us, however, conceiving of two realms for the
creation; thinking of God as belonging to one realm and the
creatures, man in particular, to be in the other realm; and
considering these two as distinctly separated is unacceptable
and itself as a kind of polytheism. We should not separate
God from His acts and His creatures; for, we believe that:

Murta¤¡ Mu¦ahhar¢, Jah ¡ n B¢n¢ -ye Taw¦¢ d¢ [Monotheistic Worldview],
vol. 2, p. 116.
1
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﴾.﴿أَ ﱠن اﻟْ ُﻘ ﱠﻮة ﻟِﻠﱠﻪ َﺟ ِﻤ ًﻴﻌﺎ

That power, altogether, belongs to Allah,1
And:

ِ ﻻ ﺣﻮ ل وﻻ ﻗُـ ﱠﻮة إﻻﱠ ﺑِﺎﷲ
.اﻟﻌ ِﻈﻴﻢ
َ اﻟﻌﻠ ﱢﻲ
َ
َ َْ

“There is no might and power except from Allah, the Exalted
2
and Great.”

Then, he says:
Contrary to common notions, Wahh¡bism is not only an antiImamate theory but rather, before being anti-Imamate, it is
anti-taw¦¢ d and anti-human. It is anti-taw¦¢ d because it
advocates the division of work between the Creator [kh ¡ liq]
and the creature [makhl£ q]. In addition, it upholds a sort of
hidden polytheism in Essence [shirk-e dh ¡ t¢ ]. It is antihuman because it fails to comprehend the talent of man that
makes him superior to the angels, and according to the text of
the Qur’¡n, elevates him to the status of vicegerency of Allah
[khil ¡ fat All ¡ h] who ordered the angels to prostrate before
3
him. It reduces him into a mere natural animal.”

Taw¦¢ d according to the Sh ¢ `ah philosophers and
scholastic theologians [mutakallim£ n]
In the light of the blessed S£rah at-Taw¦¢ d (or alIkhl¡¥), the following headings about the cognition of the
Essence and Attributes of God can be deduced:
Taw¦¢ d of Essence [Taw¦¢ d-e dh¡t¢]:

God has a Perfect Essence and the Attributes of
Perfection and Beauty. Thus, this Essence must be regarded
as One and Unique. That is, whatever we say concerning
1

S£ rat al-Baqarah 2:165.

2

Jah ¡ n B¢n¢ -ye Taw¦¢d¢ , ibid.

3

Ibid.
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His Oneness and Unity, we have to believe also with
respect to His Essence. Those who acknowledge such
Essence also believe in the Taw¦¢d of Essence.
Shirk [polytheism] in Essence:

This means that we believe in two or more essences for
God, the Exalted. This type of polytheism is called
“polytheism in Essence”. God is One in Essence and has no
partner. So, those who maintain that God has a son or equal,
or that He has been begotten profess polytheism in Essence.
The Holy Qur’¡n strongly condemns this type of belief.
Taw¦¢ d in Attributes:

The Essence of God has Attributes which we can
understand through Their effects, such as the
Knowledgeable [al-‘ Al¢m], the Living [al- °ayy], the Wise
[al- °ak¢ m], and the Ever-Living [al-Qayy£ m]. We relate
these Attributes to the Essence, saying that God, the
Blessed and Exalted, is One in Essence and Attributes.
Since all these Attributes relate back to the Essence, there is
no multiplicity in the Attributes and all Attributes are one.
Every Attribute is identical with the other Attribute. For
example, His Knowledge [‘Ilm] is His Power [Qudrah].
Therefore, the plurality of Attributes according to our
understanding is related to the effects of the Single Essence.
As such, His Attributes and Essence are One and not that
He has One Essence and many Attributes.
Taw¦¢ d in Actions:

Taw¦ ¢d in Actions is also like Taw¦¢ d in Essence in the
sense that the origin of every action in the world of being is
the Divine Sacred Essence, and will finally relate to Him.
We should know that every Action that we ascribe to Him
will be the same as His other Action, and there is no
difference and distinction among the Actions of God, and
the apparent duplicity in the Actions of God is caused by
our perception:

Taw¦¢d
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ِ َﺸــﻲ ء إِﻧﱢــﻲ ﻓ
ِ
ﺸــﺎء اﻟﻠﱠــﻪ َواذْ ُﻛــﺮ َرﺑﱠــﻚ إِ َذا
َ َﺎﻋــﻞ ذَﻟِــﻚ ﻏَــ ًﺪا إِﻻﱠ أَ ن ﻳ
ْ َ ﴿ َوﻻ ﺗَـ ُﻘــﻮﻟَ ﱠﻦ ﻟ
﴾.ﻧَ ِﺴﻴﺖ

Do not say about anything, ‘I will indeed do it
tomorrow,’ without [adding] , ‘if Allah wishes.’ And
when you forget, remember your Lord.1

So, all our wishes are within the domain of His will and
all the actions of God are one:

ِ ﻻ ﺣﻮ ل وﻻ ﻗُـ ﱠﻮة إﻻﱠ ﺑِﺎﷲ
.اﻟﻌ ِﻈﻴﻢ
َ اﻟﻌﻠ ﱢﻲ
َ
َ َْ

“There is no might and power except from Allah, the Exalted
and Great.”

Those who have such belief, attributing all actions to
God have the belief in Taw¦ ¢d in Action.
Polytheism in Action [shirk-e af ‘¡ l ¢ ]:

Polytheism in Action [shirk-e af‘¡ l ¢] means to believe
that a creature has a divine will independent of the will of
God in the sense that whatever the said creature does is
outside the domain of God’s will. This is contrary to what
God has attributed to Himself as stated in the Holy Qur’¡n,
thus:

ِ ﴿وﻣﺎ رﻣﻴﺖ إِ ذ رﻣﻴﺖ وﻟ
﴾.َﻜ ﱠﻦ اﻟﻠﱠﻪ َرَﻣﻰ
ْ ََ َ َ
َ ْ ََ

And you did not throw when you threw, rather it was
Allah who threw.2

While we all know that the Prophet (¥) threw earth and
stones toward the enemy during the Battle of Badr.

1

S£ rat al-Kahf 18:23-24.

2

S£ rat al-Anf¡ l 8:17.
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Taw¦¢ d in worship:

Having attributed the Taw¦ ¢d of Essence, Attributes and
actions to God, Taw¦ ¢d in worship is confirmed for Him in
the sense that only His Essence is worthy of worship, and if
we consider anyone as His partner in worship, as the idolworshippers and others do, it means that we are afflicted
with polytheism in worship. The following verses of the
Qur’¡n express this Taw¦¢d in worship:

﴾.﴿إِﻳﱠﺎك ﻧَـ ْﻌﺒُﺪ َوإِﻳﱠﺎك ﻧَ ْﺴﺘَ ِﻌﻴﻦ

You [alone] do we worship, and to You [alone] do we
turn for help.1
And along this line, another verse states:

ِ ﴿ﻗُﻞ إِ ﱠن
﴾.ﺴ ِﻜﻲ َوَﻣ ْﺤﻴَﺎي َوَﻣ َﻤﺎﺗِﻲ ﻟِﻠﱠﻪَر ﱢب اﻟ َْﻌﺎﻟ َِﻤﻴﻦ
َ
ُ ُﺻﻼﺗﻲ َوﻧ

Say, ‘Indeed my prayer and my worship, my life and
my death are all for the sake of Allah, the Lord of all
2
the worlds’.

Taw¦ ¢d in worship is understood from the phrase,
“ indeed my prayer and my worship ” while Taw¦¢d in
Lordship [rub £biyyah¢] is discerned from the phrase, “ my
life and my death ” .
The foundations of Taw¦¢ d according to the Wahh ¡ b¢ s
The Wahh¡b¢s regard Taw¦ ¢d as having three parts: (1)
Taw¦ ¢d in Lordship [rub£b ¢], (2) Taw¦ ¢d in Divinity
[ul £h¢], and (3) Taw¦ ¢d in the Names and Attributes [asm¡’
wa ¥if¡ t].

1

S£ rat al-F ¡ ti¦ ah 1:5.

2

S£ rat al-An‘¡ m 6:162.
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Taw¦¢ d in Lordship [rub£ b¢ ]:

It means that only the Essence of God has all the
absolute and perfect Attributes. In other words, Taw¦¢d in
Lordship is the Taw¦¢d in recognizing and proving God
whose proofs are the verses of S£rah al-K¡ fir £n,1 the verse,

ِ ﴿ﻗُﻞ ﻳﺎ أ َْﻫﻞ اﻟ
﴾…ْﻜﺘَﺎب ﺗَـ َﻌﺎﻟ َْﻮا إِﻟَﻰ َﻛﻠِ َﻤﺔ

Say, ‘O People of the Book! Come to a word common…2
and other verses.
Taw¦¢ d in Divinity [ul £ h ¢ or ul £ hiyyah]:

It is the belief in the fact that only God is worthy of
worship and praise, and there is not other that god
worshipped being beside Him.
Taw¦¢ d in the Names and Attributes:

The Attributes and Names of God are pre-eternal
[qad¢ m].3 The Wahh¡b¢s consider this aspect of Taw¦¢d in
the place of the Taw¦¢d in Attributes, worship and actions.
This belief is traceable from the belief of the Ash‘arites
[ash¡‘irah],
a
group
of
scholastic
theologians
[mutakallim£n] during the 2 nd century AH. The Ash‘arites
also believed in the “pre-eternality” [qidmah] of the Divine
Names and Attributes. Anchored on this belief, the
S£ rat al-K¡ fir £n 109:1-6: “O faithless ones! I do not worship what you
worship, not do you worship what I worship; nor will I worship what you
have worshipped nor will you worship what I worship. To you your
religion, and to me my religion.”

1

S£ rat ª l ‘Imr ¡ n 3:64: “Say, ‘O People of the Book! Come to a word
common between us and you: that we will worship no one but Allah, and
that we will not ascribe any partner to Him, and that we will not take each
other as lords besides Allah ’. ”

2

Here, the word “pre-eternal” [qad¢ m] is not in contrast to the notion of
“new” [jad¢d]. It is rather the opposite of “created” [ ¦ ¡ dith]; that is, to
have existed from the very beginning and not to have come into being
sometime in the past.
3
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Wahh¡b¢s reckon the Qur’¡n as pre-eternal and the attribute
of an act of God. They also consider the dotted Arabic
letters [ ¦ ur £f al-mu‘jam] as pre-eternal.
They regard as Attributes of the Essence those attributes
such the Eye [‘ ayn]; Soul [nafs]; Knowledge [‘ilm]; Life
[ ¦ ay¡ h]; Hearer [sam¢‘]; Seer [ba ¥¢ r]; Face [wajh]; Speech
or Word [kal¡ m]; Pre-existence [qidam]; Hand [yad]; Foot
[rijl] (The Wahh¡b¢s believe that God—God forbid—has
hands and feet!), Dominion [mulk]; Grandeur [‘a ¨amah];
Greatness [kibriy¡’]; Eminence [‘uluww]; Richness [ghin¡ ];
Mercy [ra ¦ mah]; Power [qudrah]; Wisdom [ ¦ ikmah]; etc.
They consider as Attributes of Act the attributes such as
surprise [ta ‘ ajjub]; laughing [ ¤a ¦ ik]; satisfaction [ri ¤¡ ];
anger [gha ¤ab]; aversion [kar ¡ hah]; equality [istiw¡’];
coming [maj¢’] (the alleged appearance of God on the Day
of Resurrection); coming down [nuz£l] (it refers to the
belief of the Wahh¡b¢s that God is sitting on the Throne and
He descends from heaven at the dawn!); disagreement; and
gladness.1
After stating the parts and examples of Taw¦¢ d from the
point of view of Wahh¡bism, it is now proper to examine
polytheism [shirk] according to this sect. Thereafter, we
shall compare it with Sh¢`ah monotheistic thought.
Shirk [polytheism] and its limits according to the Wahh¡ b¢s
Shirk [polytheism] from the viewpoint of Wahh¡bism
means associating partner with God and considering other
beings as independent from Him. Wahh¡bism also regards
turning for help to the prophets and seeking the
intermediation [tawassul] of the saints as acts of
polytheism.
1

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, pp. 33, 41, 57.
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According to this viewpoint, kissing and visiting the
graves of the infallible Im¡ms ( ‘a) and the Prophet (¥) are
all acts of polytheism, unlawful and religious innovation
[bid‘ah]. According to the Wahh¡b¢s, the Sh¢`ah are
polytheists or at least their beliefs have elements of
polytheism.
The socio-political consequences of Taw¦¢ d and shirk
[polytheism] according to the Wahh ¡ b¢ s
The late Mu¦ammad Jaw¡d Mughniyyah thus writes:
Based on the Wahh¡b¢ creed, mere utterance of “L¡ il ¡ ha
illall ¡ h wa ashhadu anna Mu ¦ ammadan ras£ l All ¡ h” [There is
no god but Allah and Mu¦ammad is the Messenger of Allah]
is not enough for the acceptance of Islam. After uttering it,
one should rather not seek the intermediation of other than
God; not have the intention of paying homage to the Prophet
(¥); not touch and kiss his grave; not swear by the Prophet
(¥); and not call on him and addressing him, thus: “O the
Messenger of Allah!” and “O my master!”
During his control of Mecca, Mu¦ammad ibn Sa‘£d (one of
the rulers of Saudi Arabia) had said in his speech that with
the exception of the Wahh¡b¢s, all Muslims are polytheists
and must be reformed at the point of the sword so as to
embrace Wahh¡bism. Contrary to his statement, however,
King Faisal, the king of the Wahh¡b¢s, in his message issued
in 1342 AH, says while addressing the Wahh¡b¢s: “And all
Muslims, from Egypt, India, etc. are your brothers.”

This means that, “You should not be pessimistic with
respect to the Muslims and you are not supposed to act
according to this creed of Shaykh Mu¦ammad ibn ‘Abd alWahh¡b.”
Maintaining this belief by the Wahh¡b¢s would have such
socio-political consequences as considering all Muslims as
polytheists and spreading sedition [fitnah] and chaos, for
such a belief is an imperialist and anti-Islamic one.
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The Wahh¡ b¢-Sh¢`ah difference of perspective on Taw¦¢d
As stated earlier, there are qualitative and quantitative
differences between the Wahh¡b¢s and the Sh¢`ah about
Taw¦ ¢d.
We shall find out later on that this classification from
the perspective of Wahh¡bism has significant political
implications.
It can probably be argued that there is no problem with
the classification of the Wahh¡b¢s. In addition, this issue is
only an intellectual limitation, and difference of opinion
between Muslim philosophers and mystics [‘uraf¡’]
concerning this issue can also be observed. But that which
cannot be ignored is the difference in understanding.
Sh¢`ah ‘ ulam¡ ’ have divided Taw¦¢d into (Taw¦ ¢d in)
Essence, Attributes, acts and worship while the Wahh¡b¢
‘ulam¡ ’ have divided it into (Taw¦¢d in) Lordship, Divinity
and the Names and Attributes.1 If we compare them, and
pair Taw¦¢ d in Essence with that of Lordship and Taw¦¢d in
Divinity with that of Taw¦ ¢d in acts and worship, nothing
remains to compare with Taw¦¢ d in the Names and
Attributes. Meanwhile, to believe in the pre-eternity
[qidmah] of the Names and Attributes demands the
acceptance of “the multiplicity of pre-eternals”, and this is
an Ash‘arite belief which is false.
Sh¢`ah ‘ulam¡ ’ believe that the Names of God can be
divided into two: particular and general. The particular
aspect pertains specifically to the Essence of God, the
Exalted, such as “All¡h”. The general aspect relates to the
Attributes of God which can also be applied to His servants
Mu¦ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¡b, At-Taw¦¢d wa ’l-Qawl as-Sad¢d f¢
Maq ¡¥ id at-Taw¦ ¢d, p. 13.
1
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such as ra ¦ m¡ n [All-beneficent], ra ¦¢ m [All-merciful] and
kar ¢ m [All-kind]. The intellect of man has separated this
aspect of Attributes and ascribed it to God.
If this difference merely had an ideological dimension,
it would not then be so acute and sensitive, but since they
are utilizing it for a political end, it ought to be analyzed.
The Wahh¡b¢s have taken this way of dividing the
levels of Taw¦¢d from Ibn Taymiyyah who, in turn, had
adopted it from A¦mad ibn °anbal.
Similarly, by dividing the Attributes into Acts and
Essence, the Wahh¡b¢s have ended up believing that God
has an actual hand and foot and that He can physically
come and have an appearance. They have contented with
the literal meaning of the verses in this regard while
rejecting rational understanding and analysis. They reject as
“mu’ awwil£ n” [allegorical interpreters] those who oppose
this creed, particularly the Sh¢`ah who, by taking
inspiration from the lofty teachings of the Prophet (¥) and
the infallible Im¡ms (‘a), interpret the verses related to
God’s seeing, hearing, His having a hand, foot and His
coming on the Day of Resurrection as allegorical. For
instance, the Sh¢`ah regard the verse,

﴾.اﺳﺘَـَﻮ ى
ْ ﴿اﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﺣ َﻤﺎن َﻋﻠَﻰ اﻟ َْﻌْﺮ ش

The All-beneficent settled on the Throne,1

to mean the sovereignty and authority of God on the Throne
and not in the sense of God’s actual sitting on the Throne.?

?

1

S£ rat ±¡ H¡ 20:5.

FOURTH DISCOURSE:
Tawassul [resorting to intermediation],
Death and Shaf¡‘ah [intercession] according
to the Sh¢`ah and the Wahh¡b¢s

Tawassul according to the Wahh ¡ b¢ s
In this chapter, tawassul [resorting to intermediation]
according to Wahhabism shall be examined. The ‘ulam¡ ’ of
this sect believe that
Tawassul to other than God, paying homage [ziy¡ rah] to a
grave and praying in a place where there is a grave in front of
the person praying are not consistent with Taw¦¢ d in
Lordship. According to them, the requisite of Taw¦ ¢ d is that
one should not resort to the intermediation of other than God
even if he is the Prophet of Islam (¥), because tawassul,
shaf¡‘ah [intercession] and the like are outside the Sunnah of
the Prophet and the pious predecessors [as-Salaf a ¥ -¥¡ li¦ ],
1
and the Qur’¡n also regards this belief as polytheism.

It is thus stated in the book, al-Taw¦¢d bi’l-Lughati alF ¡ risiyyah:
Seeking the help of other than God is polytheism and seeking
refuge in other than God is also within the sphere of
polytheism… The Words [kalim¡ t] of God are identical with
the uncreated [qad ¢ m] Essence of God. So, for this reason,
one may entreat [istigh ¡ thah] these Words otherwise, such act
2
of entreating will be regarded as polytheism.
1

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, p. 98.

2

Al-Taw¦¢d bi’l-Lughati al-F ¡ risiyyah, p. 140.
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In refuting this proposition, it must be stated first of all
that the pertinent verse had been revealed with respect to the
jinn. Concerning the circumstances surrounding the revelation
of this verse, it must be said that the Arabs used to believe that
the jinn live in the desert, and during the pre-Islamic period of
ignorance [al-J ¡ hiliyyah], they used to turn to the “chief of the
jinn” at the time of going out of the city for help, addressing
him thus: “O chief of the jinn! Save us from the evil of the
jinn and preserve us from their annoyance.”
Of course, resorting to the jinn is absolutely unlawful
because God has explicitly prohibited this practice. In
addition to this, seeking help from anyone who denies God
is obviously more so. Secondly, there are a lot of
differences between the prophets [anbiy¡’] and messengers
[rusul] who have direct connection with God, and the
receivers of the divine revelation, on one hand, and the jinn
who do not recognize God on the other. Therefore, the
Islamic belief demands that we have to beseech and entreat
God, the Exalted, and seek the intercession of those who are
closer to Him.
We have mentioned earlier the viewpoint of the
Wahh¡b¢ ‘ulam¡ ’ regarding the status of tawassul to other
than God. Now, we shall examine their reasons:
First reason: By citing as proof the noble verses,

﴿ﻗُــﻞ ا ْد ُﻋــﻮا اﻟﱠـ ِـﺬﻳﻦ َز َﻋ ْﻤــﺘُﻢ ِﻣــﻦ ُد وﻧِــﻪ ﻓَــﻼ ﻳَ ْﻤﻠِ ُﻜــﻮن َﻛ ْﺸــﻒ اﻟ ﱡ
ﻀ ـ ﱢﺮ َﻋــﻨ ُﻜﻢ َوﻻ
 أُ ْوﻟَﺌِـــﻚ اﻟﱠ ـ ِـﺬﻳﻦ ﻳَــ ـ ْﺪ ُﻋﻮن ﻳَـ ْﺒﺘَـﻐُـــﻮن إِﻟَـــﻰ َرﺑﱢ ِﻬـــﻢ اﻟ َْﻮ ِﺳـــﻴﻠَﺔ أَﻳﱡـ ُﻬـــﻢ أَﻗْــَـﺮ ب.ﺗَ ْﺤـ ـ ِﻮﻳﻼ
﴾.َوﻳَـ ْﺮ ُﺟﻮن َر ْﺣ َﻤﺘَﻪ َوﻳَ َﺨﺎﻓُﻮن َﻋ َﺬاﺑَﻪ

Say, ‘Invoke those whom you claim [to be gods]
besides Him. They have no power to remove your
distress nor to bring about any change [in your
state] . They [themselves] are the ones who
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supplicate, seeking recourse to their Lord, whoever is
nearer [to Him] , expecting His mercy and fearing His
punishment.’ Indeed your Lord’s punishment is a
thing to beware of,1
they have concluded that one should never seek help and
resort to anyone other than God.
Analysis of the above verses:

If one contends oneself with the literal meaning and not
take into consideration other Qur’¡nic verses, these two
verses will conform to the statements of the Wahh¡b¢
‘ulam¡’ because based on these words of God, when man
abandons the “nearer means” (that is, God Himself) in order
to get closer to God and resorts to a “remote means” (that
is, “other than God” [min d £ni all¡ hi]) and one who has no
power to remove distress and the like, it will fall within the
spheres of polytheism in Lordship [shirk-e rub£ b¢]. It must
be noted, however, that there are other verses indicating
that with God’s permission, one may also resort to other
than God, in which case, the issue of polytheism would be
irrelevant, and one could turn for help from the individuals
approved by God. If these ‘ ulam¡ ’ had only paid attention
to these other verses, they would have never committed
such a glaring mistake.
Turning for help [istimd¡ d] of the weak to the strong
In principle, tawassul is one of the laws of creation and
it means resorting to a superior means in order to attain an
objective. One manifestation of tawassul is a child’s
tawassul to his mother when something happens to him.
This meaning is true in all spheres of human life—social,
political, ideological, material, and spiritual. Tawassul to
1

S£ rat al-Isr ¡’ 17:56-57.
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God is the same tawassul to that which is perfect in power
and force. Tawassul to the prophets and the saints of God is
a case of the tawassul of the weak to the strong, because the
prophets are stronger than other human beings. One may
resort to the prophets and saints for help and take their
practical conduct, which we called sunnah, as models for
ourselves.
Tawassul in the Qur’¡ n
Many verses of the Qur’¡n and Prophetic traditions
speak about the subject of tawassul to the awliy¡’ . As an
example, one may refer to the verses related to the sons of
Ya‘q£b (Jacob) (‘a):

ِ
ِِ
َﺳـﺘَـ ْﻐ ِﻔﺮ ﻟَ ُﻜـﻢ
ْ  ﻗَـﺎل َﺳْـﻮ ف أ.اﺳﺘَـ ْﻐﻔﺮ ﻟَﻨَﺎ ذُﻧُﻮﺑَـﻨَـﺎ إِﻧﱠـﺎ ُﻛﻨﱠـﺎ َﺧـﺎﻃﺌﻴﻦ
ْ ﴿ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﻳَﺎ أَﺑَﺎﻧَﺎ
﴾.َرﺑﱢﻲ إِﻧﱠﻪ ُﻫﻮ اﻟْﻐَ ُﻔﻮر اﻟ ﱠﺮِﺣﻴﻢ

They said, ‘ Father! Plead [with Allah] for
forgiveness of our sins! We have indeed been erring’.
He said, ‘I shall plead with my Lord to forgive you;
indeed He is the All-forgiving, the All-merciful’.1

In these verses, the sons of Ya‘q£b (‘a) resorted to the
intermediation of their father. They had committed mistakes
so many times; they had annoyed and disturbed two
prophets of God (Ya‘q£b and Y£suf (Joseph) (‘a)), and
transgressed the command of God by annoying their parents
and telling lies. Since those mistakes required the sons to
seek forgiveness, they took their father as their intercessor;
so this action has not been denied or rejected in the Qur’¡n.
Since God does not reproach the sons of Ya‘q£b for
resorting to two persons of those who are near to Him
[muqarrab£n], it can be concluded that there is nothing
1

S£ rat Y£ suf 12:97-98.
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wrong in entreating the Prophet (¥) especially since the
eminence of his rank and the loftiness of his station are not
hidden to anyone.
The other verse which may be cited is the following:

ِ
اﺳﺘَـﻐْ َﻔﺮ ﻟ َُﻬـﻢ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺳـﻮل
ْ ﺎﺳﺘَـﻐْ َﻔُﺮ وا اﻟﻠﱠﻪ َو
ْ َﺴ ُﻬﻢ َﺟﺎءُ وك ﻓ
َ ﴿ َوﻟَﻮ أَﻧﱠـ ُﻬﻢ إ ذ ﻇَﻠَ ُﻤﻮا أَﻧ ُﻔ
ِ
﴾.ﻴﻤﺎ
ً ﻟ ََﻮ َﺟُﺪ وا اﻟﻠﱠﻪ ﺗَـ ﱠﻮاﺑًﺎ َرﺣ

Had they, when they wronged themselves, come to
you and pleaded Allah for forgiveness, and the
Apostle had pleaded for forgiveness for them, they
would have surely found Allah All-clement, Allmerciful.1
It can be deduced from this verse that the intermediation
of the Holy Prophet (¥) can also be resorted to in asking
God for forgiveness of sins.
It is possible to criticize the deduction based on the first
verse with the answer that the tawassul of the sons of
Ya‘q£b (‘ a) to their father had been confined to their own
time; that is, one may seek the help of the living and not the
dead. We shall talk about this point later on in the section
concerning tabarruk.
What can be inferred from the second verse is that
tawassul to the Prophet (¥) is in a general sense. That is, it
includes both the time when the Prophet (¥) was alive and
the time afterward. And there is no reason to distinguish
between tawassul during and after his lifetime.
Since the following verse reproaches tawassul to idols
and regards it as a form of polytheism, some individuals
might cite it as proof that tawassul to other than God leads
to misguidance:

1

S£ rat an-Nis¡’ 4:64.
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ِ
اﻋﺎ َوﻻ ﻳَـﻐُـ ــﻮث َوﻳَـ ُﻌــ ــﻮق
ً ﴿ َوﻗَـ ــﺎﻟُﻮا ﻻ ﺗَــ ـَﺬُر ﱠن آﻟ َﻬـ ــﺘَ ُﻜﻢ َوﻻ ﺗَــ ـَﺬُر ﱠن َودا َوﻻ ُﺳـ ـ َـﻮ
﴾.ﺿﻼﻻ
َ َﺿﻠﱡﻮا َﻛﺜِ ًﻴﺮا َوﻻ ﺗَِﺰ د اﻟﻈﱠﺎﻟِ ِﻤﻴﻦ إِﻻﱠ
َ  َوﻗَﺪ أ.َوﻧَ ْﺴ ًﺮا

They say, ‘Do not abandon your gods. Do not
abandon Wadd, nor Suw¡‘ , nor Yagh£th, Ya ‘£q and
Nasr,’ and they have certainly led many astray. Do
1
not increase the wrongdoers in anything but error ’.

In reply, it must be said that if what is meant by “other
than God” are idols, then one cannot find fault with this
statement, but if “other than God” includes the prophets and
awliy¡’ , then it would be contrary to the truth because these
beloved ones are approved by God and are vicegerents of
Allah [khulaf¡ ' All ¡ h]. Idols are in contrast and
contradiction with God while the prophets (‘a) and saints
are concordant with Him and are means of His grace. In the
same manner, idols are a source of deviation from God
while the prophets (‘a) are means of guidance and
righteousness. In sum, the comparison between tawassul to
the prophets (‘a) and tawassul to the idols is an
asymmetrical and false analogy.
The other point is that an idol is basically an object of
worship and not a means of nearness to God [taqarrub].
There are two types of means of nearness to God: One is
legitimate, referring to the prophets (‘a) and the saints, and
the other is illegitimate such as idols and the like which
religion has made forbidden to man.
Death according to the Wahh ¡ b¢ s
There are different viewpoints concerning death, and we
shall deal with the viewpoint of the Wahh¡b¢s on the
subject. Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah is reported to have said:
1

S£ rat N£¦ 71:23-24.
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Tawassul to the dead, even if he be the Prophet of Islam (¥),
is an act of polytheism because based on the statement of the
Qur’¡n, he is dead and extinct:

﴾.﴿إِﻧﱠﻚ َﻣﻴﱢﺖ َوإِﻧﱠـ ُﻬﻢ َﻣﻴﱢﺘُﻮن

You will indeed die and they [too] will die indeed.1
He then continues:

Entreating the dead and uttering words such as: “O my
master, O the Messenger of Allah! Help me,” “O my master
‘Al¢ ibn Ab¢ ±¡lib! Assist me,” and the like are acts of
2
polytheism.

It is indeed amazing that Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah and
the Wahh¡b¢s could have no belief in the purgatorial life
[ ¦ ay¡ t al-barzakh], thinking that the dead cannot establish
spiritual relations with others, while the Qur’¡n affirms that
those who are in the barzakh are alive.3 How could the
Wahh¡b¢s regard the martyrs [shuhad¡ ’] as dead while the
Qur’¡n says,

ِ
ِ
﴾.َﺣﻴَﺎء ِﻋﻨْﺪ َرﺑﱢ ِﻬﻢ ﻳُـْﺮَزﻗُﻮن
ْ ﺴﺒَ ﱠﻦ اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ ﻗُﺘِﻠُﻮا ﻓﻲ َﺳﺒِﻴﻞ اﻟﻠﱠﻪ أ َْﻣ َﻮاﺗًﺎ ﺑَﻞ أ
َ ﴿ َوﻻ ﺗَ ْﺤ

Do not suppose those who are slain in the way of
Allah to be dead; rather they are living and provided
4
for near their Lord.
Accordingly, how could Shaykh Mu¦ammad ibn ‘Abd
al-Wahh¡b also say that “Anyone who dies would be
annihilated,”5 while the Holy Qur’¡n says,

S£ rat az-Zumar 39:30.
Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, p. 198.
3
S£ rat Gh ¡ fir (or al-Mu’min) 40:46: “The Fire, to which they are exposed
morning and evening.”
4
S£ rat ª l ‘Imr ¡ n 3:169.
5
Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, p. 198.
1

2
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ِ
﴾.ﺼُﺮ ك اﻟْﻴَـْﻮ م َﺣ ِﺪﻳﺪ
َ ﴿ﻓَ َﻜ
َ َﺎء ك ﻓَـﺒ
ََﺸ ْﻔﻨَﺎ َﻋ ْﻨﻚ ﻏﻄ

We have removed your veil from you, and so your
sight is acute today.1
In another place, it states thus,

ِ
﴾.ْﺮة َو َﻋ ِﺸﻴﺎ
َ ﴿ َوﻟ َُﻬﻢ ِرْزﻗُـ ُﻬﻢ ﻓ
َﻴﻬﺎ ﺑُﻜ

And therein they will have their provision morning
and evening.2

Since there is morning and evening in the world of
barzakh according to the verse quoted, and that the dead
have provisions, those who are in the world of sojourn
(barzakh) cannot be regarded as nonexistent [ma ‘d £m]. Of
course, morning and evening are special characteristics of
barzakh because there is no sun on the Day of Resurrection
which could portray this case. So, death is not equivalent to
nonexistence, and the theory of the Wahh¡b¢s is
consequentially rendered false.
The permission to resort to the sacred personages
In the following verse, the Holy Qur’¡n regards it
permissible and acceptable to resort to and seek the
intermediation of the chosen ones of God in seeking
nearness to Him [taqarrub]:

ِ ﴿ﻳــﺎ أَﻳﱡـﻬــﺎ اﻟﱠـ ِـﺬﻳﻦ آﻣﻨــﻮا اﺗﱠـ ُﻘــﻮا اﻟﻠﱠــﻪ واﺑـﺘـﻐُــﻮا إِﻟَﻴــﻪ اﻟْﻮ ِﺳــﻴﻠَﺔ وﺟ
ﺎﻫــُﺪ وا ﻓِــﻲ َﺳــﺒِﻴﻠِﻪ
َُ
َْ َ
َ َ
ََ
َ ْ
ِ
﴾.ﻟ ََﻌﻠﱠ ُﻜﻢ ﺗُـ ْﻔﻠ ُﺤﻮن

O you who have faith! Be wary of Allah, and seek the
means of recourse to Him, and wage jih ¡ d in His way,
so that you may be felicitous.3
1

S£ rat Q¡ f 50:22.

2

S£ rat Maryam 19:62.

3

S£ rat al-M¡’idah 5:35.
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Although in this verse seeking the means of recourse is
discussed in a general sense, based on the other proofs and
pieces of evidence mentioned in the Holy Qur’¡n and the
traditions, one of its vivid manifestations is the prophets
and saints. Therefore, the purport of this verse may be
expressed in the following words:
Though approaching God is the outcome of grace, you
have to observe God-wariness [taqw¡ ] perfectly and since it
is possible that the persons resorted to have no
independence of their own and have obtained such station
through sincerity [ikhl¡¥] and God-wariness [§aqw¡ ], you
also have to maintain God-wariness in resorting to them.
Istimd¡ d and tawassul to the living ones
Seeking help and assistance from the living is
permissible and it cannot be treated as a form of
polytheism. This is a point which has been endorsed and
affirmed by stories in the Qur’¡n. For example, when
°ad rat Y£suf (Joseph) (‘a) was in prison he requested his
cellmate, that if the latter was released, he should mention
his case to the king:
Mention me to your master.1

﴾.﴿اذْ ُﻛ ْﺮﻧِﻲ ِﻋ ْﻨﺪ َرﺑﱢﻚ

Or, when °ad rat M£s¡ and Khi¤r (‘ a) arrived at a
certain village, they made a request to the inhabitants of the
village, hence:

﴾.اﺳﺘَﻄ َْﻌ َﻤﺎ أ َْﻫﻠَ َﻬﺎ
ْ ﴿ﻓَﺎﻧﻄَﻠَ َﻘﺎ َﺣﺘﱠﻰ إِ ذَا أَﺗَـﻴَﺎ أ َْﻫﻞ ﻗَـ ْﺮﻳَﺔ

So they went on. When they came to the people of a
town, they asked its people for food.2
1

S£ rat Y£ suf 12:42.

2

S£ rat al-Kahf 18:77.
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It can be said that the acts of these three great
personalities, apart from not being acts of polytheism, they
are rational and customary behaviors, having no
inconsistency with their infallibility [i ¥mah]. Also, in
confirming this statement, the following verse, which is
addressed to the Prophet (¥), can be cited as proof:

ِ
اﺳﺘَـﻐْ َﻔﺮ ﻟ َُﻬـﻢ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺳـﻮل
ْ ﺎﺳﺘَـﻐْ َﻔُﺮ وا اﻟﻠﱠﻪ َو
ْ َﺴ ُﻬﻢ َﺟﺎءُ وك ﻓ
َ ﴿ َوﻟَﻮ أَﻧﱠـ ُﻬﻢ إ ذ ﻇَﻠَ ُﻤﻮا أَﻧ ُﻔ
ِ
﴾.ﻴﻤﺎ
ً ﻟ ََﻮ َﺟُﺪ وا اﻟﻠﱠﻪ ﺗَـ ﱠﻮاﺑًﺎ َرﺣ

Had they, when they wronged themselves, come to
you and pleaded Allah for forgiveness, and the
Apostle had pleaded for forgiveness for them, they
would have surely found Allah all-clement, allmerciful.1
Based on this verse, the Prophet (¥) has been granted
the permission to be the intercessor of sinners. According to
the Sh¢`ah, this intercession is still valid and is not
confined to the lifetime of the Prophet (¥).
The preeminence of tawassul to the Divine Essence
Before ending the discussion, it is necessary to pose this
question: Which is superior, tawassul to God, or tawassul
to the saints of God? It can be concluded from the verse,

“ whoever is nearer [to Him] ”

2

﴾.﴿أَﻳﱡـ ُﻬﻢ أَﻗـَْﺮ ب

that tawassul to God is superior. That is, as much as
possible, one must seek help from God and this is a
principle to which Muslim mystics are steadfast. But just as
he makes use of his intellect, natural instinct and other
1

S£ rat an-Nis¡’ 4:64.

2

See S£ rat al-Isr ¡’ 17:56-57.
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means in managing his life, man also seeks the assistance of
intermediaries in the domain of spirituality and seeking
nearness to Allah.
Tawassul as identical with servitude [ ‘ ub£ diyyah]
Since tawassul to the prophets and the awliy¡’ of God is
like the angels’ act of prostration (to Adam) with the
permission and command of God, resorting to these beloved
ones is identical with servitude [‘ub£diyyah] and worship
[‘ib ¡ dah]. Among the Muslim sects, only the Wahh¡b¢s do
not believe in tawassul and its devotional dimension. It
must be noted that this sect is trying to make its incorrect
and false ideas dominant.
Of course, if we ever regard the Wahh¡b¢s’ opposition
to tawassul as incorrect, it is because there are authoritative
traditions and ¦ ad¢ths that prove the incorrectness of this
sect’s belief. For example, after the demise of the Prophet
(¥) a certain Arab came to the grave of the Prophet (¥) and
threw himself on the holy shrine. While pouring the soil of
the grave over his head, he said: “O Messenger of Allah! I
heard from you the verse, “ Had they, when they wronged
themselves, come to you...” And now I have wronged
myself and I have come here to ask you to plead for
forgiveness for me.” At the end of the ¦ ad ¢th, it is thus
stated regarding this episode: “Then a voice from the grave
was heard: ‘You are forgiven!’”1
In another tradition, it has been narrated that there was
once a famine in Medina. Bil¡l ibn °¡rith, one of the
Companions, went to the grave of the Prophet (¥) and said:
“O Messenger of Allah! There has been no rain for quite
sometime. Pray to God to shower the rain of His mercy
1

“.”ﻓَﻨﻮدي ِﻣﻦ اﻟﻘﺒﺮ ﻗَﺪ ﻏﻔﺮ ﻟﻚ
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upon us. During the night, Bil¡l saw the Prophet (¥) in a
dream, saying: “You shall soon benefit from the rain of the
Lord.”
It is not useless to note the fact that Mu¦ammad ibn
Idr¢s ash-Sh¡fi‘¢, one of the leading figures of the Ahl asSunnah, regards tawassul to the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) as
permissible, thus saying:

َو ُﻫﻢ إﻟ َْﻴﻪ َو ِﺳﻴﻠَﺘِﻲ

آل اﻟﻨﱠﺒِ ﱢﻲ ذَ ِر َﻳﻌﺘِﻲ

The family of the Prophet is my shelter
and they are means of my nearness to Him (God).

Regarding °ad rat F¡§imah az-Zahr¡ (‘a), the following
tradition has been narrated:

ِ
ﻀــﺔ ِﻣــﻦ
َ ﺄﺧــَﺬ ت ﻗَـ ْﺒ
َ َ ﻓ3 ـﺎء ت ﻓَـﻮﻗَـ َﻔــﺖ َﻋﻠَــﻰ ﻗَـ ْﺒــﺮ َر ُﺳــﻮل اﷲ
َ َﺟـΙ “أ ﱠن ﻓَﺎﻃ َﻤــﺔ
”.ﺿ َﻌ ْﺘـ َﻬﺎ َﻋﻠَﻰ َﻋ ْﻴـﻨَـ ْﻴـ َﻬﺎ ﻓَـﺒَ َﻜﺖ
َ ﺗُـ َﺮاب اﻟ َﻘ ْﺒﺮ ﻓَـ َﻮ

“F¡§imah ( ‘a) went to the grave of the Messenger of Allah
(¥); picked up some soil from the grave, put it on her eyes
and cried.”

It can be inferred from the above ¦ ad¢th that to seek the
help of the Prophet, the infallible Im¡ms and the pioneers of
religion is not against the religion because a personage such
as F¡§imah az-Zahr¡ ( ‘a) used to go to the grave of her great
father and seek this beloved’s assistance. There is another
¦ ad ¢th which is as follows:
Because of the effect of famine and the lack of rain, a number
of people went to the house of ‘¡’ishah (wife of the Prophet
(¥)), asking for her guidance. She said to them: “Make holes
on the holy shrines of the Prophet (¥) in such a way that the
sky would become the watcher of the holy grave of the
Prophet (¥) so that it would shower rain in respect for the
Prophet (¥). When the people followed ‘ª’ishah’s instruction,
the rain came.
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Many traditions have been recorded in the book, AtTabarruk,1 all of which show the tawassul of the
Companions to the soil of grave of the Messenger of Allah
(¥) for cure and blessings [tabarruk].
Shaf ¡‘ ah according to Mu ¦ ammad ibn ‘ Abd al-Wahh ¡ b
and Ibn Taymiyyah
Based on some verses of the Qur’¡n, Shaykh Mu¦ammad
ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¡b, Ibn Taymiyyah and the contemporary
Wahh¡b¢s regard seeking help from other than God or
asking for their intercession [shaf¡‘ah] as an act of
polytheism. Their main proof is the phrase, “other than
God” in verse 18 of S£rah Y£nus.2 The Wahh¡b¢s regard
the prophets, saints, idols, the jinn, and the dead as the most
vivid manifestations of this verse.
In reality, they have not made any distinction between
the idols during the pre-Islamic period of ignorance
[j¡ hiliyyah], which were taken by the people as their
intercessors and were held in high esteem by their
forefathers, and the person of the Prophet (¥) because they
believe that the Prophet (¥) has passed away, and as such,
he could not do anything and nothing could not be expected
from him anymore. Therefore, they imagine the intercession
of God on the Day of Resurrection as positive, and that of
the Prophet (¥) or other awliy¡ ’ as negative.

1

ªyatull¡h ‘Al¢ A¦mad¢ May¡nj¢, At-Tabarruk (Beirut), pp. 147-151.

S£ rat Y£nus 10:18: “ They worship besides Allah that which neither
causes them any harm, not brings them any benefit, and they say, ‘These
are our intercessors with Allah.’ Say, ‘Will you inform Allah about
something He does not know in the heavens and on the earth? Immaculate
is He and exalted above [having] any partners that they ascribe [to
Him] .”

2
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It can perhaps be inferred from the apparent purport of
their contention that this sect rejects intercession in general.
They have divided intercession into positive and negative in
the following manner:
1. Positive intercession is that which comes from God.
There are many verses that substantiate it, and there is
no debate and dispute concerning this type of
intercession.
2. Negative intercession is that which comes from other
than God such as the Prophet (¥), other prophets (‘a)
and the awliy¡ ’—of course, when they are not alive.
The most fundamental basis for this belief of the
Wahh¡b¢s is the following blessed verse:

ﻀـ ﱡﺮُﻫﻢ َوﻻ ﻳَـ ْﻨـ َﻔ ُﻌ ُﻬﻢ َوﻳَـ ُﻘﻮﻟُـﻮن َﻫ ُـﺆﻻء ُﺷـ َﻔ َﻌﺎ ُؤﻧَﺎ
ُ َ﴿ َوﻳَـ ْﻌﺒُُﺪ ون ِﻣﻦ ُد ون اﻟﻠﱠﻪ َﻣـﺎ ﻻ ﻳ
﴾.ِﻋ ْﻨﺪ اﻟﻠﱠﻪ

They worship besides Allah that which neither causes
them any harm, nor brings them any benefit, and they
say, ‘These are our intercessors with Allah’ .1
An analysis of the quoted noble verse:

What the apparent purport and text of the verse
substantiates is that God rejects the intercession of idols,
not the intercession of human beings. In other words,
“besides Allah” refers to idols and it is these idols whose
intercession is not acceptable to God. The following verse
also confirms this contention:

ِ
ِ
﴾.ﻨﺼُﺮ ون
َ ﴿ َوﻻ ﻳُـ ْﻘﺒَﻞ ﻣ ْﻨـ َﻬﺎ َﺷ َﻔ
َ ُﺎﻋﺔ َوﻻ ﻳُـ ْﺆ َﺧﺬ ﻣ ْﻨـ َﻬﺎ َﻋْﺪ ل َوﻻ ُﻫﻢ ﻳ

Neither intercession shall be accepted from it, nor
any ransom shall be received from it, nor will they be
helped.2
1

S£ rat Y£nus 10:18.

2

S£ rat al-Baqarah 2:48.
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The absolute negation of intercession of other than God
can be deduced from the phrase, “besides Allah” which is
mentioned many times in the Holy Qur’¡n. The absoluteness
and generality of “besides Allah”, however, is mitigated by
other verses, and the intercession by individuals who
possess the conditions for intercession is permissible and
acceptable. Some of the verses that can substantiate this
claim are the following:

﴿ َوﻻ ﺗَﻨ َﻔﻊ اﻟ ﱠ
﴾.ﺎﻋﺔ ِﻋ ْﻨ َﺪﻩ إِﻻﱠ ﻟِ َﻤﻦ أَِذ ن ﻟَﻪ
َ ﺸ َﻔ

Intercession is of no avail with Him except for those
whom He permits.1

﴾.﴿ َﻣﻦ َذا اﻟﱠِﺬ ي ﻳَ ْﺸ َﻔﻊ ِﻋ ْﻨ َﺪﻩ إِﻻﱠ ﺑِِﺈ ْذﻧِﻪ

Who is it that may intercede with Him except with His
permission? 2

ِ ﺎﻋﺔ إِﻻﱠ ﻣﻦ أَِذ ن ﻟَﻪ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﺣﻤﺎن و ر
﴿ﻳَـ ْﻮَﻣﺌِﺬ ﻻ ﺗَﻨ َﻔﻊ اﻟ ﱠ
﴾.ﺿﻲ ﻟَﻪ ﻗَـ ْﻮﻻ
َ ﺸ َﻔ
َ
ََ َ

Intercession will not avail that day except from him
whom the All-beneficent allows and approves of his
word.3

﴾.ﻀﻰ
َ َ﴿ َوﻻ ﻳَ ْﺸ َﻔ ُﻌﻮن إِﻻﱠ ﻟِ َﻤﻦ ْارﺗ

And they do not intercede except for someone He
4
approves of.

Based on these verses, the intercession of those who
have the permission of Allah is acceptable. Now, a question
that lingers in the mind is this: Have not those who negate
the intercession of the prophets and saints come across
these verses, or do they have other reasons?
1

S£ rat as-Saba ’ 34:23.

2

S£ rat al-Baqarah 2:255.

3

S£ rat ±¡ H¡ 20:109.

4

S£ rat al-Anbiy¡’ 21:28.
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In reply, it must be said that the intensity of their enmity
to the Sh¢`ah have prompted the Wahh¡b¢s to focus on the
verses that negate, and not affirm, intercession. Through
this method and policy, they are determined to accuse the
Sh¢`ah of disbelief [kufr] so as to incite the entire Muslim
world against the Sh¢`ah as much as possible. At this
juncture, the hidden hand of imperialism can be witnessed
in some of the religious beliefs of Wahh¡bism.
In opposing and besmirching Sh¢`ah beliefs, the
Wahh¡b¢s oppose the Qur’¡n and the Sunnah of the Prophet
(¥) upon which this belief is based. The Qur'¡n and Sunnah
acknowledge the intercession of the prophets and the saints
on the Day of Resurrection. They respect the soil of their
graves, encouraging the Muslims to honor and respect them,
especially the Holy Prophet (¥); and are the foundations of
many
material
and
non-material
activities
and
achievements. The Wahh¡b¢s not only regard tawassul and
visitation to the graves [ziy¡ rah] as unlawful and acts of
kufr and shirk, but also deny the principle and basis of
1
intercession. The consequence of this practice will be
drifting away from the Prophet (¥) and the infallible Im¡ms
(‘a), which is itself a kind of secret attack against Islam.
The precedence of the negation of tawassul and
shaf ¡‘ ah
Ibn Taymiyyah, one of the Sunn¢ ‘ulam¡ ’ of the °anbal¢
madhhab during the 8th century AH, says regarding
tawassul and shaf¡‘ah:
Seeking help from the dead without paying attention to God,
even if that person is a prophet, or requesting the dead to
For more information, see Sayyid Ibr¡h¢m ‘Alaw¢, T¡ r ¢ khcheh-ye Naqd
wa Barras¢-ye Wahh ¡ biyyah, pp. 257-353 and other books included in the
bibliography of this book.
1
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pray to God to grant our request, or for us to implore God, “O
God! By the station and position of so-and-so, grant our
request”, etc. are forbidden and impermissible, which will
1
finally lead to polytheism in worship.

As we can observe, the intellectual cornerstone of
Wahh¡bism is traceable to Ibn Taymiyyah, however,
Mu¦ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¡b discusses these doctrines
with more fanaticism and extremisms, especially the
negation of tawassul and shaf¡‘ah. As it is always looking
for every opportunity to catch fish in troubled waters
imperialism has been trying to take advantage of the record
and opposition of the Wahh¡b¢ thought to the other schools
[madh¡ hib]. They have been attempting to do this when the
precedence of the Wahhh¡b¢ creed is not a proof for the
madhhabi nature of the Wahh¡b¢ movement. It cannot be
considered one of the Islamic schools of thought because
from the very beginning, the Muslim nation, the Ahl asSunnah in particular, has declared the ideas of Ibn
Taymiyyah and his followers as an innovation in religion
[bid‘ah] and to be against the religion.
The ideas of Ibn Taymiyyah and the reaction of Ahl asSunnah
Taq¢ ad-D¢n Ab£’l-‘Abb¡s A¦mad Ibn Taymiyyah was
born in 661 AH in a Kurdish-populated village called Urfah
in Turkey. When the Tatars invaded the Muslim lands, he
along with his family went to Damascus (Syria) and studied
in the religious school [madrasah] of the °anbal¢s where he
engaged in the memorization of the Qur’¡n. He read
Musnad Ibn °anbal and the book, Mu‘jam a § -±abar ¢, and
engaged in learning other sciences. It has been said that he

Ma¦m£d Mahd¢ al-Is§amb£l¢, Ibn Taymiyyah ba §al al-I¥ l¡¦ ad-D¢n¢
(Beirut: Nashr Maktaba’l-Isl¡m¢, n.d.), pp. 136, 139.
1
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had good memory and talent.1
Profound talent and enthusiasm prompted Ibn
Taymiyyah to encounter many intellectual problems and
issues during the different stages of his studies. Since he
would not be convinced of the views and opinions of the
professors, he gradually reached a point in his beliefs that
he elicited the reaction of the ‘ulam¡ ’ and fuqah¡ [jurists] at
the time which led to his imprisonment and banishment.
Before Ibn Taymiyyah had the opportunity to repent,
Sul§¡n N¡¥ir, the ruler of the time, allowed him to return to
Damascus in 709 AH and Ibn Taymiyyah also made peace
2
with the ‘ulam¡’ and fuqah¡ . In 720 AH, he was again put
behind bars for having a clash with the fuqah¡ on the issue
of divorce but in 721 AH, he was released from prison
through the letter of the Sul§¡n.
After his release, he once again languished in the prison
cell of Damascus on the order of the government for the
contradictions his religious edicts had with that of the
Sunn¢ and Sh¢`ah fuqah¡ in his region.
This time, the government prohibited him from issuing
religious edicts, and as per judicial decree of a Sh¡fi‘¢
judge, all his students including Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah
were imprisoned. Meanwhile, the people had been so angry
with him that they decided to kill him.
The ‘ ulam¡ ' ’ s opposition to Ibn Taymiyyah
Ibn Taymiyyah used to regard traveling to visit the
graves of the prophets (‘a) and the pious as impermissible,
Ma¦m£d Mahd¢ al-Is§amb£l¢, Ibn Taymiyyah ba §al al-I¥ l¡¦ ad-D¢n¢
(Beirut: Nashr Maktaba’l-Isl¡m¢, n.d.), pp. 136, 139.
1

Ma¦m£d Mahd¢ al-Is§amb£l¢, Ibn Taymiyyah ba §al al-I¥ l¡¦ ad-D¢n¢
(Beirut: Nashr Maktaba’l-Isl¡m¢, n.d.), pp. 30.
2
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deeming it as a sinful travel, and would rule for the
completion (instead of shortening) of prayer during this
travel, which led the Sh¡fi‘¢s to rise up in opposition to him.
In a bid to portray a veneer of moderation to his creed,
Ibn Taymiyyah used to say that since the Prophet (¥) and
the Companions had neither visited their graves nor sought
1
their intermediation, and that the Followers [t¡ bi‘£n] have
also not done so, none of the Muslims should deem it
recommended [musta ¦ abb]. Anyone who observed this
practice had gone against the consensus of Muslims. After
issuing this religious edict, Ibn Taymiyyah considered the
following ¦ ad¢ths from the Prophet (¥) as fabricated
[maj‘£l]:

.َﻣﻦ َﺣ ﱠﺞ َوﻟَﻢ ﻳَـُﺰْرﻧِﻲ ﻓَـ َﻘﺪ َﺟ َﻔﺎﻧِﻲ

He who performs the ° ajj (pilgrimage) without paying a visit
[ziy¡ rah] to me has indeed deserted.

ِ
ِ ﺸــ ﱡﺪ اﻟ ﱢﺮﺣــﺎل إﻻﱠ إﻟَــﻰ ﺛَﻼَﺛَــﺔ ﻣ
، َوَﻣ ْﺴـ ِـﺠ ِﺪي َﻫـ َﺬا،ْﺤـ َـﺮ ُام
َ ُﻻ ﺗ
َ  اﻟ َْﻤ ْﺴــﺠ ُﺪ اﻟ:ﺴــﺎﺟﺪ
َ
َ َ
ِ
.ْﺼﻰ
َ َواﻟ َْﻤ ْﺴﺠﺪ اﻷﻗ

You are not supposed to travel except for the visitation
[ziy¡ rah] of three mosques: al-Masjid al-°ar¡m (in Mecca),
this mosque of mine (Masjid an-Nab¢ in Medina), and alMasjid al-Aqs¡ (in Jerusalem).

These kinds of views incited the opposition of the
Sunn¢ ‘ulam¡ ’. So, it becomes clear that there had been no
difference of opinion regarding it until that time and the
first person to initiate this difference was Ibn Taymiyyah
who, while in prison, wrote books in support of his creed.
T¡ bi‘£n [‘Followers’ or ‘Successors’] refers to the second generation of
Muslims who came after the Companions, who did not know the Prophet
(¥) but who knew his Companions. [Trans.]

1
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After more than two years of imprisonment in the prison
cell of Damascus, Ibn Taymiyyah passed away in 728 AH and
was buried in B¡b a¥-¯agh¢r beside his brother. In the book,
Al-Kunya wal-Alq¡ b, Shaykh ‘Abb¡s al-Qumm¢ opines that he
was buried in Jordan. Ibn Taymiyyah was later known as Taq¢
ad-D¢n A¦mad ibn ‘Abd al-°al¢m al-°arr¡n¢ ad-Damishq¢.
Nowadays, there is no trace of his grave and the books
attributed to him, as per reported in the book, Ibn
Taymiyyah ba §al al-I¥l¡¦ ad-D¢n ¢, are estimated to be as
many as seventeen books.
What we quoted regarding the issue of shaf¡‘ah was
from the book entitled, Ibn Taymiyyah ba § al al-I¥l ¡¦ adD¢n ¢. Similar subjects are also recorded in the book, Fat ¦
al-Maj¢d, which is a commentary on the book, At-Taw¦¢d,
by Mu¦ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¡b. In a recently written
book entitled, At-Taw¦¢ d bi’l-Lughati al-F ¡ risiyyah, there
has been some modification of issues about which the
Sh¢`ah have opposing views. This book in which some of
those issues were presented was distributed freely among
the Iranian pilgrims at the Jeddah Airport in 1374 AH (1995
CE). Concerning shaf¡‘ah, it states that shaf¡‘ah is
exclusive for God. The inclusion of the divine grace and
compassion has conferred this merit upon some of the
servants of God. This book narrated a certain subject from
Ibn Taymiyyah, at the end of which it says:

.َ ص
ﻷﻫﻞ اﻟﺘـ ْﱠﻮ ِﺣﻴﺪ َواﻹ ْﺧﻼ
ْ ﻻ ﺗَ ُﻜﻮن إﻻﱠ

Intercession includes individuals who are monotheists and
sincere, and by the decree of God, intercession extends to
these individuals.

In this book, the author writes that according to the
Sh¢`ah, those individuals who best embody these qualities
of Taw¦¢ d and ikhl¡¥ [sincerity] are the prophets, awliy¡’
and infallible Im¡ms (‘a) who, according to the above
quotation, are supposed to possess the privilege to intercede
on the Day of Resurrection.1 ?
1

At-Taw¦¢d bi’l-Lughah al-F ¡ risiyyah, no. 27, p. 123.

Ziy¡rah [visitation] and the Laws Pertaining
to the Graves and Mosques according to
the Sh¢`ah and Wahh¡b¢s

Ziy¡ rah according to Sunn ¢ s and Sh ¢ `ah
As stated earlier, Wahh¡b¢s think that ziy¡ rah, like
shaf¡‘ah, is a polytheistic act of seeking intermediation, and
renders a person outside the pale of religion. This is while
ziy¡ rah, according to the Ahl as-Sunnah, has been
considered permissible. In this context, as in many other
beliefs as well, Wahh¡bism is at odds with the Ahl asSunnah.
By resorting to uncommon and strange statements,
against which the Ahl as-Sunnah have also complained, the
Wahh¡b¢s have endeavored to portray Wahh¡bism as a
school of thought [madhhab]. But Muslims, the Ahl asSunnah in particular, cannot permit the inclusion of this
group in the list of Muslim schools of thought [madh¡ hib].
The views of Ibn al-Qud¡ mah
Ibn al-Qud¡mah, a leading figure and faq¢h of the Ahl asSunnah, while regarding ziy¡ rah, like mourning, as consistent
with the laws of Islam, elaborates that ziy¡ rah is permissible
for men while abominable [makr £h] for women. In
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confirming this view, he has cited the following tradition:

ِ  اﻟْﻤﺘ،ات اﻟ ُﻘﺒﻮِر
ِ ﱠﺨ َﺬ
ِ ﻟَﻌﻦ اﷲ ُزوار
ِ ات َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ﱠﻦ اﻟْﻤﺴ
.ﺴ َﺮ َج
ﺎﺟ َﺪ َواﻟ ﱡ
ُ
ُ
َ ّ ُ ََ
ََ

Allah curses the visitors of the graves, especially women who
light candles on the graves and take them as their place of
prostration or mosque.

And he adds,
In this tradition, the phrase, “Allah curses...” implies
aversion, and this aversion is more intense for women
according to their welfare; for, it is possible that by going
outside the house and to be present in the public, the rights of
the husband might be violated. The reason behind the curse
on female visitors [z¡’ ir ¢ n] is because of the fact that the
people during the pre-Islamic period of ignorance [j ¡ hiliyyah]
used to visit the graves. After sometime, they would
construct statues and images on the grave. Then, these would
be treated as idols and they would pay reverence in front of
these. So, they were cursed and the visitation of the women
1
was prohibited.

In continuation, he writes:
Visiting graves is musta ¦ abb for men. Regarding its being
makr £ h or impermissible for women, there are two pertinent
traditions. According to a tradition, it is musta ¦ abb provided
that, like men, they read beside the grave s£ rahs of at-Taw¦¢ d
(al-Ikhl ¡¥ ) and Y¡ S¢ n, and ¡ yat al-Kurs¢ , but according to
another tradition, it is not permissible. In case of its
permissibility, man and woman should recite this salutation:

 إﻧﱠـﺎ إن َﺷـﺎء اﷲ ﺑ ُﻜــﻢ،ﺴـﻼم ﻋﻠَـﻴﻜﻢ ْأﻫـﻞ اﻟـ ﱢﺪﻳﺎر ِﻣــﻦ اﻟ ُﻤـﺆﻣﻨﻴﻦ واﻟﻤ ْﺴـﻠﻤﻴﻦ
اﻟ ﱠ
. ﻧَﺴﺄل اﷲ ﻟﻨﺎ وﻟﻜﻢ اﻟﻌﺎﻓﻴﺔ،ﻻﺣﻘﻮن

“ Peace be upon you, O believers and Muslims who
inhabit these graves. We will join you, God willing.
1

Ibn al-Qud¡mah, Al-Mughn¢ , vol. 2, p. 430.
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We pray Allah for wellbeing for you and us.” 1
Ibn al-Qud¡mah does not regard the ziy¡ rah as
permissible for women, saying:

ِ وﺗُﻜ
... ﻟ ََﻌﻦ اﷲ ُزﱠو َارات اﻟ ُﻘﺒُﻮر: ﻗَﺎل3  ﻷ ﱠن اﻟﻨﱠﺒِ ﱠﻲ،ﱢﺴ ِﺎء
َ ْﺮﻩُ ﻟﻠﻨ
َ َ

Ziy¡rah for women is makr £ h (discommended) because the
Prophet said, ‘Allah curses the women who visit the graves’.

He believed that the Prophet (¥) initially prohibited
ziy¡ rah for women and the phrase, “Allah curses…”
bespeaks of this fact. But afterward, he considered the
ziy¡ rah for women as permissible, saying:

ِ
.ور َوﻫﺎ
ُ ُﻛ ْﻨ
ُ  ﻓَـ ُﺰ،ﺖ ﻧَـ َﻬ ْﻴﺘُ ُﻜ ْﻢ َﻋ ْﻦ ِزﻳَ َﺎرة اﻟ ُﻘﺒُﻮِر

I was prohibiting you from visiting to grave in the past, but
now you may do so.

Ibn al-Qud¡mah also says:

ِ
.ﻴﻬﺎ
َ َِوَرَو ى اﻟﺘـ ْﱢﺮِﻣِﺬ ﱡي أ ﱠن َﻋﺎﺋ
َ ﺸﺔ َزَار ت ﻗَـ ْﺒـﺮ أﺧ

Tirmidh¢ narrated that ‘¡’ishah visited the grave of her
brother (‘Abd ar-Ra¦m¡n).

In the end, Ibn al-Qut¡dah concludes from the set of the
decrees on the permissibility and honor (of ziy¡ rah) in the
quoted ¦ ad¢ths that it is loathsome for the women to
2
perform ziy¡ rah.
The view of ‘ All ¡ mah Majlis ¢
In this regard, ‘All¡mah Majlis¢ expresses thus:
Ziy¡ rah is good and recommended for men… But concerning
the ziy¡ rah for women, there are two pertinent opinions. One
opinion is that ziy¡ rah for women is loathsome… and the
1

Ibn al-Qud¡mah, Al-Mughn¢ , vol. 2, p. 430.

2

Ibn al-Qud¡mah, Al-Mughn¢ , vol. 4, pp. 426, 431.
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other opinion is that it is permissible provided that they cover
1
themselves from the sight of strangers [ghayr ma ¦ ram].

According to the belief of the Sh¢`ah, visiting the grave
of the faithful is part of the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (¥)
and all Muslims have consensus of opinion that at the time
of death of a believer, he would go to his grave and express
condolences to the bereaved ones. It is also stated in the
Holy Qur’¡n, thus:

َﺣﺪ ِﻣ ْﻨـ ُﻬﻢ َﻣﺎت أَﺑَـ ًﺪا َوﻻ ﺗَـ ُﻘـﻢ َﻋﻠَـﻰ ﻗَـ ْﺒـ ِﺮﻩ إِﻧﱠـ ُﻬـﻢ َﻛ َﻔُـﺮ وا ﺑِﺎﻟﻠﱠـﻪ
َ ُ﴿ َوﻻ ﺗ
َ ﺼ ﱢﻞ َﻋﻠَﻰ أ
ِ َو رﺳﻮﻟِﻪ وﻣﺎﺗُﻮا وﻫﻢ ﻓ
﴾.ﺎﺳ ُﻘﻮن
ُ َ ََ ُ ََ

And never pray over any of them when he dies, nor
stand on his graveside. They indeed defied Allah and
His Apostle and died as transgressors.2

This verse is about the hypocrites [mun¡ fiq£n] and
expresses this point: O Prophet! Do not go to the graveside
of the hypocrites as you are doing with respect to the graves
of the faithful, and do not pray for their souls nor pray over
their graves because they defied Allah and His Apostle and
they are transgressors. That ziy¡ rah is an indisputable
principle and the presence of believers at the graveside of
one another is unquestionable although there may possibly
be differences of opinion among some Muslim schools of
thought concerning the secondary features of ziy¡ rah.
Visiting the grave as an excellent sunnah
It is thus recorded in history books attributed to the Ahl
as-Sunnah: Every year the Prophet (¥) would visit the
graves of the martyrs [shuhad ¡ '] of the Battle of U¦ud and
recite this prayer [ziy¡ rah]:
1

‘All¡mah Majlis¢, Mir ’¡ t al-‘Uq£ l, vol. 14, p. 191.

2

S£ rat at-Tawbah (or, Bar ¡‘ah) 9:84.
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.ﺻﺒَـ ْﺮﺗُﻢ ﻓَﻨِ ْﻌﻢ ُﻋ ْﻘﺒَﻰ اﻟﺪﱠار
َ ﺴﻼم َﻋﻠَْﻴ ُﻜﻢ ﺑِ َﻤﺎ
َ اﻟ

Peace be on you because you were constant, how excellent, is
then, the issue of the abode.

It is also recorded that Ab£ Bakr, ‘Umar and ‘Uthm¡n,
like the Prophet (¥), also used to perform ziy¡ rah. The
daughter of the Prophet of Islam (¥), °ad rat F¡§imah azZahr¡ (‘a) would also visit the martyrs of U¦ud two days a
week. During his visit to the martyrs, especially in the
ziy¡ rah to °amzah and Mu¥‘ab ibn ‘Umayr, the Holy
Prophet (¥) would recite this verse,

.ﺎﻫُﺪ وا اﻟﻠﱠﻪ َﻋﻠَْﻴﻪ
َ ﺻ َﺪﻗُﻮا َﻣﺎ َﻋ
َ ِر َﺟﺎل

Men who fulfill what they have pledged to Allah.1

In addition to this, it is thus recorded in the book, A¥¯ a ¦ ¢¦ that Ab£ Sa‘¢d al-Khudr¢ would extend salutations to
the grave of °amzah… Umm Salamah, one of the honorable
wives of the Prophet (¥), and individuals such as Ab£
Hurayrah, F¡§imah Khuz¡‘iyyah, and ‘Abd All¡h ibn ‘Umar
al-Kha§§¡b also used to perform ziy¡ rah to this group of
2
martyrs.
It is thus recorded in the valuable book, al-Ghad¢ r
under the section, “Virtues and Merits of Ab£ °an¢fah”
[B¡ b Fa ¤¡’il wa Man¡ qib Ab£ °an ¢fah]:
Whenever he would go to Baghdad, Im¡m ash-Sh¡fi‘¢ would
pay a visit to the grave of Ab£ °an¢fah. He would stand
beside his grave, offer salutation to him and seek his
intermediation for the fulfillment of his needs. A¦mad ibn
°anbal did the same practice with respect to his master (Im¡m
ash-Sh¡fi‘¢) to such an extent that his son would get

1

S£ rat al-A¦ z¡ b 33:23. W¡qid¢, Al-Magh ¡ z¢ , vol. 1, p. 312.

2

Sayyid Ja‘far Murta¤¡, A¥ -¯a ¦¢¦ f¢ S¢ rat an-Nab¢ , vol. 4, p. 318.
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astonished. A¦mad ibn °anbal explained to his son that there
is nothing wrong in seeking the intermediation of Im¡m ashSh¡fi‘¢ for the removal of difficulties because he, like the
1
sun, was beneficial to the people.

Were the Prophet (¥) and his Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) not like
ash-Sh¡fi‘¢ for the people? This is while ash-Sh¡fi‘¢ and
Ab£ °an¢fah held the Im¡ms (‘a) in high esteem, and Im¡m
ash-Sh¡fi‘¢ acknowledges the sublime station of ‘Al¢ ibn
Ab¢ ±alib (‘a).
Is the practice of these Im¡ms of the Ahl as-Sunnah not
a proof for their followers? Do the Wahh¡b¢s who regard
ziy¡ rah as an act of polytheism also consider the Im¡ms of
the Ahl as-Sunnah as polytheists?
Notwithstanding the Sunn¢ and Sh¢`ah traditions
regarding the musta ¦ abb status of ziy¡ rah, there is also
another tradition narrated from the Prophet of Islam (¥) that
if anyone who goes to the cemetery and read S£rat Y¡ S¢ n,
the agony of the dead ones shall be mitigated. The
Wahh¡b¢s, however, inscribed on a tabloid the ¦ ad¢th,
“Allah curses those who visit the graves” and placed it at
the Baq¢‘ cemetery and on the grave of Ab£ ±¡lib.
Critique: Although the im¡ms of the Ahl as-Sunnah
have approved of the practice of visiting the graves and
reckoned it as musta ¦ abb, is not the opposition of the
Wahh¡b¢s nothing but advancing the imperialist objectives
and disrupting the unity of Muslims? Does it indicate the
fact that they are determined to interpret and explain the
religion in the way they like even if it is contrary to the
opinions and views of the other Muslim schools of thought?
If they really regard it permissible for men to perform
1

‘All¡mah Am¢n¢, Al-Ghad¢ r, vol. 5, p. 194.
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ziy¡ rah, why cannot male pilgrims visit the Baq¢‘ cemetery
at all times, but they are only allowed to do so at a specific
time? Why are Wahh¡b¢s determined to destroy all the holy
shrines? For example, why in 1216 AH Sa‘£d ibn ‘Abd al‘Az¢z, on the order of his father, assaulted Karbal¡’ and
after killing and plunder, destroyed the holy shrine there?
Or, why in 1217 and 1218 AH did they attack the holy city
of Mecca and engage in demolishing the religious relics
there? Or, why in 1220 AH under the slogan of “Kill the
polytheists” did they invade an-Najaf al-Ashraf? Or, why in
later years did they assault the holy city of Medina and raze
the holy shrines to the ground in that blessed place—the
shrines of great personages such as the father of the Prophet
(¥), the Im¡ms (‘ a) buried in Baq¢‘, and the descendants
and wives of the Prophet (¥)?1 Must not the answer to these
questions be sought in Wahh¡b¢s’ enmity to the oppressed
Im¡ms of Baq¢‘ and to the truth of Islam, or are we not
compelled to say that they also do not regard as permissible
the ziy¡ rah for men which is proved by what they are doing
in practice?
The laws pertaining to the graves and mosques
The Wahh¡b¢s are not much inclined to beautify and
visit shrines. Based on some traditions some of which we
shall quote later, they uphold the unlawfulness of visiting
graves, considering their demolition as permissible. The
basis of this mindset is traceable to Ibn Taymiyyah and
Shaykh Mu¦ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¡b.
The Wahh¡b¢s claim that in practicing the religion and
in explaining and interpreting its laws, one must take
inspiration from the conduct and practice of the caliphs, the
1

‘Al¢ Daw¡n¢, Firqeh-ye Wahh ¡ b¢ , pp. 32-40.
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Companions [¥a ¦¡ bah] and Followers [t¡ bi‘£n] because they
are closer to the time of revelation and the Prophet (¥). We
know that this is nothing but an empty claim and their
beliefs regarding ziy¡ rah is contrary to the sayings and
practice of the Companions because the latter did not only
visit U¦ud and the martyrs of Baq¢‘ but if they ever
happened to conquer a territory they would also pay respect
to the graves there. For instance, when Syria was conquered
during the reign of the second caliph, the Muslims
preserved the graves of °ad rat Zakariyy¡ (Zechariah) and
Ya¦y¡ (John the Baptist) (‘a), considering them as holy. Or,
when Bayt al-Maqdis (Jerusalem) was annexed to the
Islamic territories, they preserved the graves beside Masjid
al-Aq¥¡ and no one demolished them.
The Wahh¡b¢s’ opposition to the burial of the dead in a
private house or mosque, or near it is another proof of the
fact that contrary to their claim, they have adopted a
different way which is discordant with the way of the
Companions because these very Companions, ‘Al¢ (‘a) in
particular, buried the Prophet (¥) in his own house, or
according to a certain narration, F¡§imah az-Zahr¡ (‘a), who
was regarded by the Wahh¡b¢s as one of the great
Companions, was buried in her own house. The
incorrectness of this belief of the Wahh¡b¢s will be made
clearer to us when we find out that based on historical
evidence, many of the prophets (‘ a) were buried in °ijr
Ism¡ ’¢l and Bayt al-Maqdis without considering the fact
that at the time of their burial, the nature of these sacred
sites as places of worship were known.
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Why did the Wahh ¡ b¢ s not destroy the graves of the
Prophet ( ¥ ) and the Two Sheikhs [shaykhayn] (Ab£
Bakr and ‘ Umar)?
The Wahh¡b¢s who play the companion card have never
found an opportunity to demolish the graves of the Prophet
(¥) and the Two Sheikhs [shaykhayn] (Ab£ Bakr and
‘Umar) because such practice is against the conduct of the
Companions of the Prophet (¥), not to mention the fact that
the Muslim world will be united in opposing them.
But on account its distance from Masjid an-Nab¢,
opposition to the Sh¢`ah and the gathering of the pilgrims,
they destroyed the Baq¢‘ cemetery. In 1344 AH
corresponding to 1912-1913 CE, the Wahh¡b¢s razed to the
ground all the domes around Medina such as the domes of
the four Im¡ms ( ‘a) (buried in Medina such as al-°asan, asSajj¡d, al-B¡qir, and a¥-¯ ¡diq (‘a)); ‘Abb¡s the uncle of the
Prophet (¥); the wives of the Prophet (¥); ‘Abd All¡h the
father of the Prophet (¥); ‘Uthm¡n ibn ‘Aff¡n; Ism¡‘¢l ibn
1
Ja‘far a¥-¯¡diq; and M¡lik.
Therefore, since the Wahh¡b¢s do not believe in the
visitation [ziy¡ rah] to the graves of the prophets and the
saints, considering it as a manifestation of polytheism and
man’s drifting away from God, they are of the opinion that
people must be kept away from this practice and shrines and
mausoleums must be destroyed.
Honoring the mosques and praying beside graves
The Wahh¡b¢s regard standing in prayer beside graves
as an act of polytheism because it will be deemed
worshipping those who are buried. Similarly, by citing the
1

‘Al¢ A¥ghar Faq¢h¢, Wahh ¡ biyy¡ n, p. 407.
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tradition below on the authority of Ab£ °urayrah, they think
that constructing a mosque beside graves is improper and
against the religion.
The Prophet (¥) said:

ِ
ﺻ ـ ـﻠﱡﻮا َﻋﻠَـ ـ ﱠـﻲ؛ ﻓَـ ــﺈ ﱠن
َ  َو،ً َوﻻَ ﺗَ ْﺠ َﻌﻠُـ ــﻮا ﻗَـ ْﺒ ـ ـ ِﺮي ﻋﻴـ ــﺪا،ًﻻَ ﺗَ ْﺠ َﻌﻠُـ ــﻮا ﺑُـﻴُـ ــﻮﺗَ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﻗُـﺒُـ ــﻮرا
.ﺻﻼﺗَ ُﻜﻢ ﺗَـ ْﺒـﻠُﻐُﻨِﻲ َﺣ ْﻴﺚ ُﻛ ْﻨﺘُﻢ
َ

Do not convert your houses into a graveyard and do not make
my grave as a site for festivity [‘¢d]. Send salutations to me
as your salutations, wherever you are, reach me.

This ¦ ad¢th, on account of its narrator whose practice of
fabricating habits is known to all and sundry, is not very
reliable, and it cannot be accepted except through
explanation and analysis. In explaining this tradition it must
be said that perhaps the phrase, “Do not convert your houses
into graveyards,” is indicative of the fact that if the
remembrance of God is forgotten in a house and spirituality
in it dies out, it actually turns into a graveyard, from which
no voice comes out. In the same manner, the phrase, “Do not
make my grave a site for festivity [¢d],” maybe a reminder of
the reality that since the people usually engage in
merrymaking and rejoicing on the eve of feasts and this
merrymaking may possibly go against the religion or might
result in neglecting God for some moments, festivity and
celebration must not be held near the shrine of the Chief of
the Prophets (¥) because among the requisites of visiting that
holy shrine is presence of heart and remembrance of God.
In the same vein, perhaps what is meant by the phrase,
“Send salutations upon me,” is when the Holy Prophet (¥)
wants his followers to send salutations upon him which is
perhaps a sort of need, his Companions and followers are
more in need of this spiritual gift. Meanwhile, the phrase,
“Do not convert your houses into graveyards,” has a health
dimension and that is, if a dead body is not buried, after
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sometime it will emit an offensive odor and cause ailments
and harm. And if it were also buried near the site of a
residence, by emitting a nauseating smell, it would make
life difficult for the residents, or bring about disease and
unpleasantness. Of course, this expression does not include
the Prophet (¥) and the infallible Im¡ms (‘a) because their
bodies and souls, based on this Verse of Purification [ ¡ yat
at-ta §h ¢r],

ِ ﴿إِﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﻳ ِﺮﻳﺪ اﻟﻠﱠﻪ ﻟِﻴﺬ
﴾.ْﻫﺐ َﻋ ْﻨ ُﻜﻢ اﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﺟﺲ أ َْﻫﻞ اﻟْﺒَـ ْﻴﺖ َوﻳُﻄَ ﱢﻬ َﺮُﻛﻢ ﺗَﻄْ ِﻬ ًﻴﺮا
ُ
ُ َ

Indeed Allah desires to repel all impurity from you, O
People of the Household, and purify you with a
thorough purification,1
are pure and will not cause sickness and plague. Now, if by
citing this tradition, there is someone who would protest
against the burial of the Prophet (¥) and F¡§imah az-Zahr¡
(‘a) in the house, this criticism can be traced back to Ab£
Bakr and ‘Umar who were not members of the Ahl al-Bayt
(‘a), and based on the Verse of Purification, they were not
purified. In conclusion, if the Wahh¡b¢s find fault with the
burial of the dead and regard standing in prayer beside the
grave as an act of polytheism, they would have to consider
2
the Companions as polytheists though they were not so.
Argument based on verse 21 of S£ rah al-Kahf
According to verse 21 of S£rat al-Kahf, when the
Companions of the Cave went to sleep again, the people
differed with one another on how to mark the place where
they had gone to sleep, and they finally agreed to build a
place of worship so that visitors, apart from visiting, could
also engage in worshipping God. With the aim of making
their belief in the religious impermissibility of constructing
1

S£ rat al-A¦ z¡ b 33:33.

2

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, p. 261.
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mosque over the graves acceptable, the Wahh¡b¢s utilized
the verse below although no part of it can actually be taken
to substantiate their belief. The verse in question thus states:

ِ
ﻴﻬـﺎ
﴿ َوَﻛ َﺬﻟِﻚ أَ ْﻋﺜَـ ْﺮﻧَﺎ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬﻢ ﻟِﻴَـ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤﻮا أَ ﱠن َو ْﻋﺪ اﻟﻠﱠـﻪ َﺣـ ﱞﻖ َوأَ ﱠن اﻟ ﱠ
َ ﺴ
َ ـﺎﻋﺔ ﻻ َرﻳْـﺐ ﻓ
ـﺎزﻋُﻮن ﺑَـ ْﻴــﻨَـ ُﻬﻢ أ َْﻣـ َـﺮُﻫﻢ ﻓَـ َﻘــﺎﻟُﻮا اﺑْـﻨُــﻮا َﻋﻠَـ ْـﻴ ِﻬﻢ ﺑُـ ْﻨـﻴَﺎﻧًــﺎ َرﺑﱡـ ُﻬــﻢ أَ ْﻋﻠَــﻢ ﺑِ ِﻬــﻢ ﻗَــﺎل
َ إِ ذ ﻳَـﺘَـﻨَـ
ِ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ ﻏَﻠَﺒﻮا َﻋﻠَﻰ أَﻣ ِﺮِﻫﻢ ﻟَﻨَﺘ
﴾.ﱠﺨَﺬ ﱠن َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬﻢ َﻣ ْﺴ ِﺠ ًﺪا
ْ
ُ

So it was that We let them come upon them, that they
might know that Allah’s promise is true, and that
there is no doubt in the Hour. As they were disputing
among themselves about their matter, they said,
‘ Build a building over them. Their Lord knows best.’
Those who had the say in their matter said, ‘ We will
1
set up a place of worship over them’.

Another argument
At the outset, it must be noted that the Wahh¡b¢s oppose
building mosques over the graves, regarding it as unlawful
and religiously illegitimate. And in order to prove their
belief, they resort to any tradition, no matter how weak
[ ¤a ‘¢f] it is. For example, they have resorted to the
following tradition, whose authenticity has no basis, for
whatever purpose it may serve them:

ِ ﻟَﻌﻦ اﷲ اﻟﻴـ ُﻬﻮد واﻟﻨﱠﺼﺎر ى؛ إﺗﱠ َﺨُﺬ وا ﻗُـﺒﻮر أﻧْﺒِﻴﺎﺋِ ِﻬﻢ وﺻﺎﻟِ ِﺤﻴ ِﻬﻢ ﻣﺴ
.ﺎﺟﺪ
َ َ َ ُ
َ
ََ َ َ
ََ

Allah curses the Jews and the Christians for making the
graves of their prophets and righteous ones as places of
2
worship.

Although both in terms of thought and practice, the
Jews and the Christians have committed many errors, they
have never worshipped graves. Secondly, this ¦ ad ¢th—
1

S£ rat al-Kahf 18:21.

2

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, p. 267.
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assuming that it is authentic [¥a ¦¢¦ ]—does not include
Muslims because contrary to the Jews and the Christians,
they have never built a mosque over a grave, and if they are
ever standing in prayer near a grave, their aim is the
pleasure of God and to offer as gift its reward as a gift to
the buried person, and if the latter is among the awliy¡ ’,
they are praying to God to let them attain his station and
rank.
It seems that through this sort of opposition, Ibn
Taymiyyah and Mu¦ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¡b, in
particular, wanted to show their open-mindedness and
enlightenment, when they could have shown the greatness
of their minds by learning the truth of Islam, Islamic
management, means of social welfare and doing things like
promoting the setting up learning and research centers and
struggling against imperialism.
At the present time also, in order to display their
knowledge and intelligence, some neophytes and novices
have made holy shrines, mausoleums and supplications as
the targets of their speeches. Consciously or unconsciously,
they are using their pens for the advancement of imperialist
objectives, and thus, pouring oil onto the fires of the enemy.
They have to know, however, that enlightenment does not
mean regarding the prayers for ziy¡ rah as superstitious and
making a mockery of supplications. It rather means to
remind the Muslims of their past glory and grandeur; to
show to them way of deliverance from the yoke of
despotism and to present to them the truth of religion. This
method was made manifest when °ad rat Im¡m Khomein¢
(r), throughout the course of the Islamic Revolution,
exerted his utmost efforts and dedication along these lines.
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Construction of mosques near the graves
With the conditions that we shall mention, Sh¢`ah
‘ulam¡’ have consensus of opinion regarding the
permissibility of mosques near graves and shrines of the
prophets (‘a) and righteous people. Some scholars of the
Ahl as-Sunnah also believe in its permissibility and others
are of the opinion that it is loathsome. The Wahh¡b¢s,
however, in following Ibn Taymiyyah and Shaykh
Mu¦ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¡b, acknowledge its
unlawfulness, and in order to prove their belief, they have
resorted to any ¦ ad ¢th, no matter how weak [ ¤a ‘¢f] it is. For
example, they have cited as proof verse 21 of S£rah al-Kahf
and as we have stated earlier, from this verse the
correctness of the Wahh¡b¢ belief cannot be deduced
whatsoever.
It is said that some distinguished Sh¢`ah ‘ulam¡ ’ such as
‘All¡mah Majlis¢, ‘All¡mah °ill¢ and Shaykh a§-±£s¢ have
decreed that it is loathsome to build a mosque beside a grave
if the mosque is built on the grave and the prayer is
performed in such a manner that one has to face the grave,
otherwise according to them, there is nothing wrong as it is
permissible to build a mosque such as these in the vicinity of
the holy shrines of Im¡m ar-Rid ¡ (‘a) and °ad rat F¡§imah
al-Ma‘¥£mah.1 Some leading Sh¢`ah figures even opine that
it is musta ¦ abb to construct a mosque near shrines.
While expressing his opinion on the permissibility of
building mosques near shrines under the conditions we have
mentioned, ‘All¡mah Majlis¢ points to some traditions that
confirm the permissibility of praying near the shrines of the
F¡§imah al-Ma‘¥£mah: the sister of Im¡m ar-Ri¤¡ (‘a) who was buried in
Qum. [Trans.]
1
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Im¡ms (‘ a). For instance, he narrates that the Prophet (¥)
said:

ِ “…واﷲ ﻟَﺘُـ ْﻘﺘَـﻠُ ﱠﻦ ﺑِﺄر ض
 “ﻳَـﺎ َر ُﺳـﻮل اﷲ! َﻣـﺎ ﻟِ َﻤـﻦ:” ﻗُـ ْﻠـﺖ.اﻟﻌ َﺮاق َوﺗُ ْﺪﻓَﻦ ﺑِ َﻬﺎ
ْ
َ
ِ
ﺴــﻦ! إ ﱠن اﷲ ﺗَـ َﻌــﺎﻟَﻰ
َ ﻮرﻧَــﺎ َو َﻋ ﱠﻤ َﺮ َﻫــﺎ َوﺗَـ َﻌ
َ  “ﻳَــﺎ أﺑَــﺎ اﻟ:ﺎﻫــ َﺪ َﻫﺎ؟” ﻓَـ َﻘــﺎل ﻟــﻲ
َ َُزار ﻗُـﺒ
َ ْﺤ
ِ ْﺪ ك ﺑَِﻘﺎﻋﺎ ِﻣﻦ ﺑَِﻘﺎع اﻟْﺠﻨﱠﺔ وﻋﺮ
ِﺟﻌﻞ ﻗَـﺒـﺮ ك وﻗَـﺒـﺮ وﻟ
”.ﺻﺎﺗِ َﻬﺎ
َ ﺻﺔ ﻣﻦ َﻋ َﺮ
َ ََ َ َ
ُ ْ َ َْ َ َ

[The Prophet (¥) said:] “You shall be killed in Iraq and you
shall also be buried there!” I (Im¡m ‘Al¢ ( ‘ a)) said: O
Messenger of Allah! What shall be the reward of the one will
visit our graves, beautify them and maintain them?” He (¥)
said to me: “Your grave and that of your sons are among the
1
edifices of paradise and among its fields.”

It can be deduced from this noble ¦ ad ¢th that renovating
the graves of the Im¡ms (‘a) is musta ¦ abb. Visiting them
shall have otherworldly rewards, and there is nothing wrong
to pray in those sacred places.
Elevation of the graves
The Wahh¡b¢s, basing their opinions on a tradition,
believe that graves must not be elevated beyond the ground
level, or that a mausoleum should not be constructed upon
graves. Ab£’l-Hayy¡j narrates that ‘Al¢ (‘ a) said:

؟ أن ﻻ ﺗَــَﺪ ع ﻗَـ ْﺒـــﺮا ُﻣ ْﺸــ ِﺮﻓﺎ إﻻﱠ3 أﻻ أﺑْـ َﻌﺜُـــﻚ َﻋﻠَـــﻰ َﻣـــﺎ ﺑَـ َﻌﺜَﻨِـــﻲ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴــﻪ َر ُﺳـــﻮل اﷲ
.ُ َوﻻَ ﺗِ ْﻤﺜﺎﻻً إﻻﱠ ﻃَ َﻤ ْﺴﺘَﻪ،َُﺳ ﱠﻮﻳْـﺘَﻪ

[O Ab£’l-Hayy¡j!] Be aware that I shall send you for a
mission for which I was dispatched by the Messenger of
Allah (¥). Your mission is to level to the ground the elevated
2
and ornamented graves and to demolish statues.

1

Bi¦ ¡ r al-Anw¡ r, vol. 100, p. 120.

2

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, p. 493.
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Thereafter, the author of Fat ¦ al-Maj¢d infers from this
¦ ad ¢th that construction of monuments-like domes and
statutes, and elevation of outstanding and looming graves
are not permissible and they must be destroyed.
In reply, it must be said that first of all, as indicated by
the book, Tahdh¢ b at-Tahdh¢ b, the ¦ ad¢th is not
substantiated. Secondly, this tradition has ruled on the
demolition of statues and razing graves to the ground, and
this rule cannot be applied to edifices and domes.
Therefore, the Sunn¢s and the Sh¢`ah have consensus of
opinion that graves must not be stupendous, but it is
permissible to build mausoleums over the graves of the
righteous and the ‘ulam¡ ’. It is recorded in the book, AlGhad¢r, that “M¡lik ibn Anas passed away in 179 AH and
his grave is in Medina, in the Baq¢‘ cemetery in particular,
and has a small dome and a small building:1

ِ َﻋﻠَﻴﻪ ﻗُـﺒﱠﺔ
.ﺼﺮ اﻟﺒِﻨَﺎء
ْ
َ َﺻﻐ َﻴﺮة ُﻣ ْﺨﺘ
َ

Therefore, it is permissible to construct domes and
shrine according to the M¡lik¢ ‘ulam¡ ’. In the book, Al-Fiqh
‘al ¡ al-Madh¡ hib al-Arba ‘ ah, it is thus stated about the
manner of making grave:

ِ
.ﱡﺮاب ﻓَـْﻮ ق اﻟْ َﻘ ْﺒﺮ ﺑَِﻘَﺪ ر ِﺷ ْﺒﺮ
َ َوﻳُـ ْﻨَﺪ ب ْارﺗ َﻔﺎع اﻟﺘـ

It is musta ¦ abb for the grave to be an inch above the ground.

2

The Wahh ¡ b¢ viewpoint concerning the ornamentation
of mosques and holy shrines
This is the underpinning of the Wahh¡b¢ creed—if they
do not find a supporting document and tradition about a
certain case, they will prohibit it. It is for this reason that
1

Al-Ghad ¢r, vol. 5, p. 195.

2

Al-Fiqh ‘al¡ al-Madh ¡ hib al-Arba ‘ah, vol. 1, p. 420.
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they do not consider the ornamentation of mosques, such as
the Masjid al-°ar¡m (in Mecca) and Masjid an-Nab¢ (in
Medina), with lanterns, chandeliers, etc. as permissible,
because they have not found a pertinent ¦ ad¢th. In reply, it
must be said that if the Wahh¡b¢s really give importance to
this criterion, then they are not supposed to make use of any
manifestation of the modernity because there has not been
any traditions about the permissibility of using vehicles,
telephones, etc. Secondly, the fact that we have no ¦ ad ¢th
about the unlawfulness of this kind of issues is perhaps
proof that it is permissible and acceptable to use them. In
conclusion, it may be said that if ornamentation of mosques
does not distract the attention of people but rather
encourages them to be present in it, it is therefore
permissible and there is nothing wrong with it.
Traveling to for visit mosques
By relying on a certain tradition, the followers of
Mu¦ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¡b believe that traveling with
the intention of surveying mosques is unlawful. Their main
basis is a tradition on the authority of Ab£ Sa‘¢d who
narrated that the Messenger of Allah (¥) said:

ِ
ِ ﺸــ ﱡﺪ اﻟ ﱢﺮﺣــﺎل إﻻﱠ إﻟَــﻰ ﺛَﻼَﺛَــﺔ ﻣ
، َوَﻣ ْﺴـ ِـﺠ ِﺪي َﻫـ َﺬا،ْﺤـ َـﺮ ُام
َ ُﻻ ﺗ
َ  اﻟ َْﻤ ْﺴــﺠ ُﺪ اﻟ:ﺴــﺎﺟﺪ
َ
َ َ
ِ
.ْﺼﻰ
َ َواﻟ َْﻤ ْﺴﺠﺪ اﻷﻗ

You are not supposed to travel except for the visitation
[ziy¡ rah] of three mosques: Masjid al-°ar¡m (in Mecca), this
mosque of mine (Masjid an-Nab¢ in Medina), and Masjid alAqs¡ (in Jerusalem).

The Wahh¡b¢s have concluded from this ¦ ad¢th that
travel to see other mosques are not lawful. Mu¦ammad ibn
‘Abd al-Wahh¡b also says:
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.ﺼﺎﻟِ ِﺤﻴﻦ ﻓَـ ُﻬﻮ ُﻣ ْﺸِﺮ ك
َﻣﻦ َﺳﺎﻓَـﺮ ﻟِ ُﻤ َﺠ ﱠﺮد ِزﻳَ َﺎرة ﻗُـﺒُﻮر اﻷﻧْﺒِﻴَﺎء َواﻟ ﱠ

He who travels only to visit the graves of the prophets and
1
the pious is a polytheist.

Of course, this ¦ ad ¢th expresses the importance of these
three mosques and one cannot infer from it the
unlawfulness of visiting other mosques. Visiting mosques
located in Muslim lands is not only not blameworthy but it
also acquaints us with the past glory and grandeur of
Muslims and thus encourages us to strive hard to regain that
honor and dignity. ?

?

1

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, p. 261.

The Miracles [kar¡mah] of the Saints of God
[awliy¡’ All¡h]

Another point upon which the Wahh¡b¢s differ with the
Sunn¢s and the Sh¢`ah is the issue of miracles [kar ¡ m¡ t].
All Muslim sects regard the prophets (‘a) as people who
performed miracles [kar ¡ m¡ t] and wondrous feats
[mu‘jizah] because the Qur’¡n bears witness to the
authenticity of this point. Concerning the infallible Im¡ms
(‘a), however, the only group that does not recognize them
to have performed miracles and treat them as equal to
others in the possession or otherwise of this merit is the
Wahh¡b¢s. The Sh¢`ah characterize the infallible Im¡ms
(‘a) with having miraculous and marvelous powers,
substantiating this fact with religious traditions and
historical accounts. Now, if anyone believes that there is a
difference between a mu‘jizah and a kar ¡ mah, emphasizing
that mu ‘jizah refers to that which is performed by the
prophets as narrated in the Qur’¡n while kar ¡ mah refers to
that which is performed by the infallible Im¡ms (‘a) as
narrated in the traditions, it must be said that in any case,
the pure Im¡ms ( ‘a) possess powers and forces which the
common people undoubtedly do not possess, and it makes
no difference whether you call it as mu‘jizah or kar ¡ mah. It
is said that some of the real Gnostics and mystics [‘uraf¡ ’]
possess this power and to a lower degree. It is thus stated in
the book, Fat ¦ al-Maj¢d:
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The miracles [kar ¡ mah] of the saints of God [awliy¡’ All ¡ h]
are the products of divine attraction and grace, and this affair
does not depend upon the person or his knowledge and
intention—like the kar ¡ mah of ‘Al¢ (may Allah be pleased
with him) on numerous occasions and the kar ¡ mah of ‘Umar
(may Allah be pleased with him) when he came to Iran and
talked to Prophet Daniel in the town of Sh£sh. Similarly, at
the time when Medina was afflicted with famine, ‘Umar
participated in the prayer for rain and it came.

It must not remain unstated that we do not have reliable
historical evidence concerning ‘Umar’s coming to Iran and
the town of Sh£sh in particular. It was rather ‘Al¢ ibn Ab¢
±¡lib (‘a) who had come to Sh£sh and talked with Prophet
Daniel (‘a).
With regard to the famine, it must also be said that what
has been recorded in reliable sources is that at the request
of ‘Umar, ‘Abb¡s the uncle of the Prophet (¥) performed
this prayer.
Then, the said author adds that these miracles have no
benefit and if there were any benefit, it only pertains to that
time. In short, after the death of those possessing kar ¡ mah,
those miracles have no value and one should not expect
them. 1
Therefore, the Wahh¡b¢s believe in a sort of kar ¡ mah
for the Im¡ms (‘a), the Companions and leading figures of
the religion, but they consider these miracles valuable only
at the time when those possessing them are alive because
once a person departs from this world, the mark of his
existence, like that of other living creatures and even the
non-living ones, ceases to exist. They substantiate this
statement of theirs with the verse,
1

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, pp. 93, 137, 169.
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﴾.﴿إِﻧﱠﻚ َﻣﻴﱢﺖ َوإِﻧﱠـ ُﻬﻢ َﻣﻴﱢﺘُﻮن

You will indeed die, and they [too] will die indeed,1

in which the death of the Prophet (¥) has been treated equal
with that of the awliy¡’ . They have also inferred from this
verse that seeking help from the souls of the prophets (‘ a)
and the awliy¡’ is a futile and vain practice, and that ziy¡ rat
al-qub £r [prayer recited on visiting a grave] must be
shunned. Of course, the prohibition of ziy¡ rah for women is
even more emphasized and the philosophy behind it is clear.
The miracles of the saints of God as the effect of
satisfaction of the soul and God-wariness [taqw¡ ]
According to the verses,

﴾.﴿ َوَﻣﻦ ﻳَـﺘﱠﻖ اﻟﻠﱠﻪ ﻳَ ْﺠ َﻌﻞ ﻟَﻪ َﻣ ْﺨ َﺮ ًﺟﺎ

And whoever is wary of Allah, He shall make a way
out for him,2
And

ِ ﴿إِ ﱠن اﻟﻠﱠﻪ ﻻ ﻳ
﴾.َﺟﺮ اﻟ ُْﻤ ْﺤ ِﺴﻨِﻴﻦ
ْ ﻀﻴﻊ أ
ُ

Indeed Allah does not waste the reward of the
3
virtuous,

anyone who is wary of God, does righteous deeds and strives
to offer sacrifices and charities for the pleasure of Allah, God
will show him the way of deliverance from worldly and
otherworldly adversities and give him rewards in both
worlds. And whenever the people of the world benefit from
his good deeds, meritorious rewards shall be granted to him.
So, anyone who is of the opinion that the ornament of
1

S£ rat az-Zumar 39:30.

2

S£ rat a § -±al¡ q 65:2.

3

S£ rat at-Tawbah (or, al-Bar ¡‘ah) 9:120.
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kar ¡ mah befits a particular number of people and that these
miracles are valuable and effective as long as their
possessors are alive, is thinking and believing incorrectly
because the quoted verses do not point to a particular person
or group. Meanwhile, the ruling on the truly faithful persons
is like the ruling on water. When they are alive, everybody
can benefit from their presence and when they die and are
buried, people can establish spiritual communion with them,
turning to them for help and seeking their intermediation. In
the same manner, underground water can be obtained by the
spade, wheelbarrow and bucket.
In spite of this, the Wahh¡b¢s believe that anyone who
departs from this world, even if he is the Prophet (¥), his
existence has no more effect and anyone whose existence
has no effect is not worthy of tawassul and ziy¡ rah to him
would be of no avail, thus to seek someone who has no
benefit and gain for one is a futile and vain action.
Charities [khayr¡ t], alms [ ¥ adaq¡ t] and vows [nudh £ r¡ t]
The other case which the Wahh¡b¢s regard as sources of
polytheism are charities [khayr ¡ t], alms [¥adaq ¡ t] and vows
[nudh £r ¡ t] given on behalf of the dead. Thus, it is stated in
the book, Fat ¦ al-Maj¢d:
The holy shrines, sacred places and graves of the awliy¡’
which have become sites of ziy¡ rah, charities, vows, etc. are
places of Satan and it is unlawful to sojourn in these places
such as the Zaynabiyyah, the Ra’s al-°usayn in Syria, and
Karbal¡’ and Najaf in Iraq.

The commentator of this book thus writes:
There were such places in the °ij¡z before, but thanks to God,
they were demolished through the able hand of King ‘Abd al-
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‘Az¢z ¡l Sa‘£d, and it is hoped that God would destroy the
1
rest.

It must be said that if the Sh¢`ah fulfill their vows and
give alms in sacred places, it is for the pleasure of God and
such acts are not tainted with any sort of polytheism. The
issue that comes to mind is this: Why do the Wahh¡b¢s
overlook the corruptions and perversions that plague the
youth; the wealth that is plundered from Muslim countries;
and the culture and civilization that are being destroyed in
Muslim lands? Yet, they persistently find fault with
charities, alms and ziy¡ rah to the graves of leading figures
of the religion, and consider that all the problems of
Muslims emanate from these issues. At the time when
Europeans are mummifying their great ones and preserving
the putrefied bones of inventors in affection for their
scientists, why are the Wahh¡b¢s trying to destroy the relics
and shrines of religious personalities especially the pure
Im¡ms (‘a) and consider ziy¡ rah to these great personalities
as hindrance to development, where in fact these
personalities are the fountainheads of guidance [hid¡ yah]
and enlightenment [irsh ¡ d]?
Seeking blessings [tabarruk] from the sacred stones
Another case highlighted by the Wahh¡b¢s and with
which they have found fault is the consideration of some
stones as sacred and making tawassul to them because they
equate this recourse with a sort of idol-worship. As such,
they believe that anyone, who takes recourse to these
stones, makes a vow upon them, and takes them as
intercessors, is a polytheist [mushrik]:

1

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, p. 137.
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﴾.﴿ َوﻳَـ ُﻘﻮﻟُﻮن َﻫ ُﺆﻻء ُﺷ َﻔ َﻌﺎ ُؤﻧَﺎ ِﻋ ْﻨﺪ اﻟﻠﱠﻪ

And they say, ‘These are our intercessors with Allah’.1
And with this belief, they have thus written:

It is not permissible for the stones from which people seek
tabarruk and make vows upon to remain on the surface of the
earth. And it is incumbent upon Muslims to obliterate them
2
whenever they have the opportunity to do so.

The fact must be acknowledged that there is no Muslim
country in which Muslims express reverence to a stone,
regarding it as an intercessor, and if out of ignorance and
heedlessness, some Muslims revere an old stone or tree,
asking it for mercy, this practice must not be ascribed to
Muslims in general.
Of course, there are two stones and two hills whose
Qur’¡nic sanctity made Muslims honor them. They are the
following:
1. The Black Stone [al- ¦ ajar al-aswad]: This stone is
situated in a corner of the Ka ‘bah, and the beginning
and end of every § aw¡ f [circumambulation of the
Ka ‘bah] is determined by it.
2. The Station of Abraham [maq¡ m ibr ¡ h¢ m]: The
Qur’¡n enjoins the Muslims to perform prayer at this
site:

ِ ِ
ِ
﴾.ﺼﻠﻰ
َ ﴿ َواﺗﱠﺨُﺬ وا ﻣﻦ َﻣ َﻘﺎم إِﺑْـ َﺮاﻫﻴﻢ ُﻣ

Take the venue of prayer from Abraham’ s Station.3

3. The hills of ¯af¡ and Marwah: Regarding these two
1

S£ rat Y£nus 10:18.

2

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, p. 274.

3

S£ rat al-Baqarah 2:125.

Kar¡m¡t of the saints

hills, the Qur’¡n says:
Indeed ¯af¡
sacraments.1
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﴾.ﺼ َﻔﺎ َواﻟ َْﻤْﺮَو ة ِﻣﻦ َﺷ َﻌﺎﺋِﺮ اﻟﻠﱠﻪ
﴿إِ ﱠن اﻟ ﱠ

Marwah

are

among

Allah’s

Of course, it must be noted that if people honor them,
and hold in high esteem the Prophet of Islam (¥), the pure
Im¡ms (‘ a), the Qur’¡n, and the religious personalities, it is
because they are among the sacraments of Allah and
honoring them indicates the purity of hearts:

﴾.﴿ َوَﻣﻦ ﻳُـ َﻌﻈﱢﻢ َﺷ َﻌﺎﺋِﺮ اﻟﻠﱠﻪ ﻓَِﺈﻧﱠـ َﻬﺎ ِﻣﻦ ﺗَـ ْﻘَﻮ ى اﻟْ ُﻘﻠُﻮب

And whoever venerates the sacraments of Allah—
indeed that arises from God-wariness of hearts.2
Seeking Tabarruk from the Prophet ( ¥ ) and his relics
The Muslims—Sunn¢s and Sh¢`ah—have consensus of
opinion on this issue; that the Prophet (¥) and his relics
must be honored and revered. In confirming this subject one
may refer to many historical accounts and the sayings of
leading Sunn¢ personalities. For example, °ad rat Zahr¡
(‘a) and other Companions used to invoke blessings from
the soil of the grave of the Holy Prophet (¥); ‘Abd All¡h ibn
‘Umar who strove to preserve the relics of the Holy Prophet
(¥) even tried to preserve a tree under which the Prophet (¥)
once rested; A¦mad ibn °anbal deems it permissible to
invoke blessings from the relics of the Messenger of Allah
(¥); and Sunn¢ fuqah¡ believe that:

1

S£ rat al-Baqarah 2:158.

2

S£ rat al-°ajj 22:32.
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.ﻀﻞ اﻟ َْﻤ ْﻨُﺪ وﺑَﺎت
َ ِْزﻳَ َﺎرة اﻟ ُﻘﺒُﻮر أﻓ

Visitation of graves is the best of all recommended
(musta ¦ abb) acts.

It is important to note that for this reason, the Prophet
(¥) and his successors (‘a) and their relics as well as other
religious objects must be honored as they are the
manifestations of the religion and truthfulness of
revelation.1 ?

?

See ¯a ¦¢¦ al-Bukh ¡ r ¢, vol. 1, pp. 59, 105; vol. 7, p. 199; Fat¦ al-B¡ r ¢ ,
vol. 1, pp. 256, 408; ‘All¡mah Am¢n¢, Al-Ghad¢ r, vol. 3, p. 170 as cited
in A¦mad A¦mad¢ Miy¡nj¢, At-Tabarruk bi ª th ¡ r ar-Ras£ l, p. 66.
1

Allegorical Interpretation [Ta’w¢l]
in the Qur’¡n

Based on the classification of the verses of the Qur’¡n
into the definitive [mu ¦ kam] and the metaphorical
[mutash¡ bih],1 and into the abrogating [n¡ sikh] and the
abrogated [mans£kh], in explaining some verses, one should
not content himself with only their external purport because
their external purport could be doubtful and misleading.
Meanwhile, according to the traditions, the Qur’¡n has
many cores and layers, the understanding which is not
possible for everyone. As such, in understanding some
verses, it is necessary to take other verses into account. For
example, in interpreting verses such as:

﴾.اﺳﺘَـَﻮ ى
ْ ﴿اﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﺣ َﻤﺎن َﻋﻠَﻰ اﻟ َْﻌْﺮ ش

The All-beneficent settled on the Throne,

2

﴾.ﺻﻔﺎ
َ ﺻﻔﺎ
َ ﴿ َو َﺟﺎء َرﺑﱡﻚ َواﻟ َْﻤﻠَﻚ

And Your Lord and the angels arrive in ranks,1

S£rat ¡ l ‘Imr ¡ n 3:7: “It is He who has sent down to you the Book. Parts
of it are definitive verses, which are the mother of the Book, while others
are metaphorical.”

1

2

S£ rat ±¡ H¡ 20:5.
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one must seek the assistance of other verses for clarity and
correct interpretation such as:

﴾.﴿ﻟ َْﻴﺲ َﻛ ِﻤﺜْﻠِﻪ َﺷ ْﻲ ء

Nothing is like Him,2

Nor has He any equal,

3

﴾.َﺣﺪ
َ ﴿ َوﻟَﻢ ﻳَ ُﻜﻦ ﻟَﻪ ُﻛ ُﻔ ًﻮا أ
ِ
ِ
﴾.ﻴﻤﺎ
ً ﴿ َوَﻛﺎن اﻟﻠﱠﻪ ﺑ ُﻜ ﱢﻞ َﺷ ْﻲ ء َﻋﻠ

And Allah has knowledge of all things.4

There are two approaches in dealing with these kinds of
verses. One group is the literalists who content themselves
with the literal meaning of the verses. The other group is
the allegorists who take into account other verses in
explaining and analyzing these kinds of verses, and they
believe in allegorical interpretation [Ta ’ w¢l]. For instance,
in interpreting the verse, (… “ ) َﻋﻠﻰ اﻟ َْﻌْﺮ ش اﺳﺘَـَﻮ ىsettled on the
5
Throne, ” they have said that “‘ arsh” is the Throne
exclusive for God where He is settled, but the allegorists
have given two probabilities for this verse: (1) ‘arsh is a
thing having the three dimensions of width, height and
depth; and (2) ‘arsh alludes to a fact and concept having no
material characteristics.
It is worthy to note that ‘All¡mah T ab¡§ab¡’¢ (r)
accepts the first probability while the late Sha‘r¡n¢ (r)
advocates the second probability. It must be emphasized
1

S£ rat al-Fajr 89:22.

2

S£ rat ash-Sh£ r ¡ 42:11.

3

S£ rat al-Ikhl¡ s 112:4.

4

S£ rat al-A¦ z¡ b 33:40.

5

S£ rat ash-Sh£ r ¡ 42:11.
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that in interpreting these kinds of verses, those who content
themselves with their literal meanings are committing an
indescribable mistake and blunder. It is because if one
believes in the literal interpretation of “ …settled on the
Throne, ” he must then assume God to have a physical body,
while God is not a body.
Ta ’ w¢ l according to the Wahh ¡ b¢ s
‘Abd al-‘Az¢z Mu¦ammad Sul§¡n, a Wahh¡b¢ writer,
regards Ta ’w¢l as having three meanings:
1. Ta ’w¢l means translating a word from the
preferable probability [i ¦ tim¡ l r ¡ ji¦ ] to the preferred
probability [i ¦ tim¡ l marj £¦ ].
2. Ta ’w¢l means interpretation of the word whether it
is consistent or inconsistent with its literal sense.
3. Ta ’ w¢l means the unknown truth and quality which
are known only to God.
Then, he writes that Ta ’w¢l in any case is forbidden,
and the exoteric meaning must not be turned into the
esoteric one. The exoteric meaning must be maintained
even if it is inconsistent with actuality and reason.1
The Sh¢`ah, however, are of the opinion that with
acceptable evidence a word can be separated from its literal
meaning and be reunited with its esoteric and actual
meaning. In this respect, proofs, pieces of evidence and
verses of the Qur’¡n can be cited, but dealing lengthily with
this subject is beyond the scope of this book.
The fact must be pointed out, nevertheless, that the
Wahh¡b¢ practice of restricting their focus on the literal and
exoteric meaning of the verses is extremely dangerous, and
it will encounter problems on mystical and rational issues.

1

Al-As’ilah wa ’l-Ajwibah al-U¥£ liyyah, p. 46.
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The Juhaym¢ nature of the Sh ¢ `ah
The Wahh¡b¢s identify the Sh¢`ah who make Ta ’ w¢l
and tafs ¢r of the verses of the Qur’¡n as “Juhaym¢ s”. This
is because Juhaym ibn ¯afw¡n, who lived in the 2 nd century
AH, used to engage in Ta ’w¢l and he believed in it. Of
course, contrary to the notion of the Wahh¡b¢s, the Sh¢`ah
do not follow that person on the subject of Ta ’w¢l. They
rather follow the pure Im¡ms (‘ a) who have allegorically
interpreted innumerable verses. The Qur’¡n itself talks
about Ta ’ w¢l, using the word itself through the tongue of
°ad rat Y£suf (Joseph) (‘a) when he says:

ﺸـــﺮ َﻛ ْﻮَﻛﺒ ــﺎ َواﻟ ﱠ
ﺸ ـ ْـﻤﺲ
َ َﺣـــﺪ َﻋ
َ  ﻳَـــﺎ أَﺑَـــﺖ إِﻧﱢــﻲ َرأَﻳْـــﺖ أ:ﻮﺳـــﻒ ﻷَﺑِﻴ ــﻪ
ُ ُ﴿إِ ذ ﻗَـــﺎل ﻳ
ِ واﻟْ َﻘﻤﺮ رأَﻳـﺘُـ ُﻬﻢ ﻟِﻲ ﺳ
﴾.ﺎﺟ ِﺪﻳﻦ
َْ َ َ
َ

When Joseph said to his father, ‘Father! I saw eleven
planets, and the sun and the moon: I saw them
1
prostrating themselves before me’.
After Y£suf (‘ a) was released from prison and became a
chief [‘ az¢z] in Egypt, and a famine engulfed Palestine and
Egypt, the sons of Ya‘q£b (Jacob) (‘ a) came to Y£suf (‘ a)
to get their ration of grains. After recognizing one another,
Y£suf (‘a) requested them to return to Egypt along with
their father. When Ya‘q£b (‘a) and his wife and sons saw
Y£suf (‘a) with such glory and grandeur, they prostrated
before him. Then, Y£suf (‘a) recounted his childhood
dream, saying:

﴾.﴿ﻳَﺎ أَﺑَﺖ َﻫ َﺬا ﺗَﺄْ ِوﻳﻞ ُرْؤﻳَﺎي ِﻣﻦ ﻗَـ ْﺒﻞ

‘ Father! This is the fulfillment [Ta ’w¢l] of my dream
of long ago.2
1

S£ rat Y£ suf 12:4.

2

S£ rat Y£ suf 12:100.
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The moon, the sun and eleven stars that prostrated
before Y£suf (‘ a) were interpreted as referring to Ya‘q£b
(‘a), and his wife and 11 sons.
Of course, the interpretation of this dream was not clear
in the beginning for Y£suf (‘ a). After many years, however,
the fulfillment of this dream was made manifest to them.
Therefore, Ta ’w¢l means that when the meaning of a
verse is not clear, by employing the assistance of other
verses and reliable traditions, the meaning that is closer to
the reality is obtained.
The Wahh ¡ b¢ s have not trodden the path of
enlightenment
Nowadays, the Wahh¡b¢s and some Sh¢`ah are
traversing a path, which shows their close-mindedness, and
will entail dangerous consequences prompting them to
totally seclude themselves from society and render them
incapable of responding to rational and religious issues.
This path is one where they are content only with the literal
meanings of Qur’¡nic verses and Prophetic traditions; the
path of non-recognition of philosophy, mysticism [ ‘irf¡ n]
and philosophical-scholastic [kal¡ m¢] proofs; and
heedlessness to the new sciences. The truth must be
accepted, however, that in every epoch, the Qur’¡n is loftier
than human though. Therefore, one should not be content
with its literal meaning and interpret its probabilities
because human mind and thought advance every day and
discover new realities. As this Wahh¡b¢ idea can become a
pretext for neglecting the Qur'¡n since they consider the
human mind as incapable of understanding it and therefore,
this book of revelation would end up only being kissed and
set aside. One must rather strive as much as possible to
understand it properly. ?

Celebration and Mourning according to
the Sh¢`ah and the Wahh¡b¢s

Celebrations and festivals
The Wahh¡b¢s regard any kind of gathering for the
passing away or birth of the awliy¡’ as a sort of worship of
the saints of God, equating it to the worship of idols:

ِ ِﻫﻲ ﻧَـﻮ ع ِﻣﻦ
ِ ﺎد ة ﻟ َُﻬﻢ وﺗَـ ْﻌ ِﻈ
.ﻴﻤ ِﻬﻢ
َ َاﻟﻌﺒ
ْ
َ

It is a kind of worship and reverence to them.

1

In confirming their contention, they have pointed to the
practice of the Arabs of the pre-Islamic period of ignorance
[ayy¡ m al-j¡ hiliyyah] who, on any occasion—related to
birth or death, good or bad anniversary—would gather in
idol-temples and celebrate, or mourn accordingly. Although
they believed in One God, they also thought that these
products of their own hands (i.e. the idols) had supreme
authority on earth, and as such, they would plead for their
intercession:

﴾.﴿ َوﻳَـ ُﻘﻮﻟُﻮن َﻫ ُﺆﻻء ُﺷ َﻔ َﻌﺎ ُؤﻧَﺎ ِﻋ ْﻨﺪ اﻟﻠﱠﻪ

And they say, ‘These are our intercessors with Allah’.2
1

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, p. 154.

2

S£ rat Y£nus 10:18.
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It must be stated that not only the Wahh¡b¢s but all
Muslims oppose the holding of polytheistic assemblies. But
the question is this: Why do the Wahh¡b¢s oppose any
gathering, even if it is not polytheistic. Is it not because
they want to suppress the beliefs of a number of Muslims
by portraying their ideas and mindsets as against the
religion?
The two festivals [ ‘¢ dayn] acceptable to the Wahh ¡ b¢ s
According to the author of Fat ¦ al-Maj¢ d, the Wahh¡b¢s
acknowledge two festivals: ‘¢ d al-Fi §r 1 and the feast of the
day of Friday, and in this connection, they have cited this
¦ ad ¢th of the Prophet (¥):

ِ
.ْﻤ ْﺴﻠِ ِﻤﻴﻦ ِﻋﻴﺪا
ُ إ ﱠن َﻫ َﺬا ﻳَـْﻮ م ﻗَﺪ َﺟ َﻌﻠَﻪ اﷲ ﻟﻠ

Indeed, Allah has made this day (Friday) as a day of festivity
for the Muslims.

In their perspective, merriment and singing are
permissible and allowed on these two days as the Prophet
(¥) has singled out these two feasts and enjoined them.
Other feasts, however, must not be held because no
pertinent ¦ ad¢th and tradition have been transmitted to us
2
concerning this, and in a bid to prove their claim, they
have cited the following tradition on the authority of Th¡bit
ibn ®a¦¦¡k: He says that one day he asked the Prophet (¥)
about the slaughtering of camels in fulfillment of a vow in
Baw¡nah. The Prophet (¥) said that if there were no idols
there; if the practice was not to commit a sin against Allah;
and if none of the customs of the j¡ hiliyyah was observed,
then there would be no wrong in fulfilling such a vow:
‘«d al-Fi§ r: the Islamic feast marking the end of the fasting month of
Rama¤¡n. [Trans.]

1

2

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, p. 153.
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ِ ِ
 “ َﻫــﻞ َﻛــﺎن: ﻓَـ َﻘــﺎل3 ﺴــﺄل اﻟﻨﱠﺒِـ ﱠـﻲ
َ َ ﻓ. ﻧَــَﺬ ر َر ُﺟــﻞ أن ﻳَـ ْﻨ َﺤــﺮ إﺑــﻼ ﺑﺒَـ َﻮاﻧَــﺔ:…ﻗَــﺎل
ِ ﻓِﻴﻬﺎ وﺛَﻦ ِﻣﻦ أوﺛَﺎن اﻟﺠ
 “ﻓَـ َﻬـﻞ َﻛـﺎن ِﻋﻴـﺪا ِﻣـﻦ: ﻗَـﺎل.” “ﻻ:ﺎﻫﻠِﻴﱠﺔ ﻳُـ ْﻌﺒَُﺪ ؟” ﻗَـﺎل
َ
ْ
َ َ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ أ ْﻋﻴ
ِ
”. “ﻓَﺈﻧﱠﻪ ﻻ َوﻓَﺎء ﻟﻨَْﺬ ر ﻓﻲ َﻣ ْﻌﺼﻴَﺔ اﷲ:3  ﻓَـ َﻘﺎل.” “ﻻ:ﺎدﻫ ْﻢ ؟” ﻗَﺎل
َ

He said: “[O Messenger of Allah (¥)!] Somebody has made a
vow to offer a sacrificial animal in Baw¡n¡h.” The Prophet
(¥) asked: “Is there any idol from among the idols of
j ¡ hiliyyah which is being worshipped there?” He said: “No.”
The Prophet (¥) again asked: “Is there any feast from among
the feasts of j ¡ hiliyyah being held there?” He said: “No.” The
Prophet (¥) then said: “Fulfill the vow then, as it is correct
because one should not fulfill a vow which results in the
1
commission of sins against Allah.”

Yes, in any place where there is an idol, or a custom of
j¡ hiliyyah is practiced, festivity should not be held or an
animal slaughtered as the fulfillment of a vow. But the
question that comes to the mind is this: How come the
Wahh¡b¢s take this as the basis for prohibiting other
festivities?
Respectable places and dates
A duty which has been made incumbent by the Qur’¡n
upon its followers is to reminisce and commemorate the
Days of Allah [ayy¡ m All¡ h]—the days whose association
could play a constructive role in the destiny and guidance of
human beings; days when truth and justice have been
established and religious innovation [bid‘ah] has perished.
For this reason, Muslims not only honor the Days of Allah
but also hold in high esteem places which, in one way or
another, demonstrate the illumination of truth and justice
and the extinguishment of falsehood and injustice—days
1

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, p. 153.
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such as Friday, ‘¢ d al-Fi§ r and ‘¢ d al-Qurb¡ n [al-a ¤¦ ¡ ] ,1 or
the places like Raw¤at an-Nab¢,2 ‘Araf¡h,3 Min¡,4 Mash‘ar
al-°ar¡m,5 Maq¡m Ibr¡h¢m [Station of Abraham],6 ¯af¡,7 and
Marwah.8 Of course, in addition to these, the Sh¢`ah honor
other holy sites and shrines such as the mausoleums of
Im¡m ‘Al¢ and Im¡m al-°usayn (‘a), and days such as
T¡ s£‘¡’ and ‘¡ sh£ r ¡’ [the ninth and tenth days of Mu¦arram].
It is because each of these sacred places and days shows the
endeavor and struggle of men who offered their lives in the
path of exalting Islam.
Therefore, the Wahh¡b¢s would have the right to protest
against visitations to these blessed places and the
commemoration of the Days of Allah only if these activities
did not have all those spiritual and religious effects, and
‘«d al-A¤¦ ¡ (Feast of Sacrifice): The Islamic feast marking the end of the
°ajj rituals in the month of Dh£’l-°ijjah, which is associated with the
offering of animals for sacrifice. [Trans.]
1

Raw¤at an-Nab¢ [Garden of the Prophet (¥)]: The site in Medina
between the Prophet’s (¥) house and pulpit [minbar]. [Trans.]
2

3

‘Araf¡h: A plain about 21 kilometers north of Mecca at which the
pilgrims’ stay from noon to sunset on the 9th day of Dh£’l-°ijjah (Day of
‘Araf¡t) as one of the °ajj rites. [Trans.]
4

Min¡: A place in Mecca where the pilgrims slaughter their sacrificial
animals. [Trans.]

Al-Mash‘ar al-°ar¡m: The place where the °ajj pilgrims spend the night
on their return from ‘Araf¡h and offer their maghrib [dusk], ¢ sh ¡’ [night]
and sub¦ [dawn] prayers. [Trans.]
5

Maq ¡ m Ibr ¡ h¢ m [Station of Abraham]: The place where Abraham (‘a)
stood while renovating the House of God [Ka ‘bah]. [Trans.]
6

7

¯af¡: A hill in Mecca which is an extension of Ab£ Qubays Mountain to
the east of the Masjid al-°ar¡m. Traversing the distance between this place
and Marwah (another place in Mecca) is another devotional ¦ ajj rite and is
termed sa ‘y [literally: effort, trial, attempt].
8

Marwah: A mount located at a point between the east and the southeast
of Mecca, north of ¯af¡. [Trans.]
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they would be correct to find fault with holding celebrations
and ceremonies only if doing so entailed committing sins
against God.
Of course, their reason behind finding fault with these
kinds of festivities, as we have stated before, is the ¦ ad ¢th,

.َوﻻ ﺗَ ْﺠ َﻌﻠُﻮا ﻗَـ ْﺒِﺮ ي ِﻋﻴﺪا

Do not make my grave a site for festivity [‘¢ d].

In explaining this expression, we said that the Prophet
(¥) had prohibited his followers to hold celebrations beside
his sacred tomb in case at that beloved place Muslims
would end up committing acts which would be far from
earning the pleasure of Allah and by which the dignity and
station of the person buried there would not be properly
observed.
Distinguished Sh¢`ah ‘ulam¡ ’ such as Sayyid Mu¦sin
Am¢n in Kashf al-Irtiy¡ b and Sayyid ‘Abd All¡h Shubbar in
Ma ¥¡ b¢¦ al-Anw¡ r, apart from affirming the above point, do
not regard this ¦ ad¢th as the proof for prohibiting these
kinds of ceremonies.
Festivity [ ‘¢ d] in the Qur’¡ n
A scrutiny of and reflection on the Qur’¡n indicate to us
the point that it has divided days into two categories:
1. Blessed and festive days: These are days which
encompass the material and spiritual blessings of people,
which make it fitting for them to rejoice in recognition of
these blessings and to express gratitude to God. One such
day is when at the request of °ad rat ‘«s¡ (Jesus) ( ‘ a) a
table spread full of food and drink was sent down, as the
Qur’¡n states:
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ِ
ﺴ َـﻤﺎء ﺗَ ُﻜـﻮن ﻟَﻨَـﺎ
ﻴﺴـﻰ اﺑْـﻦ َﻣ ْـﺮﻳَﻢ اﻟﻠﱠ ُﻬـ ﱠﻢ َرﺑﱠـﻨَـﺎ أَﻧـِﺰ ل َﻋﻠَْﻴـﻨَـﺎ َﻣﺎﺋِـ َﺪ ة ِﻣـﻦ اﻟ ﱠ
َ ﴿ﻗَـﺎل ﻋ
ِ ِﻋﻴ ًﺪا ﻷَ ﱠوﻟِﻨﺎ و
﴾.آﺧ ِﺮﻧَﺎ َو آﻳَﺔ ِﻣ ْﻨﻚ َوارُزﻗـْﻨَﺎ َوأَﻧْﺖ َﺧﻴﺮ اﻟ ﱠﺮا ِزﻗِﻴﻦ
َ َ

Said Jesus son of Mary, ‘ O Allah! Our Lord! Send
down to us a table from the sky, to be a festival for
us, for the first ones and the last ones among us and
as a sign for You, and provide for us; for You are the
1
best of providers’.

Similarly, one may point to the day when the people
[qawm] of M£s¡ (Moses) (‘a) were endowed with the mercy
and guidance of God, the Exalted, and saved from
misguidance, and °ad rat M£s¡ (‘a) was enjoined to keep
alive the memory and to commemorate these days:

ِ
ِ ِ
﴾.ﺻﺒﱠﺎر َﺷ ُﻜﻮر
َ ﴿َو ذَﱢﻛ ْﺮُﻫﻢ ﺑِﺄَﻳﱠﺎم اﻟﻠﱠﻪ إِ ﱠن ﻓﻲ َذﻟﻚ ﻵﻳَﺎت ﻟ ُﻜ ﱢﻞ

And remind them of Allah’s [holy] days. There are
indeed signs in that for every patient and grateful
[servant] .2

2. Ominous and unblessed days: The days when God
has withheld His mercy and grace from His servants and
afflicted them with wrath and calamity, such as the days
when the fierce eight-day wind struck the people of ‘¡d and
sent this community to perdition:

ِ
ِ ﴿ﻓَﺄَرﺳﻠْﻨَﺎ َﻋﻠَﻴ ِﻬﻢ ِرﻳﺤﺎ ﺻﺮ
﴾.ﺴﺎت
ْ
َ َ ً
َْ
َ ﺻ ًﺮا ﻓﻲ أَﻳﱠﺎم ﻧَﺤ

So We unleashed upon them an icy gale during ill3
fated days.

Therefore, there is nothing wrong if, in following the
Qur’¡n, we regard the day of the beginning of the Holy
1

S£ rat al-M¡’idah 5:114.

2

S£ rat Ibr ¡ h ¢m 14:5.

3

S£ rat al-Fu¥¥ ilat 41:16.
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Prophet’s (¥) mission as a blessed day and the day of his
passing away as an ill-fated day. Now, if the Wahh¡b¢s
oppose this understanding, these questions should be posed
to them: When the Qur’¡n regards the day of guidance and
enlightenment of the people of M£s¡ (‘ a) as one of the Days
of Allah, treating it as incumbent to commemorate such a
day, is the day of the appointment of the Holy Prophet (¥)
for the guidance of the entire humanity not blessed and
auspicious? Are we not supposed to honor the memory and
commemorate that day and to rejoice on it?
Festivity in Islamic narrations
After elucidating the viewpoint of the Qur’¡n about ‘¢d,
there is no need to pursue this discussion by referring to
traditions and history because it will require more time,
which is beyond the scope of this book. In order to clarify
the view of the Im¡ms ( ‘a), however, we shall suffice to
mention a ¦ ad ¢th from °ad rat ‘Al¢ (‘ a):

ِ ِ
ِ
ِ
ﺼـﻰ اﷲ ﻓِﻴـﻪ
َ إﻧﱠ َﻤﺎ ُﻫﻮ ﻋﻴﺪ ﻟ َﻤﻦ ﻗَﺒِﻞ اﷲ ﺻﻴَ َﺎﻣﻪ َو َﺷـ َﻜﺮ ﻗﻴَ َﺎﻣـﻪُ ؛ َو ُﻛـ ﱡﻞ ﻳَـْـﻮ م ﻻ ﻳُـ ْﻌ
.ﻓَـ ُﻬﻮ ِﻋﻴﺪ

Verily, it is a festivity for the one whose fast is accepted by
God and whose prayer is taken as a gratitude, and any day in
which none of the commandments of God is violated is a day
1
of festivity.

In a nutshell, the traditions which have been narrated
from the infallible Im¡ms (‘ a) and whose authenticity has
been confirmed by the scholars of ¦ ad¢th [mu¦ addith £n]
place particular emphasis on four festivities: ‘¢d al-A¤¦¡ ,
‘¢ d al-Fi§r, Friday, and ‘¢ d al-Ghad¢ r.2
1

Nahj al-Bal¡ ghah, Maxim No. 428.

‘«d Ghad¢ r Khumm: The Islamic feast marking the events of the
Prophet’s (¥ ) appointment—as per divine instruction—of Im¡m ‘Al¢ (‘a)
2
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It must be noted that the Sunn¢s and the Sh¢`ah differ
only on the last festivity, and it is the Sh¢`ah who regard
that day as a day of honor and dignity. Im¡m a¥-¯¡diq (‘a)
considers that day to be more sublime and greater than all
the feasts, urging his followers to engage in these four acts
on that day: remembrance of God, fasting, acts of worship,
and sending benedictions upon Mu¦ammad and his progeny
[¡ l] (‘a). Then, the Im¡m (‘a) adds:
It is the day when not only the Prophet (¥) enjoined ‘Al¢ (‘ a)
to reckon it as a day of festivity, but the other prophets ( ‘a)
have also called on their respective successors [aw¥ iy¡’] to
1
celebrate that day.

Therefore, gatherings for celebration and merriment
which are accompanied by the remembrance and
recollection of God, the Prophet (¥) and leaders of religion
(‘a) cannot be regarded as irreligious, and no decree should
be issued concerning their religious illegitimacy.
On one of the days when ‘¢d Ghad¢r Khumm fell on a
Friday, Imam ‘Al¢ (‘a) said:
Two great feasts have fallen on this day.

2

The statements of al-M¡ ward¢
Ab£ ‘Al¢ al-M¡ward¢ is one of the ‘ ulam¡’ and writers
in the 6 th century AH who also held position and rank in the
‘Abb¡sid Caliphate. While pointing to the method of
as his successor at a gathering near the pool [ghad¢ r] of Khumm on his
way back to Medina from Mecca, after having performed the last
pilgrimage of his life. For detailed information on the sources and
narrators, as well as maps of Ghad¢r Khumm, visit: “Ghad¢r Khumm in
the Qur’an, °ad¢th and History,” http://www.al-islam.org/ghadir. [Trans.]
1

Al-Ghad ¢r, vol. 1, p. 286.

2

Ibid., p. 284.
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administering a country and the government’s duty over the
people, he thus writes about days of festivity:
One of the responsibilities of the government is to promote
the conduct of devotional acts on Fridays and of feast days
[a ‘y¡ d] as well as issues related to jih ¡ d, and to try and
prevent any disruption to the conditions for its performance
1
because these are divine rights must be kept.

This statement indirectly implies that during the days of
the caliphs festivities were held, otherwise it would have
been absurd to talk about the feasts and the conditions for
holding them.2
The reason behind the Wahh ¡ b¢ s ’ sensitivity to festivity
and lamentation [ ‘ az¡ ]
The question that springs to the mind concerning the
subjects discussed earlier is this: Why are the Wahh¡b¢s
sensitive to the holding of gatherings for festivity and
lamentation? What is wrong if Muslims are glad and joyful
on the birthday or commencement of the Prophetic mission
of their Prophet (¥), and mourn on the day of his passing
away? If they raise the absence of pertinent ¦ ad ¢th as their
pretext, it must be noted in the first place that these affairs
are not explicit acts of worship that require the decree and
order of the Prophet (¥). Secondly, the Companions of the
Prophet (¥) and their Followers [tabi‘£ n] have not regarded
these kinds of assemblies as unlawful [ ¦ ar ¡ m], and Sh¢`ah
sources have also issued decrees on the permissibility of
holding them provided that sins are not committed therein.
1

A¦ k¡ m as-Sul§¡ niyyah, “B¡b Wil¡yat al-Ma¨¡lim,” p. 83.

For more information about the feasts [a ‘y¡ d], see Nuwayr¢, Fun£n alAdab, vol. 1, p. 177; Maqr¢z¢, Khu§a §, vol. 2, p. 222, as quoted in
‘All¡mah Majlis¢, Al-Ghad ¢r, vol. 1, p. 288.
2
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Some authors opine that the reason behind the
Wahh¡b¢s’ opposition is that they are afraid lest the
gatherings for celebrating the event of Ghad¢r Khumm
become widespread and the mourning ceremony for the
tragedy in Karbal¡’ become popular.
Mourning according to Islam and Wahh ¡ bism
Mourning and lamentation are not new phenomena in
Islam. From the beginning, Muslims have been weeping for
the death or martyrdom of their beloved ones. For example,
one may refer to the martyrdom of °amzah the Doyen of the
Martyrs [sayyid ash-shuhad¡’] and the demise of °ad rat
Khad¢jah (may Allah be pleased with them). One may
equally refer to gatherings for passion plays and
bereavement that were held afterward in mourning for Im¡m
°usayn (‘a).
In spite of the absence of prohibitions for holding
mourning and bereavement ceremonies, the Wahh¡b¢s
regard weeping and expressions of grief as unlawful [ ¦ ar ¡ m]
and among the practices of j¡ hiliyyah; of course, they have
excluded lamentations during the early period of Islam from
this ruling. In a bid to depict this belief as wellsubstantiated, they resort to traditions narrated from the
Prophet (¥), among which is the following:

ِ  أرﺑــﻊ ﻓِــﻲ أُﱠﻣﺘِــﻲ ِﻣــﻦ أﻣــﺮ اﻟﺠ:إ ﱠن رﺳــﻮل اﷲ ﻗَــﺎل
 اﻟ َﻔ ْﺨــﺮ:ﺎﻫﻠِﻴﱠــﺔ ﻻ ﻳَـ ْﺘـ ُﺮ ُﻛــﻮﻧَـ ُﻬ ﱠﻦ
َ ْ
َْ
َُ
ِ
ِ ﱠ
ِ ْ  و،ﺎب
ِ
ِ ِﺎﻹﺣﺘ
.ُﺎﺣﺔ
َ َ َواﻟﻨـﱢﻴ،ﱡﺠﻮم
ُ اﻻﺳﺘ ْﺴ َﻘﺎءُ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨ
َ ِ ﺴ
َ ْ َواﻟﻄ ْﻌ ُﻦ ﻓﻲ اﻷﻧ،ﺴﺎب
َ ْ ﺑ

Verily, the Messenger of Allah (¥) said: Four (things from
among the practices of j ¡ hiliyyah) in my ummah are not
abandoned: taking pride in ancestors, finding fault with
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fathers and forefathers, seeking for rain based on astrology,
1
and mourning for the dead [an-niy¡¦ ah].

Then, in interpreting the word, “an-niy¡¦ ah,” they have
said:

ِ ﺼـ ـ
ِ ـﺪب َﻋﻠـ ــﻰ اﻟﻤﻴﱢـ ـ
ِ ـﻮت ﺑِﺎﻟﻨﱠـ ـ
ﺼـ ـ ْـﺒﺮ
 َو ذﻟِـ ــﻚ ﻳُﻨـ ــﺎﻓﻲ اﻟ ﱠ.ـﺖ
أي َرﻓْـ ـ َـﻊ اﻟ ﱠ
َ اﻟﻨ
ْ ،ُﱠﻴﺎﺣ ـ ـﺔ
َ
ِ
ِ ِ
ِ اﻟﻮ
.اﻟﻮﻋﻴﺪ واﻟﻌُﻘﻮﺑﺔ َﻋﻠﻴﻬﺎ
ُ اﺟﺐ
َ وﻫﻮ ﻣﻦ اﻟ َﻜﺒﺎﺋﺮ ﻟﺸﺪﱠة
َ

Niy¡¦ ah means raising the voice over the dead in lamentation
and weeping… This sort of mourning is inconsistent with
obligatory patience. And it is among the major sins which
entails severe chastisement and tribulation.

A critique of the quoted tradition
Without considering the authenticity or otherwise of the
quoted tradition, it can be said that this tradition refers to
the lamentation of some women during the pre-Islamic
period of ignorance [ayy¡ m al-j¡ hiliyyah]. Their occupation
was to gather in the houses of the bereaved and to mourn in
a particular way. The inappropriate behavior and conduct of
these women prompted the Prophet (¥) to forbid us from
wailing like them; otherwise, there is nothing wrong with
mourning per se from the viewpoint of Islam.2
It must be stated that although patience is laudable and
among the attributes of the faithful, there are no grounds for
its being obligatory. That is, if a person fails to endure a
tragedy, it does not amount to committing a major sin.

1

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, p. 154.

2

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, p. 154.
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The other argument of the Wahh ¡ b¢ s
Another tradition that the Wahh¡b¢s narrate from the
Messenger of Allah (¥) to which they have resorted is this:

 َوِﻣﺜْــﻞ أ ﱠن اﻟ َْﻤﻴﱢــﺖ ﻳُـ َﻌــ ﱠﺬب ﻓِــﻲ ﻗَـ ْﺒــ ِﺮﻩ...ْﺤـ ﱢـﻲ َﻋﻠَ ْﻴــﻪ
َ إ ﱠن اﻟ َْﻤﻴﱢــﺖ ﻟَﻴُـ َﻌــ ﱠﺬب ﺑِﺒُ َﻜــﺎء اﻟ
.ﺎﺣﺔ َﻋﻠَْﻴﻪ
َ َﺑِﺎﻟﻨـﱢﻴ

Indeed the dead experience agony due to the weeping of the
living for them… Similarly, the dead is chastised in their
graves due to mourning for them.

In criticizing this alleged ¦ ad¢th, two points must be
highlighted: (1) the narrator of this ¦ ad¢th, Al-Mugh¢rah ibn
Shu‘bah is a person whose sayings are not very reliable in
the opinion of scholars of ¦ ad¢th, and (2) as stated by Sayyid
Murtad ¡, even granting that the act of the mourners is
against religion and entails tribulation for the dead, this is
not only against reason but also contrary to the text of the
Qur’¡n:1

﴾.﴿ َوﻻ ﺗَِﺰ ر َواِزَرة ِوْز ر أُ ْﺧَﺮ ى

Nor doth any laden bear another ’s load.

2

Therefore, the belief of the Wahh¡b¢s concerning
weeping, mourning and expressing grief over the dead is
not only against reason [‘aql] and religious sources [naql]
but also repugnant to the policy of Islam which is to keep
filthy habits and reproachable manners away from Islamic
society.
Islam accepts mourning per se, but it opposes any
obnoxious custom and manner in mourning assemblies,
1

Sayyid Murta¤¡ ‘Alam al-Hud¡, al-Am¡ l¢, vol. 2, p. 17.

S£ rat al-An ‘¡ m 6:164; S£ rat al-Isr ¡’ (or Ban¢ Isr ¡’¢l) 17:15; S£ rat F ¡§ir
(or al-Mal¡’ikah) 35:18; S£ rat az-Zumar 39:7.

2
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whether before or after the advent of Islam.
The precedence of mourning
Earlier, we talked briefly about the precedence of
mourning in Islam and stated that the Prophet (¥) urged the
women among the Companions to mourn for °amzah the
Doyen of the Martyrs [sayyid ash-shuhad ¡’] or Khad¢jah
al-Kubr¡ may Allah be pleased with them). Now, with the
aim of further informing the readers, we shall mention some
other instances:
1. The Holy Prophet (¥) exhorted the Companions to weep
for the martyrdom of Ja‘far ibn Ab¢ ±¡lib a§-±¡yy¡r and the
like of him:

.َو َﻋﻠَﻰ ِﻣﺜْﻞ َﺟ ْﻌ َﻔﺮ ﻓَـﻠْﺘَْﺒﻚ اﻟﺒَـ َﻮاﻛِﻲ

For the like of Ja‘far, let weepers weep.1

2. Based on the traditions, the Prophet (¥) allowed Umm
Salamah to participate in the mourning ceremony.
3. According to Anas ibn M¡lik, when the Prophet (¥) was
faced with the protests of some Companions against
weeping over the death of his son Ibr¡h¢m, he (¥) said:

ـﻮل إﻻﱠ َﻣــﺎ
ُ  َوﻻَ ﻧَـ ُﻘـ،ـﺐ ﻳَ ْﺤـ َـﺰ ُن
َ ﻳَــﺎ ﺑْــﻦ َﻋـْـﻮ ف! إﻧﱠـ َﻬــﺎ َر ْﺣ َﻤ ـﺔٌ؛
ُ  َواﻟ َﻘ ْﻠـ،اﻟﻌـ ْـﻴ ُﻦ ﺗَـ ْﺪ َﻣ ُﻊ
ِ ﻳـﺮ
.ﺿﻲ َرﺑﱠـﻨَﺎ
ُْ

O Ibn ‘Awf (epithet of M¡lik ibn Anas)! Crying is a mercy.
The eyes cry and the heart gets sad, and certainly we do not
say anything which will displease our Lord.

4. When the Prophet (¥) arrived in Medina, he paid a visit
to the grave of his mother and wept for the memory of her

1

A¥ -¯a ¦ ¢¦ f¢ S¢rat an-Nab¢, vol. 4, p. 307.
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great soul such that those who were present also shed tears:1

.ُ َوأﺑْ َﻜﻰ َﻣ ْﻦ َﺣ ْﻮﻟَﻪ، َز َار ﻗَـ ْﺒـ َﺮ أُﱢﻣ ِﻪ ﻓَـﺒَ َﻜﻰ3 إ ﱠن اﻟﻨﱠﺒِ ﱠﻲ

5. When ‘Uthm¡n ibn Ma¨‘£n passed away, the Prophet (¥)
removed the shroud adjacent to his face, kissed the portion
between his eyes, and wept a lot. When the coffin was
raised, the Prophet (¥) said: “O ‘Uthm¡n, blessed are you!
The world did not fascinate you and you also did become
attached to it:

ﺸﻒ اﻟﺜـْﱠﻮ ب َﻋﻦ َو ْﺟ ِﻬـﻪ ﺛُـ ﱠﻢ ﻗَـﺒﱠـﻞ َﻣـﺎ
َ  ﻟَ ﱠﻤﺎ َﻣﺎت ُﻋﺜْ َﻤﺎن ﺑْﻦ َﻣﻈ ُْﻌﻮن َﻛ3 إ ﱠن اﻟﻨﱠﺒِ ﱠﻲ
 ﻃُﻮﺑَﻰ ﻟَﻚ ﻳَﺎ ُﻋﺜْ َﻤـﺎ ُن ؛ ﻟَـﻢ:ﺴ ِﺮﻳﺮ ﻗَﺎل
 ﻓَـﻠَ ﱠﻤﺎ ُرﻓِﻊ اﻟ ﱠ. ﺛُ ﱠﻢ ﺑَ َﻜﻰ ﻃَ ِﻮﻳﻼ،ﺑَـ ْﻴ َﻦ َﻋ ْﻴـﻨَـ ْﻴ ِﻪ
.ﺗـﻠﺒﺴﻚ اﻟ ﱡﺪﻧـﻴﺎ وﻟﻢ ﺗـﻠﺒﺴﻬﺎ
6. When the Prophet (¥) passed away, °ad rat F¡§imah azZahr¡ (‘a) wept profusely; also, Im¡m Zayn al-‘¡bid¢n (‘ a)
used to weep for the martyrs of Karbal¡’ for forty years
after the event of ‘Ash£r¡’.
Given all the pieces of evidence presented whose
authenticity is attested by historical accounts, it seems that
the saying of Ja‘far Murtad ¡, a contemporary researcher,
is correct. He believes that “Probably, the reason behind the
Wahh¡b¢s’ prohibition of mourning is to prevent the
2
practice of weeping for F¡§imah az-Zahr¡ (‘a).”
Types of elegy writing
1. Laudable and permissible [mub¡¦]: Pleasant
expressions of melancholic tones and words. For example,
during the heavenly ascension of her esteemed father,
°ad rat az-Zahr¡ (‘a) thus said:

¯a ¦¢¦ Muslim, vol. 2, p. 271, as quoted in al-Shah¢d ath-Th¡n¢,
Musakkin al-Fu ’¡ d, pp. 93-95.
1

2

A¥ -¯a ¦ ¢¦ f¢ S¢rah an-Nab¢ , vol. 4, p. 307.
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ِ ِ
.أﺟﺎب َرﺑّﺎ َد َﻋﺎﻩ
َ َﻳَﺎ أﺑَـﺘَﺎﻩ! َﻣﻦ َرﺑﱡﻪ ﻧ
َ !ﺎداﻩ! ﻳَﺎ أﺑَـﺘَﺎﻩ! َﻣﻦ ﺟ ْﺒـ َﺮﺋﻴﻞ ﻧَـ َﻌﺎﻩ! ﻳَﺎ أﺑَـﺘَﺎﻩ

O my dear father! Blessed are you for being in the proximity
of God, taking your abode beside Jibra’¢l, responding to the
1
call of the Lord!

2. Blameworthy and unlawful [ ¦ar¡ m]: Clapping the
hands; shouting and uttering offensive words; tearing off
the shirt; harming the face; and making lamentation as
one’s occupation. The Prophet (¥) thus says about those
women who took lamentation as their occupation: “If they
would not repent, they will be thrown into hellfire wearing
special garments for hell-dwellers.”
Note: The Wahh¡b¢s have overlooked all the ¦ ad¢th and
historical proofs confirming the principle of mourning in
Islam but instead resorted to a ¦ ad¢th about the crying of a
group of people over a Jewish woman:
The Messenger of Allah (¥) one day passed by a locality
and saw a Jewish family crying over a dead woman. He (¥)
said:
They are shedding tears for the dead while the person in the
2
grave is tormented.

Although this tradition is about a Jewish woman and
does not relate to the Muslims, it must be said that if the
said woman was being chastised, it was because her
thoughts and works were not good and not due to the
weeping of her family over her grave. So, the purport of the
Prophet’s (¥) statement is something different from the idea
of the Wahh¡b¢s.

Sunan Ibn M¡ jah, Sunan an-Nas¡’¢ and ¯a ¦¢¦ al-Bukh ¡ r ¢, as quoted in
Musakkin al-Fu ’¡ d, p. 103.
1

2

‘Al¢ A¥ghar Faq¢h¢, Wahh ¡ biy¡ n, p. 108.
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The other pretext of the Wahh¡b¢s is this tradition:
When ‘Umar ibn al-Kha§§¡b was fatally wounded, his slave
was groaning—“Oh, Brother! Oh, Friend!” The caliph of
the time prohibited him from doing so, saying: “Did you not
hear that the Prophet (¥) has forbidden groaning and
weeping [nudbah]?”
This point has some problems such as the following:
1. In general, the origin of the tradition is doubtful and
‘Abd All¡h ibn al-‘Abb¡s has denied it.
2. The purport of the ¦ ad¢th is ambiguous and its instruction
is not clear.
3. It is not clear which weeping in which manner and for
whom the Prophet (¥) regarded as impermissible.
Mourning in the Sh ¢ `ah and Sunn ¢ schools [madh ¡ hib]
In the books of jurisprudence under the section of
commercial issues [mat¡ jir], by citing ¦ ad¢ths from U¥£l alK¡ f¢ and Man L¡ Ya ¦ ¤uruh al-Faq¢ h, which have been
narrated in condemnation of lamentation [niy¡¦ ah], Sh¢`ah
jurists [fuqah¡ ] have issued a religious edict [fatw¡ ] on the
unlawfulness of the women’s engagement in lamentation as
an occupation. The opinion of the ‘All¡mah in the book,
Qaw¡ ‘¢ d, and the author of the book, Maf¡ t¢¦ al-Kar ¡ mah,
like many other Sh¢`ah fuqah¡ , is as follows:

ِ وﻳﺤﺮم أﺟﺮ اﻟﻨﱠﺎﺋِﺤ ِﺔ ﺑِﺎﻟﺒ
.ْﺤ ﱢﻖ
ُ  َوﻳَ ُﺠ،ﺎﻃ ِﻞ
َ ﻮز ﺑِﺎﻟ
َ َ
ُ ْ ُ ُ ْ ََ

The occupation of those who are engaged in false [b ¡§ il]
elegizing is ¦ ar ¡ m while the occupation of those who are
engaged in true [bi’ l-¦ aqq] elegizing is ¦ al ¡ l.

In defining “false elegizing”, the fuqah ¡ have said that it
means lying or committing sins while performing an elegy.
According to the fuqah ¡ , an elegy is ¦ ar ¡ m if it has false
motive or manner; otherwise, we have many traditions
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indicating that great personalities in the world have wept
over the death of their beloved ones. For example,
Ibn al-Qud¡mah narrates that °ad rat F¡§imah az-Zahr¡
(‘a) and Ab£ Bakr kissed the tomb or the corpse of the
Prophet (¥) and wept over his grave.
Anas thus says: “When I saw the daughter of the
Messenger of Allah (¥) on the tomb of her father, the tears
in her eyes were profuse.”
‘ª’ishah said: “Ab£ Bakr approached the remains of the
Messenger of Allah, removed the shroud, kissed the face of
the Prophet (¥) and wept.”
It has been narrated from ‘Al¢ (‘a) that °ad rat F¡§imah
(‘a) took a handful of soil from the grave of the Prophet (¥)
and rubbed it over her eyes.
Of course, there are also ¦ ad¢ths about unlawful
mourning which have been transmitted to us. As a
specimen, we shall quote some cases:

. ِﻋ ْﻨﺪ اﻟﺒَـ ْﻴـ َﻌﺔ أن ﻻ ﻧَـﻨُﻮح3 أﺧﺬ َﻋﻠَْﻴـﻨَﺎ َر ُﺳﻮل اﷲ
َ :ﻗَﺎﻟَﺖ أُ ﱡم َﻋ ِﻄﻴﱠﺔ

Umm ‘A§iyyah said: “During the pledge of allegiance to the
Messenger of Allah (¥), he asked us not to perform
lamentation.”

It is said that this ¦ ad ¢th indicates that the Muslims have
to avoid lamentation according to the practice of the preIslamic period of ignorance [ayy¡ m al-j¡ hiliyyah].

اﻟﺠﻴُـﻮب
َ  ﻟ َْﻴﺲ ِﻣﻨﱠﺎ َﻣﻦ: ﻗَﺎل3 ﻮﺳﻰ أ ﱠن اﻟﻨﱠﺒِ ﱠﻲ
ُ ﺿَﺮ ب اﻟ ُﺨُﺪ ود َو َﺷـ ﱠﻖ
َ َﻋﻦ أﺑِﻲ ُﻣ
ِ و َدﻋﺎ ﺑِ َﺪ ْﻋﻮ ى اﻟﺠ
.ﺎﻫﻠِﻴﱠﺔ
َ
َ َ َ

Ab£ M£s¡ (al-Ash‘ar¢) narrates that the Messenger of Allah
(¥) says: “He who at the time of tragedy harms his face, tears
off his shirt, and wails like that of the j ¡ hiliyah does not
belong to us.”
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Ibn al-Qud¡mah thus adds:
From this ¦ ad ¢ th a subject which we had stated earlier can be
deduced and it becomes clear which form of mourning is
¦ ar ¡ m, and if mourning is consonant with the natural
disposition and human affection and is not beyond the ambit
of reason [‘ aql] and religion (or law) [shar ¦ ], there is nothing
1
wrong with it.

Then, Ibn al-Qud¡mah elaborates, saying:
Mourning is permissible for men while abominable (but not
unlawful) [makr £¦ ] for women. ?

?

1

Ibn al-Qud¡mah, Al-Mughn¢ , vol. 2, p. 383, 411.

Distortion [ta¦r¢f] in the Qur’¡n, Traditions
and History

For many years, the Wahh¡b¢s have been trying to
assume the leadership of Muslim society. From the day
when imperialism created this movement, they have been
dreaming for the realization of that cherished day, and
along this line, they have been utilizing every possible
means. They are converting the abundant God-given wealth
of oil into dollars and through which they are attracting
many Muslims toward themselves. They are equally making
use of the historical merits and virtues of the land of °ij¡z to
acquire authority; for example, the Prophet of Islam (¥) had
been appointed for the Prophetic mission in that land and
Islam began there as well. Since the spread of Islam from
Mecca and Medina, and Medina even after the Prophet (¥)
had been the capital of Islam and the center of decisionmaking, from where caliphs were appointed and dismissed,
today Mecca and Medina must accordingly also be the
center of Islam. In the same vein, the Qur’¡n was revealed
in the land of °ij¡z, and the language of the people of that
region has been the made of its expression (i.e. Arabic) the
qiblah of the Muslims is, the holy city of Mecca and holy
sites, and sacred stations are located there. The present king
of this country is called the “Servant of the Two Holy
Places” [kh¡ dim al-¦ aramayn] and his regime has enormous
propaganda apparatuses at its disposal.
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In conclusion, they believe that the Saudi king deserves
to be the ruler and leader of the Muslims; that their Islam is
the authentic Islam, that the Wahh¡b¢ creed is consistent
with the Qur’¡n and the Sunnah of the Prophet (¥); that it is
the sect of salvation, the reference and source of
understanding Islam as well as the propagator and
disseminator of religion; and that the other sects should also
refer to this sect to understand the religion.
Since the philosophy behind the emergence of the
nascent Wahh¡b¢ sect is the effacement of the Sh¢`ah and
the creation of discord and dissension among Muslims, the
Wahh¡b¢s are looking for weak points in Sh¢`ism so as to
besmirch their prolific thought, which can guide both Arabs
and non-Arabs, and thus weaken their most serious rival.
One example which they consider as weakness in
Sh¢`ism is their belief in the principle of taqiyyah
[dissimulation], which the Wahh¡b¢s consider as a form of
nif¡ q [hypocrisy]. Similarly, they regard the Sh¢`ah’s
refusal to believe in the rightfulness of the first three
caliphs as well as in the excellence of the Mother of the
Faithful [umm al-mumin ¢n] ‘ª’ishah as defect and
shortcoming, and their alleged belief in the distortion
[ta ¦ r ¢f] of the Qur’¡n, etc.
Stating the futility of the accusations and points of
weakness attributed to the Sh¢`ah itself requires a bulky
treatise. As an example, we shall discuss here the accusation
on the Sh¢`ah’s alleged belief in the ta ¦ r ¢f of the Qur’¡n.
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Belief in ta ¦ r¢ f (alteration of the Qur' ¡ n) according to
Sunn ¢ and Sh ¢ `ah ‘ ulam¡’
Just as the Sh¢`ah are not the only ones who discuss the
subject of ta ¦ r ¢f of the Qur'¡n, the Wahh¡b¢s are not the
only ones to discuss the preservation of the Qur'¡n. Among
Sh¢`ah ‘ulam¡ ’, a number of mu¦ addith£n have believed in
the ta ¦ r ¢f of the Qur’¡n; of course, they mean ta ¦ r ¢f in a
particular sense and not in the sense the Wahh¡b¢s think.
A number of Sunn¢ ‘ulam¡ ’ also believe in ta ¦ r ¢f. For
more information, one may refer to books written on this
subject.1
Just as it is not correct to accuse Sunn¢s of ta ¦ r ¢f of the
Qur’¡n on account of the beliefs of a number of their past
mu ¦ addith£ n and ‘ulam¡ ’, applying this belief which is held
by some Sh¢`ah mu ¦ addith £n to all their ‘ ulam¡ ’, fuqah¡
and mu ¦ addith £n is no less incorrect.
A number of authoritative books of the Ahl as-Sunnah
(for example, ¯a ¦¢¦ al-Bukh¡ r¢, vol. 4, p. 11; vol. 8, p. 209;
¯ a ¦ ¢¦ Muslim, vol. 5, p. 116; Musnad A¦ mad ibn ° anbal,
vol. 1, p. 47; Muntakhab Kanz al-‘ Umm¡ l, vol. 3, p. 43),
record traditions about ta ¦ r ¢f of the Qur’¡n. Just as it is
irrational to reject all these books, rejection the sayings and
works of a number of those Sh¢`ah personalities who have
believed in ta ¦ r ¢f is also incorrect. For example, the book,
Mustadrak, of Mu¦addith N£r¢ is not supposed to be
overlooked just because his book, Fa ¥l al-Khi §¡ b attempts
to prove the alleged ta ¦ r ¢f of the Qur’¡n. It must be noted
that the meaning of ta ¦ r ¢f of the Qur’¡n according to
Mu¦addith N£r¢ is different from what the Wahh¡b¢s mean.
See, for example, Sayyid Mahd¢ R£¦¡n¢, Bu ¦£th ma ‘a Ahl as-Sunnah
wa ’l-Salafiyyah, pp. 63-74, 206-324.
1
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Therefore, a number of the Sunn¢ and Sh¢`ah figures
believe in the ta ¦ r ¢f of the Qur’¡n, and the most important
step in this context is the separation of the Wahh¡b¢
imperialist sect and their creation of the seed of discord
between Sunn¢ and Sh¢`ah Muslims.
The Sh¢`ah vehemently deny ta ¦ r ¢f of the Qur’¡n,
believing that the Qur’¡n is the book on the basis of which
all our beliefs and traditions (in order to know their
authenticity or otherwise) must be presented, and the
standard of the Islamic system. Keeping this importance of
the Qur’¡n, if ta ¦ r ¢f had really occurred in it, the infallible
Im¡ms (‘a), who are the true guardians and protectors of the
religion after the Prophet (¥), would definitely have pointed
it out. In view of the proofs of the Sh¢`ah indicating the
absence of ta ¦ r ¢f, that group of the Sunn¢ ‘ulam¡ ’ which
believes in ta ¦ r ¢f of the Qur’¡n would have to attribute the
occurrence of ta ¦ r ¢f to the first three caliphs because the
Qur’¡n was compiled during their reigns, and ‘Al¢ (‘a)
abided by the Qur’¡n they had compiled.
One of the proofs of the Sh¢`ah on the absence of ta ¦ r ¢f
of the Qur’¡n is the statement of Imam ‘Al¢ (‘ a) who says:

ِ
ِ  واﻟﻬ ـ،ـﺶ
ِ
َـﺎدي اﻟﱠـ ِـﺬي ﻻ
َ َ ـﺢ اﻟﱠــﺬي ﻻَ ﻳَـﻐُـ ﱡ
ُ َوا ْﻋﻠَ ُﻤــﻮا إ ﱠن َﻫـ ـ َﺬا اﻟ ُﻘ ـ ْـﺮآ َن ُﻫ ـ َـﻮ اﻟﻨﱠﺎﺻ ـ
ِ
ِ ُ  واﻟْﻤﺤﺪ،ﻀ ﱡﻞ
ِﻳ
.ب
ُ ﱢث اﻟﱠﺬي ﻻَ ﻳَﻜْﺬ
َُ َ
ُ

And know that this Qur’¡n is indeed an adviser who does not
deceive, a leader who does not mislead, and a narrator who
1
does not lie.

This ¦ ad ¢th shows the completeness of the Qur’¡n
because the Qur’¡n could be a good guide, truthful adviser
and similar descriptions only if it had not experienced any
form of distortion.

1

Nahj al-Bal¡ ghah, Sermon 176.
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The viewpoint of a number of jurists [fuqah ¡ ]
The Sh¢`ah ‘ulam¡’ and mar ¡ ji‘ al-taql¢d generally
reject the belief in ta ¦ r ¢f. The works that have been written
on this subject are so many that mentioning them is not an
easy task and would need a separate section. Now, for the
sake of information, it will suffice to mention some of them
below:
1. ªyatull¡h ®iy¡’ ad-D¢n Ar¡k¢, Al-U¥£l, vol. 3, p. 93;
2. ªyatull¡h M£saw¢ Bujn£rd¢, Muntah ¢’l-U¥£l, vol.
2, p. 81;
3. F¢r£z¡b¡d¢, ‘In¡ yah al-U¥£l, vol. 3, p. 120; and
4. ªkh£nd Khur¡s¡n¢, Kif¡ yah al-U¥£l, vol. 2, p. 63.
ªyatull¡h al-‘U¨m¡ Sayyid Ab£’l-Q¡sim al-Kh£’¢ says in
this regard:
Ta ¦ r ¢ f of the Qur’¡n in the sense of the deletion of some of its
1
verses or words is a fictitious affair as there is no truth in it.

The outstanding Sh¢`ah ‘¡ lim, Im¡m Khomein¢ (r) thus
said in one of his class sessions many years ago:
2

What the Akhb¡r¢s say that there has been ta ¦ r ¢ f in the
Qur’¡n is not true because their proof is a few traditions some

Sayyid Ab£’l-Q¡sim al-Kh£’¢, Mi¥b ¡¦ al-U¥£ l, vol. 1, p. 124.
Akhb ¡ r ¢: follower of Akhbarism [akhbariyyah], a movement, which
started within the Sh¢‘ah world about four hundred years ago. Its
originator was Mull¡ Mu¦ammad Am¢n ibn Mu¦ammad Shar¢f alAstar¡b¡d¢ (d. 1033 AH/1623-24). He openly attacked the Sh¢‘ah
mujtahids in his work al-Faw¡‘i¤ al-Madaniyyah, vehemently contesting
the U¥£l¢ s’ claim that reason is one of the sources of fiqh. The U¥£ l¢ s’
hold the Qur’an, the Sunnah, reason, and ijma ‘ [consensus] as valid
sources for deduction of the rules of the shar ¢‘ah. The Akhb ¡ r ¢ s accepted
the validity only of the Sunnah and rejected the rest. Understanding the
Qur’an, they claimed, is beyond the capacity of a commoner, being
restricted exclusively to the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a). [Trans.]
1
2
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of which are fabricated [maj‘£ l], while others are ‘weak’
1
2
[ ¤ a ‘¢ f], and yet some others are subject to interpretation.

Similarly, in his message addressed to the pilgrims
during the 1365 AHS (1986) ° ajj season, Im¡m Khomein¢
had urged and encouraged the people to reflect and ponder
over the Qur’¡n. In one part of the message, he has
explicitly stated that no sort ta ¦ r ¢f has ever been present in
the Qur’¡n and it is reliable and trustworthy for all
Muslims:
God forbid that this divine-heavenly book—which is the
apparent and written form of the aggregate of names,
attributes, signs, and expressions, and whose …written form
has been handed to us without any defect and omission or
commission in the tongue of revelation after descending from
various stages and phases—be forgotten.3

The Sh¢`ah belief in this regard is so clear that it no
longer needs scholastic [kal¡ m¢] interpretation, and for
more information the reader may refer to books written on
4
this subject.
The excuses and distortions of Wahh ¡ bism
There is a ¦ ad¢th recorded in U¥£l al-K¡ f¢ stating the
fact that °ad rat F¡§imah (‘a) and Im¡m ‘Al¢ (‘ a) each had
a manuscript of the Qur’¡n from the time of the Prophet (‘ a)
in which they also used to record the daily events. And
Weak [ ¤a ‘¢f]: in the parlance of the science of ¦ ad¢ th [ ‘ilm al-¦ ad ¢th], it
refers to a tradition that does not fit into the categories of authentic
[¥a ¦¢¦ ], good [¦ asan] or dependable [muwaththaq]. [Trans.]
1

2

Im¡m Khomein¢, Tahdh¢b al-U¥£ l, vol. 2, p. 156.

“Message on Dh£’l-°ijjah 1, 1406 AH (August 7, 1986), ¯a ¦¢feh-ye
Im¡ m, vol. 20, p. 92. [Trans.]

3

4

See Ras£l Ja‘fariy¡n, Ukdh£bat Ta ¦ r ¢ f al-Qur ’¡ n.
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since U¥£l al-K¡ f¢ is one of the oldest and most authentic
Sh¢`ah texts, the Wahh¡b¢s have taken advantage of the
existence of these traditions in U¥£l al-K¡ f¢, saying:
“Based on traditions recorded in authentic Sh¢`ah books,
the Sh¢`ah regard the Qur’¡n of F¡§imah and ‘Al¢ as their
main Qur’¡n and they regard the existing Qur’¡n as
defective.” They raise this issue so that the Sh¢`ah would
renounce their belief and say, “°ad rat F¡§imah and ‘Al¢
(‘a) had no book at all.”
With the aim of discrediting the Sh¢`ah and creating the
seed of Suun¢-Sh¢`ah discord, the Wahh¡b¢s magnify this
issue so much that it would seem that authoritative sources
and their ‘ulam¡ ’ do not hold such belief. Earlier pages, in
this book, pointed out the references of these traditions in
authoritative Sunn¢ texts. The ‘authoritativeness’
[i‘tib¡ riyyah] of Sunn¢ and Sh¢`ah sources does not mean
that everything recorded therein is absolutely authentic and
acceptable, and does not require criticism, study,
interpretation, or refutation. Of course, it is true that there
are traditions about the Qur’¡nic manuscripts of °ad rat
F¡§imah (‘a) and Im¡m ‘Al¢ (‘a), and according to the
belief of the Sh¢`ah these copies are in the possession of the
Im¡m of the Age (al-Mahd¢) (‘a). These two manuscripts of
the Qur’¡n are not inconsistent with the present Qur’¡n
because this Qur’¡n is also complete. In the manuscripts of
these two pure personages, the daily events as well as the
commentary of the verses and circumstances surrounding
their revelation are recorded, which can help us a lot in
1
understanding the Qur’¡n.

1

See Ma ‘¡ lim al-Madrasatayn, vol. 3, p. 306.
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Ta ¦ r¢ f in the statements and works of the Prophet
Since the two schools, including the Wahh¡b¢s, reject
ta ¦ r ¢f of the Qur’¡n, it is appropriate to ask: Is not ta ¦ r ¢f
with respect to ¦ ad¢ths of the Prophet (¥) blameworthy as
well? If there is any ta ¦ r ¢f in the statement of the Prophet
(¥), what guarantee and proof are left for us concerning the
immunity of his sayings?
In the books and writings of the Wahh¡b¢s, there are
many instances where the Prophetic traditions are mutilated
and subjected to ta ¦ r ¢f, they are incompletely quoted and
their primary sources are not usually presented. Most cases
of distortion [ta ¦ r ¢f], alteration [tabd ¢l], and deletion
[isq¡§] in ¦ ad¢ths pertain to the Ahl al-Bayt (‘ a),
descriptions of Imam ‘Al¢ (‘ a) and conformity of some
verses of the Qur’¡n with the Im¡m ( ‘a), or affirmation of
the Sh¢`ah creed. We shall cite some of these instances
below:
First instance: One of the ¦ ad¢ths being manipulated by
this group is the ¦ ad ¢th known as thaqalayn [two precious
things] when the Prophet (¥) said:

ِ  ﻛِﺘَﺎب:إﻧﱢﻲ ﺗَﺎِر ك ﻓِﻴ ُﻜﻢ اﻟﺜﱠـ َﻘﻠَْﻴﻦ
. ْأﻫ َﻞ ﺑَـ ْﻴﺘِﻲ،اﷲ َو ِﻋ ْﺘـ َﺮﺗِﻲ
َ

Verily, I am leaving among you two precious things: the
Book of Allah and my progeny, the members of my
Household.

Shaykh ‘Abd al-‘Az¢z ibn ‘Abd All¡h ibn B¡z,1 the head
of the Islamic Call, Guidance and Ift¡’ of Saudi Arabia, in
one of his booklets published in 1364 AH, regards
intellectual demonstration as a religious innovation [bid‘ah]
1

The said sheikh passed away in the summer of 1420 AH just before the
trip of °ujjat al-Isl¡m wa’l-Muslim¢n Sayyid Mu¦ammad Kh¡tam¢,
President of the Islamic Republic of Iran, to Saudi Arabia.
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and national praise such as that of Palestine and Lebanon
and the vilification of others such America, the Soviet
Union and Israel as a sin. Then, in page 8 of his booklet, he
narrates the said ¦ ad¢th:

ِ َ إﻧﱢــﻲ ﺗَــﺎِر ك ﻓِــﻴ ُﻜﻢ ﻣــﺎ ﻟَــﻦ ﺗ:ـﺎل
ﻀــﻠﱡﻮا إن
َ  ﻓَـ َﻘـ،َـﺎس ﻳَـ ْـﻮَم َﻋ َﺮﻓَ ـﺔ
َ
َ  َﺧﻄَـ3 إﻧﱠــﻪ
َ ـﺐ اﻟﻨﱠـ
. ﻛِﺘَﺎب اﷲ َو ُﺳﻨﱠﺘِﻲ:ﺼ ْﻤﺘُﻢ ﺑِﻪ
َ َإ ْﻋﺘ

Verily, he (¥) addressed the people on the Day of ‘Arafah,
saying: “I am leaving among you things which if firmly hold,
you shall never go astray: the Book of Allah and my tradition
[sunnat¢ ].”

In the book, Fat¦ al-Maj¢ d, a tradition with a similar
intention has been narrated, thus:

ِ َﺴﻜْﺘُﻢ ﺑِﻪ ﻟَﻦ ﺗ
. ﻛِﺘَﺎب اﷲ:ﻀﻠﱡﻮا
 إﻧﱢﻲ ﺗَﺎِر ك ﻓِﻴ ُﻜﻢ َﻣﺎ إن ﺗَ َﻤ ﱠ:3 ﻗَﺎل

He (¥) said: ‘Verily, I am leaving something among you
which if you take firm hold, you shall never go astray: the
1
Book of Allah’.

The case of distortion [ta ¦ r ¢f] is so vivid that there is a
difference between the narration of the author of Fat¦ alMaj ¢d and that of ‘Abd All¡h ibn B¡z, who are both of the
same creed. In the first instance, “the Book of Allah and my
tradition” [kit¡ b All¡ h wa sunnat¢] is recorded while only
“the Book of Allah” [kit¡ b All¡ h] is mentioned in the second
instance. In spite of this, the Sunni references and sources,
both traditions, notwithstanding their differences, have been
distorted because all authoritative Sunn¢ references
mention “the Book of Allah and the members of my
Household” [kit ¡ b All¡ h wa ahla bayt¢]. Since this
indisputable tradition is in favor of the family of the
Prophet (¥) and corroborated by the Sh¢`ah, however, the
Wahh¡b¢s have manipulated it. The tradition has been
1

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d, p. 35.
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narrated in the ¯a ¦¢¦ Muslim, thus:

ِ
ِ
ـﺐ ؛ َوأﻧَـﺎ ﺗَـﺎِر ك
ُ  “أﻻ أﻳﱡـ َﻬﺎ اﻟﻨﱠﺎس! ﻳُﻮ َﺷـﻚ أن ﻳَـﺄﺗﻲ َر ُﺳـﻮل َرﺑﱢـﻲ ﻓَﺄُﺟﻴ: ﻗَﺎل3 إﻧﱠﻪ
ِ ِ ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ ـﺎب
ِ  ﻓَ ُﺨ ـ ُﺬوا ﺑِ ِﻜﺘَـ،ـﻮر
اﷲ
ُ  ﱠأوﻟ ُُﻬ َﻤــﺎ ﻛﺘَـ:ﻓــﻴ ُﻜﻢ اﻟﺜﱠـ َﻘﻠَـ ْـﻴﻦ
ُ  ﻓﻴــﻪ اﻟ ُْﻬ ـ َﺪى َواﻟﻨﱡـ،ـﺎب اﷲ
” ﻓَ َﺤ ﱠ.اﺳﺘَ ْﻤ ِﺴ ُﻜﻮا ﺑِﻪ
 “ َو ْأﻫـﻞ ﺑَـ ْﻴﺘِـﻲ؛: ﺛُـ ﱠﻢ ﻗَـﺎل.ﺚ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﻛِﺘَﺎب اﷲ َوَرﻏﱠـﺐ ﻓِﻴـﻪ
ْ َو
”.أُ ذَﱢﻛ ُﺮُﻛﻢ اﷲ ﻓِﻲ ْأﻫﻞ ﺑَـ ْﻴﺘِﻲ

He verily said: “Now to our purpose: O people, I am only a
human being. I am about to receive a messenger (the angel of
death) from my Lord and I, in response to Allah’s call,
(would bid goodbye to you), but I am leaving among you two
weighty things: the one being the Book of Allah in which
there is right guidance and light, so hold fast to the Book of
Allah and adhere to it.” He exhorted (us) (to hold fast) to the
Book of Allah and then said: “The second are the members of
my Household; I remind you (of your duties) to the members
of my family.” 1

In the Musnad of A¦ mad ibn ° anbal (pages 17 and 59),
¯ a ¦ ¢¦ at-Tirmidh ¢ (volume 3, page 14), al-¯ aw¡‘iq alMu ¦ riqah of Ibn °ajar al-‘Asqal¡n¢ (page 136), and other
references of the Sunn¢s, a similar tradition with the term
“the members of my Household” [ahla bayt ¢] have been
recorded. In the new books, however, such as Fat ¦ alMaj ¢d, the booklet of ‘Abd All¡h ibn B¡z, and other
booklets published by the Library of Masjid an-Nab¢ as
well as in Mecca, one can find alterations, deletions and
distortions. This is just one example of famous [mashh £r]2

1

Muslim, ¯a ¦¢¦ , vol. 4, p. 1803, ¦ ad¢th no. 2408 (‘Abd al-B¡q¢ Edition).

Abdul-°am¢d Siddiqui (trans.), ¯a ¦¢¦ Muslim (English Translation), vol. 4,
¦ ad¢th no. 5920. [Trans.]
Famous [mashh£ r]: a ¦ ad¢th with general fame and prevalence, though
not necessarily attained on all the levels. [Trans.]
2
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1
and uninterrupted [mutaw¡ tir] ¦ ad ¢ths in which ta ¦ r ¢f has
been done. Is this practice not a distortion, deviation and
treachery to Islam and the history of Muslims?

Second instance (the identity of the saved sect): In the
book, al-As’ilah wal-Ajwibah, there has been recorded a
tradition allegedly from the Prophet (¥):

َ ث َو َﺳ ْﺒ ِﻌﻴﻦ ﻓِﺮﻗَـﺔً ؛ ُﻛﻠﱡ َﻬـﺎ ﻓِـﻲ اﻟﻨﱠـﺎر إﻻﱠ
 َﺳﺘَـ ْﻔﺘَِﺮ ق َﻫ ِﺬﻩ اﻷُﱠﻣﺔ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﺛَﻼ: ﻗَﺎل3 إﻧﱠﻪ
ِو
ِ  وﻫﻢ ْأﻫﻞ اﻟ ﱡ،ًاﺣ َﺪة
.ﺎﻋ ِﺔ
َ ْﺠ َﻤ
َ ﺴﻨﱠﺔ َواﻟ
َ
ُ ْ َُ

Verily, he (¥) said: “This ummah will be divided into
seventy-three sects and all of which shall be in the hellfire
2
except one, and that is the Ahl as-Sunnah wa ’ l-Jam¡‘ah.”

In this ¦ ad¢th, the expression, “Ahl as-Sunnah wa ’lJam¡‘ ah” has been inserted in order for them to claim that
the Holy Prophet (¥) has approved of the Ahl as-Sunnah
from the very beginning.
It must be said that the phrase, “Ahl as-Sunnah wa ’lJam¡‘ ah,” is not extant in any of the primary and
authoritative references of the Ahl as-Sunnah. Since the
Wahh¡b¢s could not add the name of their sect in the ¦ ad¢th
as Wahh¡bism is a nascent group, and on the other hand,
since they associated themselves with the Ahl as-Sunnah
and their mission is to magnify the Sunn¢-Sh¢`ah
dichotomy, they have inserted the phrase, “Ahl as-Sunnah
wa ’l-Jam¡‘ ah” in the ¦ ad¢th so as to fortify the notion that
the Prophet (¥) had approved of the Ahl as-Sunnah from the
very beginning, and none other than them have been
A mutaw¡ tir ¦ ad¢th is one which has been reported by so many different
chains of transmission and such a number of narrators in every generation
as normally could not agree to fabricate a tradition without the fact of its
fabrication becoming known. [Trans.]

1

2

Al-As’ilah wa ’l-Ajwibah, p. 23.
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Therefore, once the expression, “Ahl as-Sunnah wa ’lJam¡‘ ah,” is added, this question springs to the mind:
Which group refers to the saved sect? Undoubtedly, the
group, which is closer to the Book of Allah, the Sunnah of
the Prophet (¥), and the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) and takes more
recourse to them, is the saved group. It is because in the
traditions narrated in the Sunn¢ references it is emphasized
that only the group which holds fast to the Book of Allah
and the Ahl al-Bayt (‘ a) will not go astray.
Third instance (ta ¦r¢f of the phrase, “mut‘ah annis¡ '”): In ¯ a ¦¢¦ al-Tirmidh¢, another authoritative Sunn¢
source, this tradition has been recorded:

ِ ﺳــﺌِﻞ اﺑــﻦ ﻋﻤــﺮ ﻋــﻦ ﻣ ْﺘـﻌـ ِـﺔ اﻟﻨﱢﺴـ
ﺴــﺎﺋِﻞ ِﻣــﻦ
َ  ﻓَـ َﻘـ،ـﺎء
” َو َﻛــﺎن اﻟ ﱠ. “ ِﻫــﻲ َﺣــﻼَ ل:ـﺎل
َ ْ َ َ َُ ُ ْ َ ُ
َ
ْأﻫ ِـﻞ اﻟ ﱠ
 “ َأرأﻳْــﺖ:” ﻓَـ َﻘــﺎل اﺑْـﻦ ﻋُ َﻤــﺮ. “إ ﱠن أﺑَـﺎك ﻗَــﺪ ﻧَـ َﻬــﻰ َﻋ ْﻨـ َﻬـﺎ:ُـﺎل ﻟَــﻪ
َ  ﻓَـ َﻘ،ﺸـ ِـﺎم
ِ ـﻮل
ﺴ ـﻨﱠﺔ َوﺗَـ ْﺘﺒَــﻊ ﻗَـْـﻮ ل
ُ ﺻ ـﻨَـ َﻌ َﻬﺎ َر ُﺳـ
 أﺗَـ ْﺘــﺮك اﻟ ﱡ.3 اﷲ
َ  َو،إ ْن َﻛــﺎ َن أﺑِــﻲ ﻧَـ َﻬــﻰ َﻋ ْﻨـ َﻬــﺎ
”أﺑِﻲ؟
1

A certain man from Sh¡m asked [‘Abd All¡h] ibn ‘Umar
about mut‘ ah [fixed-time marriage]. He said: “It is ¦ al ¡ l
[lawful].” The man from Sh¡m said: “Your father has
prohibited it.” Ibn ‘Umar said: “If ever my father has
prohibited it, and the Messenger of Allah has regarded it as
lawful. Shall you abandon the Sunnah (of the Prophet) and
follow my father’s opinion?”

In the new edition of ¯a ¦ ¢¦ al-Tirmidh¢, however, this
¦ ad ¢th is totally expunged.2 Of course, it must be said that
‘Umar ibn al-Kha§§¡b prohibited not only the mut‘ ah for
women but also the mut‘ah for °ajj [ ¦ ajj at-tamattu‘].3 The
1

Sh¡m or Sh¡m¡t: Up until five centuries ago, included Syria of today,
Lebanon and parts of Jordan and Palestine. [Trans.]
2

See Sayyid Ja‘far Murta¤¡, Dir ¡ s ¡ t wa Bu ¦£th f¢’t-T¡ r ¢ kh, p. 14.

3

° ajj at-ta mattu ‘: A type of pilgrimage which is applicable to those
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latter means that whenever the person in the state of i ¦ r ¡ m1
[mu ¦ rim] finishes his rituals of ‘umrat at-tamattu‘2—as per
instruction of the Prophet (¥)—provided that he has not yet
donned the i¦ r ¡ m for the ¦ ajj, he may enjoy performing
lawful sexual acts.
Ibn Kath¢r has narrated a ¦ ad ¢th similar to the one
quoted above concerning the prohibition of mut‘ah:

:” ﻓَـﻴَـ ُﻘـــﻮل. “إ ﱠن أﺑَـــﺎك ﻳَـ ْﻨـ َﻬـــﻰ َﻋ ْﻨـ َﻬـــﺎ: ﻓَـ َﻘـــﺎل.… َﻛـــﺎن اﺑْـﻨُـــﻪ َﻋ ْﺒـــﺪ اﷲ ﻳُ َﺨﺎﻟِ ُﻔـــﻪ
ِ
ِ
.3 ﺴ ـ َـﻤﺎء! ﻗَـــﺪ ﻓَـ َﻌﻠَ َﻬـــﺎ َر ُﺳـــﻮل اﷲ
ـﺎرة ِﻣـــﻦ اﻟ ﱠ
َ “ َﺧﺸـــﻴﺖ أن ﺗَـ َﻘـــﻊ َﻋﻠَــ ْـﻴ ُﻜﻢ ﺣ َﺠــ
ِ أَﻓَﺴﻨﱠﺔ َر ُﺳﻮل اﷲ ﻧَـ ْﺘﺒَﻊ أم ُﺳﻨﱠﺔ ُﻋ ْﻤﺮ ﺑْﻦ اﻟ َﺨﻄﱠ
”ﺎب ؟
ُ

‘Abd All¡h was against the saying of his father. When it was
said to him that his father had indeed prohibited the people
from practicing mut‘ah, he said: “I am afraid lest stones from
heaven fall on your heads (for saying so). The Messenger of
Allah deemed it lawful. Shall I follow the Sunnah of the
Messenger of Allah or the sunnah of (my father) ‘Umar ibn
3
al-Kha§§¡b?”

It was said that mut‘ah for °ajj is a debatable subject
and the Companions of the Prophet (¥) had no unanimity of
4
view about it. The ²¡hiriyyah believe that the practice of
living outside Mecca, i.e. out of limits of the ¦ a r ¡ m (the precinct of the
Grand Mosque, Ka ‘bah and/or the surrounding holy places in Mecca).
[Trans.]
1
I¦ r ¡ m: The special two-piece seamless attire worn by pilgrims. Also, the
state of ritual consecration during which the pilgrim should abstain from
certain acts, such as not combing, not shaving, and observing sexual
continence. [Trans.]

‘Umrat at-tamattu ‘: A visitation ritual that is obligatory before
performing °ajj. [Trans.]
2

3
4

T¡ r ¢ kh Ibn Kath¢ r, vol. 5, p. 141.

²¡hiriyyah: A sect within the Ahl as-Sunnah that contents itself with the
apparent [ ¨¡ hir] meaning of the ¦ ad¢ths.
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the Companions is the proof, but in view of the diverse
opinions of the Companions in this regard, the saying of
‘Umar must be accepted:

:ُﻋﺎﻗــﺐ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ َﻤــﺎ
َ  َوأﻧَــﺎ أﻧْـ َﻬــﻰ َﻋ ْﻨـ ُﻬ َﻤــﺎ َوأ3 ﻣ ْﺘـ َﻌﺘَــﺎن َﻛﺎﻧَـﺘَــﺎ َﻋﻠَــﻰ َﻋ ْﻬــﺪ َر ُﺳــﻮل اﷲ
.ﱢﺴﺎء
َ ﻣ ْﺘـ َﻌﺔ اﻟ
َ ْﺤ ﱢﺞ َوﻣ ْﺘـ َﻌﺔ اﻟﻨ

[‘Umar said:] There were two types of mut‘ ah during the time
of the Messenger of Allah which I prohibited and I shall
punish whoever shall perform them: the mut‘ah for °ajj and
1
the mut‘ ah for women.

Now, this question is hereby posed: If the difference of
opinion among Companions was the reason behind their
acceptance of the saying of ‘Umar ibn al-Kha§§¡b, why did
they not prefer the saying of ‘Abd All¡h ibn al-‘Abb¡s—a
learned man, mu ¦ addith and well-informed of the sayings of
the Prophet (¥)—who was of the opinion that the mut‘ah for
°ajj had not been abrogated [mans£ kh].
It can be deduced from the opposition of ‘Abd All¡h ibn
al-‘Abb¡s and ‘Abd All¡h ibn ‘Umar that ‘Umar used his
independent reasoning and prohibited the people—who had
consensus of opinion that these were practiced during the
time of the Prophet (¥)—from doing so. Does this view and
opinion not go against the text [na ¥¥] (of the Qur’¡n and
¦ ad ¢th)?
‘Abd All¡h ibn ‘Umar, ‘Abd All¡h ibn al-‘Abb¡s, and a
number of the Companions were the first persons who
differed with the opinion of the Caliph.
In view of the fact that the Wahh¡b¢s have regarded the
Companions as worthy to be emulated, if certain people
Bid ¡ yah al-Mujtahid wa Nih¡ yah al-Muqta ¥id, vol. 1, p. 346; Ibn
Qud¡mah, Al-Mughn¢, vol. 7, p. 527; Ibn Qayyim, Z¡ d al-Ma ‘¡ d, vol. 2, p.
205.

1
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(such as the Sh¢`ah) while relying on indisputable proof
would not accept the opinion and view of ‘Umar but instead
accept the view of ‘Abd All¡h ibn ‘Umar, ‘Abd All¡h ibn al‘Abb¡s, and other Companions, have they traversed the path
of misguidance and disbelief [kufr]? If it is so, were Ibn
‘Umar, Ibn al-‘Abb¡s and other Companions also misguided
and infidels?
Fourth instance: In Musnad A¦ mad ibn °anbal we can
come across eight traditions all of which indicate the
brotherhood and fraternity between the Prophet (¥) and ‘Al¢
(‘a). In all of these traditions, the Prophet (¥) pointed at
Im¡m ‘Al¢ ibn Ab¢ ±¡lib (‘a) and said:

ِ ٰﻫ َﺬا
.أﺧﻲ

This (‘Al¢) is my brother.

In the new editions of this book, however, all these
traditions are expunged and no trace of them is left.
Fifth instance: In T¡ r ¢kh Ya ‘q£ b¢ until the 1358 AH
edition, it is stated that this noble verse was revealed on the
day of Ghad¢r Khumm:

ِ ﴿اﻟْﻴـﻮ م أَ ْﻛﻤﻠْﺖ ﻟَ ُﻜﻢ ِدﻳﻨَ ُﻜﻢ وأَﺗْﻤﻤﺖ َﻋﻠَ ْـﻴ ُﻜﻢ ﻧِ ْﻌﻤﺘِـﻲ و ر
ﺿـﻴﺖ ﻟَ ُﻜـﻢ ا ِﻹ ْﺳـﻼم
َْ َ
ََ َ
َ َْ
﴾.ِدﻳﻨًﺎ
Today I have perfected your religion for you, and I
have completed My blessing upon you, and I have
1
approved Islam as your religion.
From its 1379 AH edition onward, however, that
sentence which had been recorded for many centuries in
that history book has been distorted and twisted as it is now
claimed that the same verse was revealed on the Day of
1

S£ rat al-M¡’idah 5:3.
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‘Arafah. On account of the politics of ta ¦ r ¢f, many graves,
mosques and relics of the past have either been effaced or
their names have been changed. The birth site of the
Prophet (¥) [mawlid an-nab¢]; the birth site of ‘Al¢ (‘a)
[mawlid ‘al¢]; the tombs of Prophet Ism¡‘¢l (Ishmael) (‘a)
and his mother H¡jar on the two sides of °ijr Ism¡‘¢l (which
until recently had been identified through a specific stonemark); the location of Ghad¢r Khumm; the tomb and other
relics of °ad rat Khadij¡h al-Kubr¡; the Shi‘b Ab£ ±¡lib;
the tomb of Ab£ ±¡lib; and many other relics have been
destroyed by the Wahh¡b¢s, because each of them bespeaks
of the historical events and happenings most of which, to
some extent or other are to the detriment of the inverted
school of Wahh¡bism. The site of the mub¡ halah
[imprecation]1 has been changed into Masjid al-Ij¡bah by
them. Today, if the residents of the city of Medina are
asked about the location of the grave of F¡§imah (‘a), they
do not know, and if those people who know the location of
the mub ¡ halah would travel to that area, they would not be
able to locate it easily.
Therefore, the Sh¢`ah do not believe whatsoever in
ta ¦ r ¢f, and only a limited number Sunn¢ and Sh¢`ah ‘ulam¡ ’
of the past held this belief. Ta ¦ r ¢f in whatever form is
rejected, whether it is ta ¦ r ¢f of the Qur’¡n or ta ¦ r ¢f of the
¦ ad ¢ths, history and historical places.
It is appropriate for the Muslim world to form a
committee with the task of preserving the sayings of the
Prophet (¥) as well as the ancient authoritative religious
See the exegesis of S£ rat ª l ‘Imr ¡ n 3:61: “ Should anyone argue with you
concerning him, after the knowledge that has come to you, say, ‘Come!
Let us call our sons and your sons, our women and your women, our souls
and your souls, then let us pray earnestly and call down Allah’s curse
upon the liars’.” [Trans.]
1
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references and texts, and to make efforts in protecting the
foundations of Islam. Perhaps, the secret behind the ¦ ad¢th,

…َﻣﻦ َﺣ ِﻔﻆ ِﻣﻦ أُﱠﻣﺘِﻲ ْأرﺑَ ِﻌﻴﻦ َﺣ ِﺪﻳﺜﺎ

“Whoever in my ummah preserves or memorizes four
¦ ad¢ ths…”

is a campaign against these distortions. ?

Absolute Obedience to the Ruler

The Wahh¡b¢s who regard themselves as followers of
A¦mad ibn °anbal consider it obligatory [w¡ jib] to obey one
vested with authority [wal¢ al-amr] for three reasons. They
believe that the two ‘¢ d prayers, Friday and other
congregational prayers and leading the °ajj and jih¡ d are at
the discretion of the leader and ruler, whether he is just, or
a debauchee and oppressor, and that this theory is
corroborated by the Qur’¡n and the Sunnah as well as the
practice of the Companions. Their first basis is the verse,

ِ
ِ
ِ
﴾.ﻴﻌﻮا اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺳﻮل َوأُ ْوﻟِﻲ اﻷ َْﻣﺮ ِﻣ ْﻨ ُﻜﻢ
ُ ﻴﻌﻮا اﻟﻠﱠﻪ َوأَﻃ
ُ آﻣﻨُﻮا أَﻃ
َ ﴿ﻳَﺎ أَﻳﱡـ َﻬﺎ اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ

O you who have faith! Obey Allah and obey the
Apostle and those vested with authority among you.1

They say that this can be deduced from the universality
and general applicability of “those vested with authority”
[£l £’l-amr] that any ruler, whether he is good or bad, must
be obeyed, and obeying those vested with authority does not
specify whether the ruler is just or debauchee. They believe
that this statement does not distinguish between the two,
and it cannot be said that it means the just ruler.2
1

S£ rat an-Nis¡’ 4:59.

2

Al-As’ilah wa ’l-Ajwibah, p. 321.
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The other basis the Wahh¡b¢s cite is a tradition
allegedly from the Prophet (¥). The book, Al-As’ilah wa ’lAjwibah, has assumed its alleged authenticity. The tradition
thus states:

ِ إ ﱠن اﷲ ﻳـ َﺆﻳﱢﺪ َﻫ َﺬا اﻟﺪﱢﻳﻦ ﺑِﺎﻟ ﱠﺮﺟﻞ اﻟ َﻔ
.ﺎﺟﺮ
ُ
ُ

Verily, Allah affirms this religion through the debauchee
(who shall rule).

It can be inferred from this tradition that any ruler who
affirms the religion ought to be obeyed, but the Wahh¡b¢s
have made use of it in a different way.
In another narration on the authority of Ab£ Hurayrah, it
is thus stated:

ِ َاﻟﺠ َﻬﺎد واﺟﺐ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ُﻜﻢ ﻣﻊ ُﻛ ﱢﻞ ِأﻣﻴ ٍﺮ ؛ ﺑـﺮا َﻛﺎن أو ﻓ
ِ
.ﺎﺟﺮا
َ
َ
َّ

Jih ¡ d is incumbent upon you along with the one who rules
over you, whether he is good or a debauchee.

The third basis the Wahh¡b¢s cite is the practice of the
Companions which is treated as a proof [¦ ujjah], such as
‘Abd All¡h ibn Mas‘£d’s standing in prayer behind Wal¢d
ibn ‘Uqbah ibn Ab¢ Mu‘¢§ notwithstanding the fact that
Wal¢d was a drunkard and a wicked person. 1
Another example is the practice of a famous
Companion, ‘Abd All¡h ibn ‘Umar who stood in prayer
behind °ajj¡j ibn Y£suf in spite of the fact that °ajj¡j was a
tyrant and bloodthirsty man. Similarly, some other
Companions prayed behind Ibn Ab¢ ‘Ubaydah despite their
awareness of his deviation in belief by explicitly calling on
the people to misguidance.
See ‘Al¢ al-Q¡r¢ al-Haraw¢ al-°anaf¢, Shar ¦ Fiqh a l-Akba r, under the
chapter “it is permissible to pray behind a good person or a wicked
person,” p. 90; Ibn Taymiyah, Majm£‘ a l-Fat ¡ w¡ (Riyadh, 1381 AH),
vol. 3, p. 281. [Trans.]
1
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All of these constitute the arguments of the Wahh¡b¢s in
favor of the incumbency of obeying the ruler irrespective of
the ruler being just or unjust.1 This mindset actually paved
the way for the rule of the debauchees, tyrants and
drunkards and hinders the advancement of the righteous. In
the same token, this frame of mind is against the Qur’¡n,
and as will be made clear later, allocation in the verses cited
as evidence by the Wahh¡b¢s is stronger than lack of
allocation because in understanding a verse it is necessary
to take into account the entire Qur’¡n and other verses as
well. There are numerous verses in the Qur’¡n which
proscribe obedience to squanderers, mischief-mongers and
oppressors, and these verses are explicitly connected to the
verse on “those vested with authority”. If we follow the
mischief-mongers and oppressors, it means that we obey the
sinful—an act which is repugnant to the Qur’¡n:

﴾.﴿ َوﻻ ﺗَـ َﻌ َﺎوﻧُﻮا َﻋﻠَﻰ ا ِﻹﺛْﻢ َواﻟ ُْﻌْﺪ َوان

But do not cooperate in sin and aggression.2

Higher than this is the obedience to parents which is
sanctioned by the Qur’¡n on the condition that they take a
walk on the path of truth. This is while obedience to the
ruler is not superior to obedience to the parents:

ِ
ﺎﻫـ َﺪاك ﻟِﺘُ ْﺸـِﺮ ك ﺑِـﻲ َﻣـﺎ ﻟَ ْـﻴﺲ ﻟَـﻚ ﺑِـﻪ
﴿َوَو ﱠ
َ ﺴـﺎن ﺑَِﻮاﻟ َﺪﻳْـﻪ ُﺣ ْﺴـﻨًﺎ َوإِ ن َﺟ
َ ْﺻـ ْﻴـﻨَﺎ ا ِﻹﻧ
﴾.ِﻋﻠْﻢ ﻓَﻼ ﺗُ ِﻄ ْﻌ ُﻬ َﻤﺎ

We have enjoined man to be good to his parents. But if
they urge you to ascribe to Me as partner that of which
you have no knowledge,) then do not obey them.3
1

See Al-As’ilah wa ’l-Ajwibah, p. 322.

2

S£ rat al-M¡’idah 5:2.

3

S£ rat al-‘Ankab£t 29:8.
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The Sunnah and ¦ ad¢ths of the Prophet (¥), also
proscribe obedience to sinful people:

ِ ﺎﻋﺔ ﻟِﻤ ْﺨﻠُﻮق ﻓِﻲ ﻣ ْﻌ
.ﺼﻴَﺔ اﻟْ َﺨﺎﻟِﻖ
َ
َ َ َﻻ ﻃ

There is no obedience to the creature [makhl£ q] in
1
disobedience to the Creator [kh ¡ liq].

Basically, the essence of Islam is the movement of the
society on the basis of God-wariness [taqw¡ ]:

﴾.﴿ َوﺗَـ َﻌ َﺎوﻧُﻮا َﻋﻠَﻰ اﻟْﺒِ ﱢﺮ َواﻟﺘﱠـ ْﻘَﻮ ى

Cooperate in piety and God-wariness.2

The Qur’¡n also regards the establishment of justice as
the raison d’être of the prophets’ mission:

﴾.﴿ﻟِﻴَـ ُﻘﻮم اﻟﻨﱠﺎس ﺑِﺎﻟ ِْﻘ ْﺴﻂ

…So that mankind may maintain justice.3

Given all of this, how could Islam possibly approve an
unjust Im¡m, draw the society toward corruption and
injustice, and take as the criterion the practice of some of
the Companions?
The practice of the Companions [ ¥ a ¦¡ bah]
If it can be concluded from the practice of some
Companions in following the illegitimate ruler of their time
that any ruler, whether just or unjust, must be obeyed, this
question is to be asked: Why did ‘Abd All¡h ibn ‘Umar
accept the caliphate of ‘Uthm¡n but deny the caliphates of
Im¡m ‘Al¢ and Im¡m al-°asan (‘ a); not assist Im¡m al°usayn (‘a) but swear allegiance to Yaz¢d, ‘Ubayd All¡h
1

Nahj al-Bal¡ ghah, Saying 156.

2

S£ rat al-M¡’idah 5:2.

3

S£ rat al-°ad¢d 57:25.
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ibn Ziy¡d and °ajj¡j ibn Y£suf? Why did some Companions
not swear allegiance to Im¡m ‘Al¢ (‘a)?
Therefore, the practice per se of the Companions does
not serve as proof [¦ ujjah] and their being ¦ ujjah has some
requisites and conditions. Merely being a Companion
[¥ a ¦ ¡ b¢] is not enough. Both the group of hypocrites
[mun ¡ fiq£ n] and those who later became apostates
[murtadd ¢n] were included in the rubric of “Companions”,
and the ¦ ad¢ths narrated by them are also unacceptable.
Unfortunately, since this mindset has taken root in the
school of thought of some Sunn¢s, it had been subject to
abuse. A¦mad ibn °anbal says:
There are two ways in determining the caliph. One way is
that he shall be appointed by the preceding caliph just as the
Prophet appointed Ab£ Bakr while Ab£ Bakr did the same to
‘Umar, and ‘Umar in turn appointed the six-man council. The
second way is that the person himself would resort to the
show of force even if it be through violence and the sword, as
what ‘Al¢ ibn Ab¢ ±¡lib did. Following these two (means) is
necessary and opposing them is unlawful [ ¦ ar ¡ m]. It is not
necessary for the ruler to be an Arab, Quraysh¢, or has some
deviant behavior. Only the fuqah ¡ [jurists] should admonish
them. 1

Was A¦mad ibn °anbal so uninformed of the early
history of Islam that he did not know that ‘Al¢ ibn Ab¢
±¡lib acquired the position of caliphate through the people’s
allegiance and not at the point of sword? Meanwhile, the
function of the fuqah¡ is described as merely admonishing
the caliphs while a corrupt power cannot be guided to the
right path merely through admonition. In addition, most of
Sunn¢ fuqah¡ have been among the proponents and
1

Ab£ Zahrah Mi¥r¢, A¦ mad ibn °anbal, p. 148.
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guardians of the corrupt ruling power. The Wahh¡b¢
‘ulam¡ ’ who claim to be followers of A¦mad ibn °anbal and
the Ahl as-Sunnah have so far neither admonished nor
confronted the ruling establishment in °ij¡z, but have been
the well-wishers of the ruling apparatus and justifiers of its
crimes.
The Wahh¡b¢s themselves have unconsciously quoted
some traditions in their books which challenge the belief on
following a just or debauchee ruler:

ِ
ِ
ِ
ﻴﻦ ؛ إي اﻷ َُﻣــ َـﺮاء
َ  إﻧﱠ َﻤـــﺎ:3 ﻗَـــﺎل َر ُﺳـــﻮل اﷲ
َ أﺧـــﺎف َﻋﻠَـــﻰ أُﱠﻣﺘـــﻲ اﻷﺋ ﱠﻤ ــﺔ اﻟ ُْﻤﻀـ ـﻠﱢ
.اﻟﻌﺒﱠﺎد
ُ اﻟﻌﻠَ َﻤﺎء َو
ُ َو

The Messenger of Allah (¥) said: “I am afraid of deviant
leaders for my ummah; they are deviant rulers [umar ¡’],
1
scholars [‘ulam¡’] and worshippers [ ‘ubb ¡ d].”

In this ¦ ad¢th, the Holy Prophet (¥) has expressed
dissatisfaction and concern over deviant rulers, and in fact,
prohibited obedience to a deviant ruler.
Following the above ¦ ad¢th, it has been narrated from
‘Umar ibn al-Kha§§¡b that he said to the narrator:

ِ
، “ﻳَـ ْﻬ ِﺪ ُﻣـﻪُ َزﻟﱠـﺔُ اﻟ َْﻌـﺎﻟِ ِﻢ:” ﻗَـﺎل. “ﻻ:اﻹﺳـﻼََم ؟” ﻗُـ ْﻠـﺖ
ْ … َﻫﻞ ﺗَـ ْﻌِﺮ ف َﻣﺎ ﻳَـ ْﻬـﺪ م
ِ ِ ِ  وﺣﻜ،ﺎب
ِ ِ ِ ِ
”.ﻴﻦ
ُ َو ِﺟ َﺪ
َ ْﻢ اﻷﺋ ﱠﻤﺔ اﻟ ُْﻤﻀﻠﱢ
ُ ُ َ َال اﻟ ُْﻤﻨَﺎﻓ ِﻖ ﺑﺎﻟْﻜﺘ

“Do you know what shall obliterate Islam?” I said: “No.” He
said: “What shall obliterate Islam is the deviation of the
scholar [‘¡ lim], the debate of the hypocrite by resorting to the
2
Book (Qur’¡n), and the rule of misguided rulers.”

1

Fat¦ al-Maj¢d.

2

Ibid.
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This ¦ ad¢th also negates obedience to the misguided
ruler, regarding it as unlawful. It must be stated that the
issue of obedience to the ruler, be he just or unjust, is
different from a comparable issue discussed in the Sh¢`ah
school [madrasah]—that society is in need of a ruler though
this ruler is corrupt because there will be chaos in the
absence of a ruler, and order is better than disorder. This
ruling in the Sh¢`ah is meant to prove the exigency of
government in the society and not to explain the requisites
and duties of the government.
Obedience to the ruler and one vested with authority
[wal ¢ al-amr] among the Sh ¢ `ah
According to the Sh¢`ah, the following two verses have
a spiritual connection with each other, and the latter verse
explains the former:

ِ
ِ
ِ
﴾.ﻴﻌﻮا اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺳﻮل َوأُ ْوﻟِﻲ اﻷ َْﻣﺮ ِﻣ ْﻨ ُﻜﻢ
ُ ﻴﻌﻮا اﻟﻠﱠﻪ َوأَﻃ
ُ آﻣﻨُﻮا أَﻃ
َ ﴿ﻳَﺎ أَﻳﱡـ َﻬﺎ اﻟﱠﺬﻳﻦ

O you who have faith! Obey Allah and obey the
Apostle and those vested with authority among you.1

ِ
ِ ِﱠ
ِﱠ
ﺼﻼة َوﻳُـ ْﺆﺗُﻮن اﻟ ﱠﺰ َﻛـﺎة
ﻴﻤﻮن اﻟ ﱠ
ُ ﴿إِﻧﱠ َﻤﺎ َوﻟﻴﱡ ُﻜﻢ اﻟﻠﱠﻪ َوَر ُﺳﻮﻟُﻪ َواﻟﺬﻳﻦ آ َﻣﻨُﻮا اﻟﺬﻳﻦ ﻳُﻘ
﴾.َو ُﻫﻢ َراﻛِ ُﻌﻮن

Your guardian is only Allah, His Apostle, and the
faithful who maintain the prayer and give the zak¡ t
while bowing down.2

The first verse states that you have to follow God and
His Messenger (¥) and in the absence of the Messenger (¥),
you have to follow those who are vested with authority
among you, but it does not say “just ruler” as it is a verse
1

S£ rat an-Nis¡’ 4:59.

2

S£ rat al-M¡’idah 5:55.
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with general application and includes both the just and
unjust rulers. The second verse states that your guardian
and leader is first of all, God and His Messenger (¥), and in
the absence of the Messenger of Allah (¥), those who
perform their prayers and give the zak¡ t, etc.
In U¥£l al-K¡ f¢, °usayn ibn Ab£’l-A‘l¡ thus narrates:

 ُﻫـــﻢ. “ﻧَـ َﻌـــﻢ:وﺿـ ـﺔٌ ؟” ﻗَـــﺎل
َ ـﺎﻋﺘُـ ُﻬﻢ َﻣ ْﻔُﺮ
َ اﻷﺣﻴَـــﺎء ﻃَــ
ْ “ :Α ﻗُـ ْﻠـــﺖ ﻷﺑِـــﻲ َﻋ ْﺒـــﺪ اﷲ
ِ َﻃﻴﻌـــﻮا اﻟﻠﱠ ــﻪ وأ
ِ
ِ
َﻃﻴﻌُـــﻮا اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺳـــﻮل َوأُ ْوﻟِـــﻲ اﻷ َْﻣـــﺮ
ُ  ﴿أ:اﻟﱠ ــﺬﻳﻦ ﻗَـــﺎل اﷲ َﻋـ ـ ﱠﺰ َو َﺟـ ـ ﱠﻞ
َ
 ﴿إِﻧﱠ َﻤـﺎ َوﻟِـﻴﱡ ُﻜﻢ اﻟﻠﱠـﻪ َوَر ُﺳـﻮﻟُﻪ َواﻟﱠ ِـﺬﻳﻦ:﴾ َو ُﻫـﻢ اﻟﱠ ِـﺬﻳﻦ ﻗَـﺎل اﷲ َﻋـ ﱠﺰ َو َﺟـ ﱠﻞ.ِﻣ ْﻨ ُﻜﻢ
ِ ِﱠ
”﴾.ﺼﻼة َوﻳُـ ْﺆﺗُﻮن اﻟ ﱠﺰَﻛﺎة َو ُﻫﻢ َراﻛِﻌُﻮن
ﻴﻤﻮن اﻟ ﱠ
َ
ُ آﻣﻨُﻮا اﻟﺬﻳﻦ ﻳُﻘ

I asked Ab£ ‘Abd All¡h (Im¡m a¥-¯¡diq (‘a)): “Is it
obligatory to obey the living rulers?” He (‘a) said: “Yes, and
they are those about whom Allah, the Honorable and
Glorious, said: “ Obey Allah and obey the Apostle and those
vested with authority among you ” and about whom Allah, the
Honorable and Glorious, also said: “ Your guardian is only
Allah, His Apostle, and the faithful who maintain the prayer
and give the zak¡ t while bowing down. ” 1

The above tradition establishes the connection between
the two verses. The second verse was revealed about ‘Al¢
(‘a), and if we would like to elaborate, it will include the
other Im¡ms from the Ahl al-Bayt (‘ a), and after the Imams
(i.e. during the major occultation of the 12 th Im¡m ( ‘ a)), if
we would like to take into account its closer referents, they
must be the rulers and guardians who posses Islamic
qualities to be the deputies of the Im¡ms ( ‘a), such as the
Jurist-Guardian [wal¢ al-faq¢h] who serves as the wal¢ alamr. If the Wahh¡b¢s deny the revelation of the said verse
(as referring to ‘Al¢ (‘ a)), at least the verse in question has
1

U¥£l al-K¡ f¢, vol. 1, p. 264, ¦ ad¢ th 6; p. 269, ¦ ad ¢th 16.
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set some qualifications for the ruler such as faith,
performance of prayer and giving of zak¡ t. If the ruler
would know each of these in its true sense and practice it,
that ruler can never be deviant and a debauchee.
The first wal ¢ al-amr after the Prophet and the criterion
of preeminence of the Companions
One of the oldest discussions between the Sunn¢ and
Sh¢`ah is the identity of the first wal ¢ al-amr after the
Messenger of Allah (¥), therefore it is very natural for the
Wahh¡b¢ sect to participate in the discussion and take a
stance. We always believe that this discussion should be
done as a religious one only between the Sunn¢s and the
Sh¢`ah, and no other party, internal or external, should get
involved in the discussion, and Muslims should not allow
the involvement of foreign-made sects. This discussion
should be done in the atmosphere of friendship and
complete Islamic brotherhood so that outsiders could not
capitalize on it.
The Sh¢`ah regard ‘Al¢ ibn Ab¢ ±¡lib (‘ a) as the first
wal¢ al-amr after the Prophet (¥), but without taking into
account the appointment of ‘Al¢ (‘ a) in Ghad¢r Khumm and
the will of the Prophet that “Of whomsoever I am master
[mawl¡ ] ‘Al¢ is also his master,” and the numerous other
proofs in the Qur’¡n, ¦ ad¢ths and history, the Sunn¢s
defended the merit and qualification of the Companions to
rule after the Prophet (¥). Then, they engaged in the
discussion as to who was superior to the other. In this
regard, A¦mad ibn °anbal says:
¯a ¦ ¡ b¢ [companion] is one who saw the Prophet (¥) for one
year, a month, or a moment, but there are differences among
the Companions in terms of degree and superiority in virtue.
Those of the first group are Ab£ Bakr, ‘Umar and ‘Uthm¡n in
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this order. Those of the second group are the Companions
constituting the 6-man council such as ‘Al¢, Zubayr, ±al¦ah,
‘Abd ar-Ra¦m¡n ibn ‘Awf, and Sa‘d ibn Waqq¡¥, in this order
of superiority. Each of these individuals is qualified to be the
caliph and Im¡m according the order mentioned afore. The
third order are those who participated in the Battle of Badr,
who according to the order of superiority, are the Muh ¡ jir £ n
2
1
[emigrants] and then the An ¥¡ r [helpers]. But the
individuals such as Mu‘¡wiyah, ‘Amr£ ibn al-‘¡¥ and Ab£
M£s¡ al-‘Ash‘ar¢ who have not been mentioned in the three
groups are those who have been generally described and
praised in the Qur’¡n because as the effect of prostration, left
a mark upon their forehead, about which the Qur’¡n says:

ِ ﴿ ِﺳﻴﻤﺎﻫﻢ ﻓِﻲ وﺟ
﴾.ﺴ ُﺠﻮد
ﻮﻫ ِﻬﻢ ِﻣﻦ أَﺛَﺮ اﻟ ﱡ
َُ
ُُ

Their mark is [visible] on their faces, from the effect
of prostration.3

In the last phrase stated by A¦mad ibn °anbal, ‘Abd arRa¦m¡n ibn Muljim (the murderer of ‘Al¢ (‘ a)) must also be
included because he had also mark of prostration on his
forehead!
The Wahh¡b¢s, who have involved themselves in the
discussion on the difference between the Sunn¢s and the
Sh¢`ah, have presented criteria for the hierarchy of the
Companions in terms of superiority:
Ab£ Bakr is superior to all for four reasons: his virtue;
his precedence in faith; the Prophet (¥) preferred him over
others; and the Companions unanimously elected him.
Meanwhile, ‘Umar is superior to the rest for two reasons: his
Muh ¡ jr £n (lit. “Emigrants”): The Meccan Muslims who accompanied the
Prophet (¥ ) in his hijrah [emigration] to Medina. [Trans.]

1

2
An¥¡ r (lit. “Helpers”): The Muslims of Medina who invited the Prophet
(¥) and Muslims of Mecca to migrate (hijrah) to Medina. [Trans.]
3

S£ rat al-Fat¦ 48:29. See A¦ mad ibn °anbal, p. 148.
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virtue and his being appointed by Ab£ Bakr. In the case of
‘Uthm¡n, he has superior to others after ‘Umar for two
reasons: his virtue and the council preferred him over others.
After ‘Uthm¡n, ‘Al¢ is superior to the rest for two reasons:
his virtue and his being elected unanimously by the people.1
Yet, if we would take a survey of the event in Ghad¢r
Khumm, the will of the Prophet (¥), the revelation of verses
about ‘Al¢ (‘ a), and all the pieces of evidence that highlight
the rightfulness of ‘Al¢ (‘ a) in the Qur’¡n, ¦ ad¢ths and
history, this question may be posed: What is indeed the true
Qur’¡nic and Islamic criteria for the superiority of
individuals over each other? What can be deduced from the
Qur’¡n are the following:
First, precedence in faith:

﴾. أُ ْوﻟَﺌﻚ اﻟ ُْﻤ َﻘ ﱠﺮﺑُﻮن:ﺴﺎﺑُِﻘﻮن
ﺴﺎﺑُِﻘﻮن اﻟ ﱠ
﴿ َواﻟ ﱠ

And the Foremost Ones are the foremost ones: they
are the ones brought near [to Allah] .2
Second, struggle:

ِ
ِِ
ِِ
﴾.ﻴﻤﺎ
ْ ﴿ َوﻓَﻀﱠﻞ اﻟﻠﱠﻪ اﻟ ُْﻤ َﺠﺎﻫﺪﻳﻦ َﻋﻠَﻰ اﻟْ َﻘﺎﻋﺪﻳﻦ أ
ً َﺟ ًﺮا َﻋﻈ

And Allah has graced those who wage jih¡ d over
those who sit back with a great reward.3
Third, knowledge and learning:

﴾.﴿ َﻫﻞ ﻳَ ْﺴﺘَِﻮ ي اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ ﻳَـ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤﻮن َواﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ ﻻ ﻳَـ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤﻮن

Are those who know equal to those who do not
know? 4

1

See Al-As’ilah wa ’l-Ajwibah, p. 301.

2

S£ rat al-W¡ qi‘ah 56:10-11.

3

S£ rat an-Nis¡’ 4:95.

4

S£ rat az-Zumar 39:9.
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Fourth, God-wariness [taqw¡ ]:

﴾.﴿إِ ﱠن أَ ْﻛ َﺮَﻣ ُﻜﻢ ِﻋ ْﻨﺪ اﻟﻠﱠﻪ أَﺗْـﻘﺎ ُﻛﻢ

Indeed the noblest of you in the sight of Allah is the
most God-wary among you.1

There are also other criteria some of which are derived
from the abovementioned ones. What can serve as the
criteria for assessment are these and not those things that
happened in the early period of Islam, thus we have to
acknowledge what happened and explain the past as it was.
It is obvious that the Companions of the Prophet (¥)
especially those who participated in the Battle of Badr and
the Pledge of Ri¤w¡n [bay‘ah ar-ri ¤w¡ n] or Pledge under
the Tree [bay‘ah ash-shajarah],2 the Battle of U¦ud, and the
like are all respectable because they were those who helped
the Prophet (¥), but this should not keep the truth covered.
Im¡m as-Sajj¡d (‘a) used to send salutations upon all the
Companions, extolling them thus:

ِِ
ِِ
ِ ِ
ﱠ
 ﴿رﺑﱠـﻨَــﺎ ا ْﻏ ِﻔــﺮ ﻟﻨَــﺎ:ﺴــﺎن اﻟﱠـ ِﺬﻳﻦ ﻳـ ُﻘﻮﻟُــﻮن
َ اﻟﻠ ُﻬــ ﱠﻢ و ْأوﺻــﻞ إﻟَــﻰ اﻟﺘّــﺎﺑﻌﻴﻦ ُﻟﻬــﻢ ﺑﺈ ْﺣ
.﴾و ِﻹ ْﺧﻮاﻧِﻨﺎ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ ﺳﺒـ ُﻘﻮﻧﺎ ﺑِﺎ ِﻹﻳﻤﺎن

O God, and give to those who have done well in following
the Companions, who say, “ Our Lord, forgive us and our
brethren who were our forerunners in the faith, ” 3 Thy best
4
reward.

1

Surah al-°ujur ¡ t 49:13.

See the exegesis of Sur ¡ h al-Fat¦ 48:18: ““ Allah was certainly pleased
with the faithful when they swore allegiance to you under the tree. He
knew what was in their hearts, so He sent down composure on them, and
requited them with a victory near at hand.” [Trans.]
2

3

S£ rat al-°ashr 59:10.

4

A¥ -¯a ¦ ¢fah al-K¡ milah as-Sajj¡ diyyah, Supplication 4.
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Yes, Im¡m as-Sajj¡d (‘a) says: “O God! Give Your best
reward to those who follow the Companions, and in another
part of his supplication, he (‘ a) prays for the Companions,
Followers [tabi‘£ n] of the Companions, and the sons and
wives of the Companions:

ِ اَﻟﻠﱠ ُﻬــ ﱠﻢ وﺻــ ﱢﻞ َﻋﻠَــﻰ اﻟﺘﱠــﺎﺑِ ِﻌﻴﻦ ِﻣــﻦ ﻳـﻮِﻣﻨَــﺎ َﻫــ َﺬا إﻟَــﻰ ﻳــﻮ م اﻟ ـﺪﱢﻳﻦ و َﻋﻠَــﻰ أْز و
اﺟ ِﻬــﻢ
َ َ
َْ
َْ
َ
َ
ِ
.ﺎﻋﻚ ﻣ ْﻨـ ُﻬﻢ
َ ََو َﻋﻠَﻰ ذُ ﱢرﻳﱠﺎﺗِ ِﻬﻢ َو َﻋﻠَﻰ َﻣﻦ أﻃ

O God, and bless the Followers, from this day of ours to the
Day of Doom, their wives, their offspring, and those among
1
them who obey Thee.

The Holy Qur’¡n has praised the first Emigrants
[muh ¡ jir £n] and Helpers [an¥¡ r], saying:

ِ
ِ
ِِ ُ َﻧﺼــﺎر َواﻟﱠـ ِـﺬﻳﻦ اﺗﱠـﺒَـ ُﻌـ
ﺴــﺎن
﴿ َواﻟ ﱠ
َ ﺴــﺎﺑُِﻘﻮن اﻷَ ﱠوﻟُــﻮن ﻣــﻦ اﻟ ُْﻤ َﻬــﺎﺟ ِﺮﻳﻦ َواﻷ
َ ـﻮﻫﻢ ﺑﺈ ْﺣ
ِر
﴾.ﺿﻮا َﻋ ْﻨﻪ
ُ ﺿﻲ اﻟﻠﱠﻪ َﻋ ْﻨـﻬﻢ َوَر
َ

The early vanguard of the Emigrants and the Helpers
and those who followed them in virtue—Allah is
pleased with them and they are pleased with Him.2

This noble verse contains two vital points. The phrase,
“those who follow them in virtue” indicates the fact that the
pleasure of God belongs to the Companions who were good
followers of the Prophet (¥) and after the demise of the
Prophet (¥) they had remained his good followers by being
steadfast to his will, such as Salm¡n al-F¡ris¢, Ab£ Dharr,
and others, and in practice, they had traversed the path of
the Prophet (¥). Therefore, how could they earn the pleasure
of God after they had followed the Prophet (¥) during his
lifetime but left the pale of his religion after his death and,
1

A¥ -¯a ¦ ¢fah al-K¡ milah as-Sajj¡ diyyah.

2

S£ rat at-Tawbah (or, Bar ¡‘ah) 9:100.
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by not adhering to his will [wa ¥iyyah], sever their
followship with him?
The second point is that from the apparent meaning of
the verse, it can be deduced that the fellowship of the An ¥¡ r
and Muh¡ jir £n is supposed to the ensured until the end of
their lives, but in reality not all the Companions have been
so, and neither does the verse give such a guarantee because
man is an ever changing creature and not fixed. The
supplication of Im¡m as-Sajj¡d (‘ a) is therefore in
description of the Companions who have the qualities of
fellowship. This point will become clearer when we become
aware that some hypocrites [mun ¡ fiq£n] were among the
Companions, or that some Companions became apostates
1
[murtadd £n] afterward. The opposition and resistance of
Umm al-Mu’min¢n ‘ª’ishah against the caliph of the time
whose caliphate was legal and legitimate and whose
opposition violated the admonition in this verse of the
Qur’¡n to the wives of the Prophet:

﴾.﴿ َوﻗَـْﺮ ن ﻓِﻲ ﺑُـﻴُﻮﺗِ ُﻜ ﱠﻦ

Stay in your houses.2
is a vivid example of the deviation of a famous Companion
and ¦ ad¢th narrator.
So, if verses of the Qur'¡n describe the Companions
such as the verse mentioned earlier, such verses are
conditional. For example, it is thus narrated in a tradition
allegedly from the Prophet (¥):

أﺣﺪ ﺑَﺎﻳَﻊ ﺗَ ْﺤﺖ اﻟ ﱠ
.” َوَﻛﺎﻧُﻮا أ ْﻛﺜَـﺮ ِﻣﻦ أﻟْﻒ َو ْأرﺑَـ ْﻌ ِﻤﺎﺋَﺔ.ﺸ َﺠَﺮة
َ “ﻻ ﻳَ ْﺪ ُﺧﻞ اﻟﻨﱠﺎر

1

See Mu ‘¡ lim al-Madrasatayn, vol. 1, p. 98.

2

S£ rat al-A¦ z¡ b 33:33.
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“None of those who pledged allegiance under the tree shall
enter hellfire.” They were more than one thousand four
1
hundred.

In describing these very Companions, the Qur’¡n says:

ِ ﴿ﻟََﻘﺪ ر
ﺿﻲ اﻟﻠﱠﻪ َﻋﻦ اﻟ ُْﻤ ْﺆِﻣﻨِﻴﻦ إِ ذ ﻳُـﺒَﺎﻳِ ُﻌﻮﻧَﻚ ﺗَ ْﺤﺖ اﻟ ﱠ
﴾.ﺸ َﺠَﺮة
َ

Allah was certainly pleased with the faithful when
they swore allegiance to you under the tree.2

In this verse, the use of the description “faithful” for
those who pledged allegiance under the tree indicates that
God’s pleasure with them or their non-admission into
hellfire includes those who were faithful on the day of the
pledge, and does not include the hypocrites and the faithless
among them. In the same manner, those who turned back
from their faith after the pledge cannot be included.
Based on what has been said so far, generalizing all the
Companions as truthful and taking their practice as a proof
and an ideal pattern of behavior in rejecting the rightfulness
of ‘Al¢ (‘a) on the issue of caliphate in the face of the
evidence to the contrary in the Qur’¡n, ¦ ad¢ths and history
does not hold water. Thus, sayings such as that of A¦mad
ibn °anbal that all the Companions are worthy of praise and
eulogy without exception and that anyone who reproached
the Companions would be r ¡ fi ¤¢ [one who abandons the
3
religion] has no credibility.
The Wahh¡b¢s say that the Companions of the Prophet
(¥) should not be cursed and that since the Prophet (¥) said
that the best of people are the Companions, anyone who

1

See Mu ‘¡ lim al-Madrasatayn, vol. 1, p. 98.

2

S£ rat al-Fat¦ 48:18.

3

A¦ mad ibn °anbal, p. 147.
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curses Mu‘¡wiyah, ‘Amr£ ibn al-‘¡¥, Ab£ M£s¡ al-‘Ash‘ar¢,
Ab£ Hurayrah, ±al¦ah, Zubayr, ‘Uthm¡n, ‘Al¢, Ab£ Bakr, or
‘ª’ishah shall be killed or something less severe than
murder.1
The essence of the saying of the Prophet (¥) is correct, but
in practical terms, any debauchee and oppressor cannot be
regarded and respected as a Companion just because he was
once with the Prophet (¥) or had seen him a few moments.
Of course, Islamic morality and the observance of
courtesy demand that a faithful person, Sh¢`ah or nonSh¢`ah, should avoid foul language or the use of obscene
and abusive words upon anyone, especially the Companions
of the Prophet (¥) and among them, the wives of the
Prophet (¥) in particular who have been addressed in the
Qur’¡n as:
… and his wives are as their mothers.

2

﴾.اﺟﻪ أُﱠﻣ َﻬﺎﺗُـ ُﻬﻢ
ُ ﴿ َوأَْزَو

The ministry of Im¡ m ‘ Al ¢ ( ‘ a)
The Wahh¡b¢s have taken the participation of Im¡m
‘Al¢ (‘a) in the congregational prayers under the leadership
[im¡ mah] of Ab£ Bakr and his acceptance of the ministry of
‘Umar as proof that ‘Al¢ (‘ a) has also recognized the
caliphate of the first three caliphs. They say that ‘Umar was
the vizier of Ab£ Bakr and ‘Al¢ was the vizier of ‘Umar,
and finally, ‘Umar also became son-in-law of ‘Al¢ and
F¡§imah and Umm Kulth£m, the daughter of ‘Al¢ was
married to ‘Umar.
Authoritative Sh¢`ah sources do not mention ‘Umar’s
1

Al-As’ilah wa ’l-Ajwibah, p. 305.

S£rat al-A¦ z¡ b 33:6: “ The Prophet is closer to the faithful than their own
souls, and his wives are their mothers.”

2
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alleged marriage to the daughter of ‘Al¢ and F¡§imah (‘ a)
because Umm al-Kulth£m was born in 6 AH and passed
away in 61 AH. They also do not mention her spouse and
children. Her grave is in B¡b a¥-¯agh¢r of Sh¡m. There is
however something mentioned about the child of her sister
Zaynab. Zaynab and Umm Kulth£m are one year apart in
age, and, of course some writers have claimed that Umm
Kulth£m and Zaynab are the same person.
Concerning the ministry of ‘Al¢ (‘a), however, there are
indications in Islamic references that ‘Al¢ (‘a) cooperated
with the second caliph only to the extent of giving counsel
and guidance, which led ‘Umar to say on over more than
seventy occasions:

.ﻟ َْﻮﻻ َﻋﻠِ ﱞﻲ ﻟ ََﻬﻠَﻚ ُﻋ َﻤﺮ

“Had it not been for ‘Al¢, ‘Umar would have been
destroyed,”

and this statement has been mentioned many times in both
the Sunn¢ and Sh¢`ah sources.
In spite of the fact that ‘Al¢ (‘a) was a known warrior
and always in the forefront in the battles during the time of
the Prophet (‘a), he did not participate in ‘Umar’s military
campaigns against Persia, Byzantine, Bayt al-Maqdis, etc.
Also, during the reigns of Ab£ Bakr, ‘Umar and ‘Uthm¡n
when the Muslim territory was in need of governors, deputies
and commanders, ‘Al¢ (‘a) had never been appointed to one
of them because they themselves knew that that station and
qualifications of ‘Al¢ (‘a) were beyond these positions, and
that they were more in need of his guidance in administering
the state. Besides, since Im¡m ‘Al¢ (‘a) did not recognize
them as the de jure caliphs, he could not also assume official
functions under their rule. However, because of the interests
of Islamic society and in order to prevent unjust and
inappropriate decisions and judgments which would be to the
detriment of the people, Im¡m ‘Al¢ (‘a) gave them counsel
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and guided them in their tasks.
Im¡m ‘Al¢’s (‘a) participation in the congregational
prayers under the leadership of Ab£ Bakr or ‘Umar did not
mean that he recognized their rightfulness. It was rather for
the sake of keeping the Muslim unity and keeping the
society away from dissension and discord. Of course, from
the perspective of jurisprudence, there are reasons for the
permissibility of following them in prayer, but it does not
provide a reason for their rightfulness to the caliphate
because Im¡m ‘Al¢ ( ‘a) had always explicitly regarded
himself as the rightful caliph.
If ever ‘Umar attained the right of seniority and
precedence on account of his ministry during the time of
Ab£ Bakr, the seniority and precedence of ‘Al¢ (‘a) over
the rest is natural because he was the minister of the
Messenger of Allah (¥) during his lifetime.
In Musnad A¦ mad ibn °anbal, an authoritative Sunn¢
source, it is narrated that the Messenger of Allah (¥) said:

ِ
.إﺟ َﻌﻞ ﻟِﻲ َوِزﻳﺮا ِﻣﻦ ْأﻫﻠِﻲ؛ َﻋﻠِﻴّﺎ
ْ :ﻮﺳﻰ
َ اَﻟﻠﱠ ُﻬ ﱠﻢ إﻧﱢﻲ أﻗُﻮل َﻛ َﻤﺎ ﻗَﺎل أﺧﻲ ُﻣ

O God! I would say something which my brother M£s¡
(Moses) said: Give me a minister from my family and that is
‘Al¢.

﴾.ْﺤ ْﻤﺪ ﻟِﻠﱠﻪَر ﱢب اﻟ َْﻌﺎﻟ َِﻤﻴﻦ
َ ﴿اﻟ

All praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds.1

?

1

S£ rat al-F ¡ ti¦ ah 1:2.
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The emergence of the Wahh¡b¢ sect in the 12 th century
AH became the source of many religious and political
disputes and disagreements in the Muslim world, and up to
now, it has consumed a considerable portion of the potential
and energy of Muslim societies especially from the time it
had been backed by the political power of Ibn Sa‘£d and
British imperialism.
The founder of this sect, Mu¦ammad ibn ‘Abd alWahh¡b, came from Najd in the Arabian Peninsula. Under
the influence of figures such as Ibn Taymiyyah, he used to
express personal understandings of Islam contrary to the
path of the ‘ulam¡’.
A comparative analysis of the ideas of Mu¦ammad ibn
‘Abd al-Wahh¡b, on one hand, and Sunn¢ and Sh¢`ah
beliefs, on the other, could reveal many of the religious
innovations, deviations and speculative interpretations
existing in this nascent sect. The book, A New Analysis of
Wahh¡ b ¢ Doctrines, attempts to do so, and it has been
written by utilizing references published by Wahh¡b¢
institutions in the °ij¡z.

